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PREFACE 

To publish in the form of a book a selection of lectures which 
I delivered on various occasions on the subject of Indian rural 
conditions may be considered to be an offence which it is perhaps 
better not to try to extenuate. These lectures do not adequately 
deal with the numerous complex problems associated with a con
structive programme for rural betterment, nor do they attempt to 
expound theories of rural economics. But if the author has 
strong convictions, as expressed in these pages, that a diagnostic 
study of the factors inhibiting any process of development among 
the mass of Indian cultivators must form the basis of a comprehen
sive policy of rural construction in India, it is perhaps not UD

reasonable that he should wish for a wider publicity for these 
lectures than was possible at the time of their delivery. 

I must express my sense of gratitude to Professor Satis 
Chandra Ray and Srijut Jogeschandra Chakravorti, Assistant 
Registrar of the University of Calcutta, for seeing the book through 
the Press during my absence. Without their assistance it 
would have been quite impossible for me to publish the book now. 
I am deeply grateful to the great Irish patriot, the Right Hon'ble' 
Sir Horace Plunkett, K.C.V.O., D.L., P.C., for a short intro
duction to the book. My acknowledgments are also due to the 
Publication Committee of the University of Calcutta for generous 
encouragement given to me. 

LONDON, 

August, 1927. 
NAGENDRANATHGANGULEE. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This little book is a collection of lectures and addresses origi
nally written for a purpose which has been signally fulfilled. U 
is now published because there is an immense amount of work, to 
which Professor Gangulee is devoting the best years of his life, 
yet to be accomplished. It .is. briefly, a study of the rural prob
lems of India, with a view to their solution mainly through educa~' 
tion of the public opinion which counts both in his own country 
and in Britain, The Author advocated, in some of these lectures, 
the appointment of a Royal Commission to investigate the condi
tions in which the great majority of the peoples of British India. 
fight against the ever-prevalent famine and the ever-present 
scarcity. 

The Royal Commission is now hard at work under. the 
chairmanship of Lord Linlithgow, whose public record is the best 
guarantee we could have that jts lahours will not be in vain. 
Professor Gangulee is, needless to say, a member of the Commis
sion. In the lectures and addresses he now publishes he has gone' 
a long way to prepare the public and the Governments concerned 
to see to it that the Report shall not be relegated to the proverbial 
shelf, but shall lead to the action the conditions do--and, we may 
hope, the evidence will-demand, The discerning reader 
wm observe that as the chapters (which are arranged in chronolo
gical order) proceed, the Professor builds up the case for his Roval 
Commission and meets, to me convincingly, the criticism of in
fluential persons who look askance at his proposal. 

Passing then to the main purpose of the writer, there are two 
criticisms I desire to anticipate. It may appear that, short as the 
book is, it might be reduced much further by eliminating mere 
repetitions; and, secondly, I can well imagine serious readers 
complaining that, if the diagnosis of the ailment is correct, the 
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treatment prescribed is altogether inadequate. My answer upon 
these two pointR can he briefly stated, ancl will supply the reasons 
why in my judgment the book should he read by all interested in 

-. the welfare of rural India more especially by the leaders of its rural 
communities. 

The repetition arises from the necessity of having the basic 
facts of the wretched human existence, which is the subject under 
discussion, brought prominently before the minds of the hetero
geneous audiences Professor Gangulee has addressed at intervals 
during the last ten years. In the first paragraph of the first ad
dress, delivered in 1917 we are confronted with " a tremendous 
wastage of human life by frequent famines and epidemics," wi~h 
the result that the sufferers have an average time on this earth of 

\J 23! years as against 40 years in England and 60 in New Zealand! 
The " decline of vitality " was going on and was mainly due to 
underfeeding. The writer is by profession a teacher; he can 
gauge accurately the intelligence of his Indian readers and knows 
that whatever the Royal Commission may recommend-to say 
nothing of the many recommendations he makes himself-the cure 
for the complexity of evils will have to come largely from tlie most 
•• backward " members of the community in whose behalf he 
appeals. I have examined these pages chiefly with regard to the 
impression they should make \Ipon the leaders of tjJe86 people, 
and r wish r could have written them. 

There rem~ins the constructive j?ortion of thll wor\>; apd here 
it may be Raid that the reader is left to select a practicable pro
gramme out of a scattered miscellany of ~uggC)~tiolls. TjJe I)lethod 
is unusual, but in all fairness we I)lust put oUf&!\lves ill thp 
writer'" position and ask ourselves what else he could have done. 
He cannot anticipate the Report of the Royal ComIUission of which 
he iH a member. It is Hafll to prophesy that I)lany recommenda-

. tions made in addresses delivered before his chief j?roposal-thll 
appointment of the Commission, which he haq also advoqated ill 
letters to The Times-had been adopted, will be favourably consi
dered. Be this as it may, Professor Gangulee has rendered a 
service to the Empire by provoking thought upon one of its gravest 
and mORt complex problems in the minds of people as varied as 
are the conditions, human and material, ot which he treats. It 
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is inconceivable to me that the good seed that he has sown will 
fail to germinate. I am glad to tell him that where my fellow
workers meet it will not fall upon stony ground. 

TuB HORAOE PLUNKETT FOUNDATION, 

10, D0l10HTY STREET, LONDON, W.O. 1. 
15th August, 1997 

HORACE PLUNKETT. 





Problems of Rural India 
I 

THE PROBLEM OF INCREASED FOOD-PRODUCTION IN INDIA. 

(The following paper was read before the Thirteenth Indian Industrial ,

Conference held in Calcutta on the 30th and 31st DeMmber, 1917. Mr. 
V. P. Madbava Bao, C.I.E., was in the Chair.] 

.. Use the land without abusing it."-J. Otis Humphrey. 

MR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

Those who make a careful study of the population problem in 
India tell us that in spite of tremendous wastage of human life by 
frequent famines and epidemics, the total population of this 
country has increased during the last decade by 7'1 per cent. 
They also tell us that among Asiatic countries India has the highest 
birth-rate and there being no checks to the increase of population, 
the death-rate is also very high. The natural duration of life in 
India is very short in comparison with that of other countries of 
the world, the average life being 23'5 years; while in England, 
the average is 40 and in New Zealand 60. So in India" there is 
a rapid succession of short-lived human beings to keep up the 
number, one generation being pushed out of existence before its 
time, to make room for the next." 

The Census figures bear testimony to the gradual decline of 
vitality of the Indian population. The reason of such a deplor
able phenomenon is not far to seek. Our labourer class is under
fed, and in the densely populated parts of the country there are not 
sufficient food-grains for the people. Sir Charles Elliott says, "I 
do not hesitate to say that half of our agricultural popUlation never 
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know from year's end to year's end what it is to have their hunger 
fully satisfied." 

This is a problem which de.mands the immediate attention 
of our countrymen. Although, compared with the European 
countries, the rate of increase of our population is extremely low, 
its pressure upon cultivation is fairly intense. Naturally, the per
centage of the people solely supported by agriculture iR rising at 
each Census, owing to the meagreness of non-agricultural forms of 
employment. That is, the ratio of progress in the production of 
wealth is far from satisfactory, and the possible consequence is the 
incrc'asing pressure upon sllbsistence. Mr. Datta in the Report 
on the Prices Enquiry has come to the conclusion that "the re
quiremt'nts of food-grains for internal consumption ha\'€ increased 
in a larger proportion than the total production of food-grains." 

Then again, the external demands for Indian food-grains have 
considerably increased; and, in consequence, the prices of food
grains have risen at a quicker rate than the wages. 

Though in our country about 70 per cent. of the population 
is engaged in agriculture, there are not sufficient food-grains to 
feed its inhabitants, and the development of industries is so slow 
tbat we cannot hope to make good the shortage of food by their 
help. So there can be no question aOotlt the urgent necessity for 
us to pay attention to the increase of food production in this 
country. Faced with thf' problf'm of o\'er-growth of population, 
:Malthus and his followers sought its remedy in abstention from 
improvident marri.1ges while the Eugenist suggests a system of 
restriction and selection in p!'rpet.llating the race. 

But the increase of the productive powers of man in tbe 
agricultural and industrial field has somewhat shaken Malthus' 
fundamental idea. The doctrine preached by Eugenists cannot be 
uniVersally accepted; for, it is difficult to conceive a social system 
in which a select portion of mankind can alone be given privilege 
to perpetuate the raef'. Professor Taussig says, "any system of 
restriction and selection would probably be inconsistent with that 
striving for freedom of opportunity and for individual development 
which is the essence of the aspiration for progress." 

There is another class of economists who believe that we ought 
ko be able to adapt population to subsistence and there should be 
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deliberate control of birth-rate. The famous Dutch ecbbomistj 
Dr. Pierson, says, "no improvemtut in the economic sitmitidb 
can be hoped for, if the number of births be not considerably 
diminished. " 

While I admit that there are sufficient reasons to adVOiJaMl 
late marriages and voluntary restraint in married life in India, my 
firm conviction is that it is possible to adapt subsistence to 
population . 

• , There is not one nation in the world," says Krdpotkin; 
"which, being armed with the present powers of agriculture, could 
not grow on its cultivable area all the food and most of the raw • 
materials derived from agriculture, which are required for its 
population, even if the requirements of that population were tij 

rapidly increase as they certainly ought to be." That this is not 
a mere dream of an idealist has been amply proved by the growth 
and improvement of agriculture in France, Belgium, Denmark; 
Germany and othet continental countries. In the course of the 
nineteenth century, the French peasants have nearly doubled tM 
area under wheat as well as the yield from each acre. Prince 
Kropotkin shows that in France the means of existence drawti 
from the soil have grown about fifteen times quicker thad the 
population. 

It may be argued that this is not the case with every CoUlltry. 
It is generally bclicwd that the area of land in the British Isles is 
too small to feed the inhabitants. But I cannot say that aliy' 
serious effort has been made to give it a fair trial. In fact, in! 

• most countries of the world, the application of science to agricul~ i 
ture has been slow and is still unsatisfactory. 

India is essentially an agricultural country and it is likely ttl 
remain so for some time yet; but in no other country has the 
system of production been so unprogressive as here. The pr(j.: I 

ductivity of the soil has uot kept pace with the growth of! 
populati~, The average cereal crop-yield all over India comes up i 
to about eleven bushels an acre, while England produces thirty;', 
France thirty-three, Denmark forty-one bushels. A closer study 
of the economic conditions of a Deccan village by Dr. Harold H. 
Mann has revealed a miserable picture of the Indian peasantry. It 
has been shown that " in a typical dry village in the Deccan, the 
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population has increased, the number of landholders has increased, 
and the holdings have become so split up into fragments that not 
only are the areas now hel~ too small in the vast majority of cases 
to maintain the family which holds them but also they now exist 
in the most awkward form of economic cultivation." 

Dr. Mann says that the average net return per acre of land in 
the village is about Rs. 14-8-0, but its average debt comes up to 
nearly Rs. 13 per acre. It shows that agriculture is no longer 
sufficient to maintain the cultivators. The result of this is clearly 
indicated by the steady increase of landless agricultural labourers 
at each Census. 

The question is what then can be done to improve the condi
tion of our agricultural population? I can see no hope unless our 
peasants are taught to make a better use of soil resources. To do 
this, our cultivators have to be freed from their huge burden of 
debt, and the holdings must be sufficiently extended in size in order 
to make economic farming possible. No student of Indian 
Economics will deny that the excessive sub-division of land is a 
great drawback and that the time has comc when both the State 
and the public should co-operate to remove this evil. 

But in spite of our present disabilities, it is not impossible to 
grow at least a blade and a half in place of one. Fertility of soil is 
largely a matter of treatment, and insufficient produce is partially 
due to the neglect of scientific agriculture. Since Lord Curzon's 
regime, the Government of India seems to have realised the value 
of fostering systematic research in agricultural science, but what
ever results may have been accomplished in our laboratories, 
Research Institutes and Government Farms, they arc of no use. 
unless proofs of their practical value are brought home to the culti
vators. No farmer cherishes an abstract enthusiasm for the 
methods and results of science. 

" In agriculture," a' Dr. Russell, the present Director of the 
famous Rothamstead Experiment Station, England, puts ;it, " the 

. judgment of the man on the spot has usually to be final, and the 
more clearly he has the facts before him, the sounder the judgment 
is likely to be." 

The first step then towards helping farmers to understand the 
exact needs and potentialities of the land under cultivation is to 
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have a full record of the soil of our country. That is to say, there 
should be a systematic soil-survey of the cultivable area of India. 
This will give us an accurate account of the " state of health of 
every field" and our agricultural experts will, then, be in a better 
position to prescribe just what is needed to extract the maximum 
yield from each acre of cultivable soil according to its nature and 
capacity. It cannot be expected to deyelop a capacity of its 
own for the production of some specific crop. Therefore local 
needs of the soil must be thoroughly understood before any practi
cal suggestion for scientific methods can be made. 

The second step towards the introduction of science in our /~ I 

agricultural enterprises is to establish suitable agencies for the 
spread of information. It must, howen!", be remembered that 
unless the very unfavourable conditions in which the Indian 
peasant lives and works are, at least, partially remoyed, no amount 
of effort can induce him to change his methods. But this is a very 
large question and brings us to the pressing need of State help to 
agriculture. Of late years, some attempts in this direction have 
been made by the Departments of agriculture, but not cyen the 
fringe of the problem has yet. been touched. The Government 
farms are not effectively organised, and however large may be the 
amount of facts which haye been gathered, there is no suitable 
arrangement by which they can be readily placed in our farmer's 
hands. 

I, therefore, appeal to my countrymen that they should, iD, 
co-operation with the Government, organise such institutions 
through which agricultural knowledge can be distributed broad
cast and facilities to buy manures, seeds and implements given to 
those who need them. The scheme of soil-survey, as suggested 
above, would naturally divide the country into groups of agricul
tural tracts or districts according to types of soils and other condi
tions, and in each tract, there should be an agricultural organisa
tion. .The institution mentioned above may be named" District 
Farm Bureau." It should be an organisation in which farmers, 
landlords, and agricultural officers of the Government must com
bine in order to have the desired effect. The District AgriculturaL 
Association, as it exists now, is not properly organised, ano there
fore it has failed to find a permanent place in our rural economy. 
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The Btirean wiil have a well-trained farm adviser. His busi
ness will be to help farmers in prescribing the most effective 
treatment for their lands; to point out new lines of work; to 
snggest and plan out experiments. on the farmer's own field and 
interpret their results. Besides these duties, he will conduct 
experiments and research into local agricultural problems with the 
help of qualified assistants. 

Each tract will be divided, according to its size and im
portance, say, into ten or twelve centres, and each centre will have 
a village headman as the chief ",ho by his occupation must 
be a cultivator. The village headman will meet together as fre
qnently as possible under the presidency of the Farm adviser and 
questions pertaining to the agricultural prosperity of the "tract" 
will be discussed. 

The Farm adviser will visit the centres and go about the 
fields to investigate the actual needs of the locality. For example, 
if the soil is deficient in organic matter, the Bureau will devote its 
attention elltirely to the study of that particular phase of agricul
tural practice. The Farm adviser will he called upon to explain 
all the different forms of organic matter, how they can be used, 
what precantions are necessary and what form is the cheapest, and 
the most convenient . 

. I need not go into the details of the working of the Bureau in 
which farmers themselves should take an active part in order to 
be able to increase the crop-yield and to reach a ptofitable market 
without middlemen's inter\'ention. The Bureau will be a sor·rof 
Rural Chamber of Commerce interested not only in the marketing 
of the Produce but also in the development of intensive methods of 
food production in India. 

The other directions in which we must look for increase in our 
food-supply are uses of (1) artificial manures, and (2) improved 
seeds. 

You are aware of the fact that during the past century in 
Europe, the outtnrn of cereals has been doubled and in some cases 
trebled only by the right and intelligent use of manures. 

E\'erY~'here in India, the present available supply of manure 
(chiefly cattle-manure) is inadequate and the use ()f artificial 
manures is almost unknown. A large quantity of cattle-manure 
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,is used for fuel purposes which cannot be dispensed with, until 
some other cheaper substitute can be found. 

So in any scheme calculated to increase the productiveness of I 
the land, the artificial manures must occupy a prominent place. 
Of course, in the dry tracts of India where moisture is the limiting 
factor, irrigation is absolutely necessary, and when it is provided 
for artificial manure will be of vital importance. 

The question of better seed is not less important than the in
creased use of manures. In this direction, there is much to be 
done in India. The quality of seed has deteriorated to a great 
extent and a systematic research and plant-breeding experiments 1 
need to be undertaken to produce better varieties of economic crops. 

An example of what could be achieved by means of the 
efforts of a nation supported by its educated public, if; furnished 
by the agricultural history of Denmark. I quote from Prince 
Kropotkin's book :-

" After the war of 1864, which ended in the loss of one of 
their provinces, the Danes made an effort widely to spread educa
tion amongst their peasants and to develop at the same time an 

• 
~ntensive culture of the soil. The result of these efforts is now 
quite evident. With a very poor soil, they have a cultivated area 
a trifle below seven million acres, out of which about three million 
acres are under cereals. Their wheat crops are on an average 

. forty-one bushels per acre" and, Ladies and Gentlemen, the 
',average in India is about eleven bushels only per acre. 

'"'We are on the eve of an Industrial renaissance in India. No 
one doubts that the solution of our poverty problem depends large
lyon the development of industries, for excessive preponderance 
of agriculture is not economically sound. The Indian cultivator 
has few subsidiary sources of income and he has to depend on a 
single crop. There being no diversity of occupations in our \ 
villages, our cultivators, during a large part of the year, find no
thing to do. 

And here is a problem for the Industrial Conference. We 
often hear of establishing large factories, workshops And mills in 
our cities; but let us not forget the example of Europe. Her 
industrial revolution has been .. disfigured by the reckless waste 
of human life and human happiness" ; in India, we must not repeat 
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that tragedy of history. \Ve should make our villages the seats of' 
a variety of industries, and thc chain that connects the farm with 
the factory will be linked. Agriculture and Industry will co
operate and no system of production must be allowed to sever 
their connection. Let 118 keep in 'our mind the truth of the follow
ing statement recently made by Professor \Varren of Cornell 
University :-

.. As our farm~ are the foundation of our wealth, so the 
farmers are the foundation of our civilization. No high civiliza
tion can long endure that is not based on a high type of citizenship 
on the farms." 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I thank you for listening to this some
what brief address. We cannot long put off organized. efforts in 
the direction of increasing food-production of India. The problem 
does no longer concern only the farmer, but it is perhaps one of the 
most pressing economic problems that are sure to dominate politi
cal affairs of the country. 
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THE NEED FOR THE STUDY OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

IN INDIA.· 

[A meeting of the staft and the students of the American College at 
Madura was held on Wednesday, February 19, 1919, at the College nail at 
which the following paper was read. It was .. GOKHALE DAY" and the 
meeting was well attended. The Principal of the American College was in 
the Chair.] 

MR. PRESJ1)ENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

I thank you heartily for the kind reception you have extended 
to me. It is with much pleasure that I stand here to-day, the day 
of the' anniversary of the passing of a great Indian patriot, 
Gokhale. It is a fitting occasion when we should turn our atten- I 
tion to the questions relating to the uplift of the Indian masses. . 

The subject which I have chosen for my paper this afternoon 
is one to which the attention of your college has already been 
drawn. As a matter of fact, Professor Saunders is one of the 
pioneers in the direction of instituting Village Economic surveys 
in South India. He has pursued the work undertaken by Dr. 
Gilbert Slater of the University of Madras, and has done 
what our political workers have not yet begun. No serious inves
tigations have been made by them with a view to acquire an 
accurate knowledge of the most complex economic facts and factors 
that are beginning to operate on the life and labour of the majority 
of Indian peoples. The play of new forces arising out of modern 
civilization is now evident in every sphere of our life, and these 
forces act and react with great-er intensity than in any former time . 

• The m&in portion of the addreB8 was published in the Mt/sore Bconomic Jemmell, 
June, 1919. 

2 
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With the growth of ci\'ilization, with new discoveries in 
science and other causes changes are becoming more rapid than 
before. The nations which fail to adapt themselyes to these 

ichanging conditions must lag behind in life's race, for the power 
/of adjustment is the true test of vital power, and any deficiency 
in this dooms us to a state of perpetual stagnation, obscurity and 
subordination. 

In India, owing to various circumstances, this process of 
adjustment has been extremely slow. But we feel sure it is gain
ing in impetus, and tbe violent impact of the outside world, instead 

I of affecting India adversely, will inevitably rouse her from her 
: social torpor and economic inertia. We are now beginning to 
I get conscious of the fact that tbe old order of tbings has ceased to I 
exist and that world-wide relations have been established, even 
with the obscurest villages of India. 

No doubt, there are certain charms and advantages in the 
simplicity of natural life; it has its beauty and its convenience. 
But, all the same, when we leave it behind, the complexities of 
adult life cannot be fitted into the clothing ot childhood. The con

. ditions of the past age in India whatever may have been their 
beauty and advantages, were different from those of the present 
time ; and therefore the type of organization which characterized 
tliat age cannot wholly endure now. In former days, the culti
vator was quite satisfied if he could raise his own food and clothing. 
Very few of the necessaries of life ever had to be bought by him, 
-the fields and the livestock providing him with his daily wants ; 
and therefore he had little need of communication even with his 
neighbours, stilI less with the outside world, During the time 
when agriculture was a self-supporting industry, rather than a 
profit-making business, the fundamental character of the economic 
organization was its self-sufficiency and its social segregation. 
Each tribe, or class, produced goods for its own use only ; there 
was no need of the medium of exchange and of any labour organi
zation, that is to say, the economic problem of agriculture was 
almost absent. 

But, to-day, we have come in touch with a wider world ; and 
because that world is new and complex a fresh adjustment in our 
economic life is urgently required. Social systems and religious 
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ideals are, comparatively speaking, slow to move; for any change 
in them means widespread dislocation, and therefore it is best that 
they should take time for change. But the economic pressure of 
tbe modern world is far too assertive and aggressive to allow slow
ness in our efforts towards the solution of agricultural problems 
which are the predominant factors in our economic life. 

We know that some of our agricultural products form the 
basis of several industries, and therefore the world market is noW' 
at the door of our cultivator. It is not enough for him to consider 
merely what he is able to produce: he must raise crops not only for 

"lg home but also for the foreign market. The system of barter 
has passed away; he has to calculate the prices for which he 
can sell his crops and also the prices at which he can purchase his 
requirements from the world-market. Agriculture is no longer a 
self-supporting industry-it has to keep pace with the industrial 
evolution that characterises our time. It is this "commercialisa
tion of agriculture" that calls for adjustment in relation to the 
socio-economic conditioDR of India. 

The history of the transition of agriculture to its modern 
phase shows that while industrial evolution was making rapid pro
gress, agricultural evolution was extremely slow in its growth. 
The result was that population migrated to the city and a decline 
of agriculture became conspicuous. Then came the discoveries of 
modern natural science, which gave fresh impetus to agriculture 
and thus revolutionized the art of good production. Side by side 
with the knowledge of increased production, "commercialisation 
of agriculture l' began and out of this phase there emerged the 
modern economic problems of agriculture. 

Modern agriculture is, therefore, not merely technological (ft 

scientific; it is a part of the commercial-industrial regime of the 
century, and the problem that is now facing politicians and eco
nomists is how best " to organize agriculture as part of a price
regulated society." The modern farmer must know how to pro
duce crops which will sell fot more than they have cost in 
production; he must understand the economic forces that 
regulate his profit, and, in case he finds himself to be a loser, he 
must know how to adjust himself to the new conditions. Let us, 
therefore, realise that all measures of reform towards the ameliora-
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tion of the condition of the Indian peasantry depend for their 
success upon their economic soundness. 

In India, we are in a parlous sitUlttion. The world's com
merce, with all its intricate economic forces, is impending over us ; 
our agricultural produce is sought for by every industrial country; 
a well-organized modern Government is at the helm of cur destiny; 
yet we are in no sense modern, still less our farmers. The 
commercial and economic movements belong, no doubt, to the 
twentieth century, but producers of raw materials, round which 
these movements organize themselves, belong to the remote past. 
The whole system of commerce and finance is worked by this 
powerful orgauization in which the Indian cultivator has no place. 
He labours in his farm and produces jute, cotton, wheat and oil
seeds, but the prices of these farm products are fixed in London. 
Thus, the farmer is continually at a disadvantage in his transac
tions wiih the well-informed commercial organizations, and he is 
easily exploited by captains of industry. 

Take the case of jute. . The profit realised by everyone, from 
the country buyer up to the factory manager, is hugely dispropor
tionate to the scanty profit realised by the grower. The jute fore
casts, published by our Government, give an approximately fair 
estimate of the probable supply, and organized traders can con
veniently speculate and fix their prices for jute. 

The remedy for this state of things lies, not in appealing to 
the moral sense of the powerful, but in making our own position 
strong and secure. What we must do, if we are to resist economic 
exploitation, is to organize ourselves in a strong defensive line, and 
it is one of the functions of Agricultural Economics to indicate the 
nature and extent of such defensive action. 

Economic organization is tlie very heart of modern agricul
ture. All the factors of production, as well as of distribution, 
should be brought together in harmony under co-operative organi
zations. How this is to be done in our own case is a question 
which must necessarily come under the sphere of agricultural 
economics. 

It is a truism that education and economic efficiency go hand 
in hand ; to my mind, the problem of rural education should also 
be taken up by cO-Qperative effort. It will have the double 
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function of protecting the farmer's interest and of making. him 
conscious of his position in the world's market. This conSCIOUS
ness will help to ,,:iden his views of life and he will realise within 
himself that his interests are intertwined with those of the wide 
world around him. 

It is needless to say that the character of social life depends 
upon the nature of its economic condition, and most of the changes 
that have lately happened in our society have been brought about 
by economic pressure. Therefore our economics cannot be dealt 
with apart from our social system. Let me give an illustration. I 
came in touch with some villages where caste regulations prohibit 
selling vegetables. It had its meaning when different sections of 
the community lived upon occupations specially allotted to them, 
saving them from the fierceness of uncontrolled competition. :But 
with the change of conditions these regulations have become more 
of the character of a hindrance than a help. When it is clearly 
demonstrated that the use of bone-manure gives increased yield of 
paddy, farmers refuse to do so for fear of losing caste. In case of 
a bad harvest, the deities receive a liberal supply of sacrifice, and 
puja is offered for increasing the productivity of the land. 

Therefore, as I hinted before, those who deplore the state of 
our poverty should remember that economic and social forces can
not be understood as isolated phenomena. Social development' is 
certainly a co-ordinate factor in the progress of our rural civiliza
tion; and how it has retarded its growth and what may be the 
ultimate solution, it is the function of agricultural economics to 
determine. 

Now and then, a great enthusiasm to minister to the farmer's 
troubles prevails in certain quarters and some palliative measures 
are suggested as remedies. Some immediate causes of their 
miseries occupy our attention, such as failure of crops, agri
cultural distress, labour trouble in plantations, indebtedness and 
such other phenomena. But what is necessary is a careful con
siderahon of the deeper and wider economic issues involved 
in agriculture, for, whatever may be the nature of particular 
economic disturbances, they are never isolated phenomena. There
fore a comprehensive survey of the scope of agricultural economics 
should be made before any serious work of reconstruction can be 
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undertaken. To do this, a clear conception of the character of 
agricultural economics has to be obtained. Perhaps you will per
mit me to make a few remarks here on the character of agricultural 
economics. We must remember that it depends on the nature of 
the ends which the nation aspires to achieve. For example,. 
Germany's chief Concern has not been merely to secure a large 
return to the individual farmer or to obtain the greatest return upon 
her prodnctive expenditure, but her ambition has been directed 
towards obtaining security in times of war. Speaking generally, 
her agricultural economics has been indentured to the service of a 
Military State. The following quotation from a German treatise 
on agricultural economics will explain what I mean :-

•• Under normal circumstances the domestic agricultural pro
duction of a nation should certainly provide for the needs of the 
resident population as to necessary products of the soil, especially 
as to the indispensable foodstuffs. Otherwise the country falls into 
a position of greater or less dependence upon other states, which 
are in a position to produce more human subsistence than is needed 
within their own domains. This dependence is especially pre
carious in time of war and for such lands as, like the German 
Empire, are bounded on nearly all sides by other countries, and 
have only a very limited access to the open sea. In a war with 
Russia, France, England, or several of these countries together, 
the adequate maintenance of the home population might be serious
ly endangered. To be sure, the danger is somewhat lessened by a 
strong fleet, such as we hope to have in our possession in the course 
of a few years, but yet is by no means entirely removed. It 
remains, at any rate, an especially vital problem for German 
agriculture to strive to provide its domestic needs of indispensable 
means of subsistence, and particularly its breadstuffs. Out of 
regard for its own existence, even the government is compelled, so 
far as lies within its power, to assist agriculture in the solution of 
this problem. '''11 

The case of France is quite different. While the character 
of the German agricultural economics was being determined by 
mobilizing all resources for the purpose of .. National strength and 

• Trlmilated and <looted iu Agricultural Economic8 by Prof. Nourse. 
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self-sufficiency", France devoted her attention t{) the individual 
prosperity of her farming population. It is with this end in view, 
that she attempted to put into the hands of her cultivators the well
devised scientific equipments necessary for intensive agriculture. I 
may quote a few lines from M. Jouzier's book, in which he points 
out that, after the cultivator obtains a thorough training in science 
and its applications to farming, 

!' he iB then able to practise the art of agriculture, which in
volves simple transformation of material by the process of cultiva
tion, but not the industry of agriculture, which involves, 
at the Bame time and to a greater extent, the realization 
of an increase of wealth. And he needs moreover, in order to 
enable him to accomplish this double purpose, an appeal to social 
science, which teaches him to understand man so far as he is a 
Bocial being, the needs and desires which govern him, the higher 
laws which he obeys in the social relationships which he forms 
with his fellow-men ; he ought, lastly, to have recourse to rural 
economi('s in order to learn, as we have said before, to co-ordinate 
the action of all his industrial resources, to the end of making the 
greatest profit possible. But if, according to our point of view, 
rural economics remains the science of the internal organization of 
the agricultural enterprise, we shall not commit the mistake of 
confining it within too narrow limitations and excluding from its 
province all that concerns the relationships of the enterprise with 
the outside world ......... It is, so to speak, the agricultural science 
of sciences, not because it claims a quality, but because it draws 
upon them all and sums them all up to speak the last word of tecb
nological science, profit." 

. Thus, we see two distinct types of agricultural economics, one 
governed by the military state, the other left to individual enter
prise. Although the character of agricultural economics in Tndia 
depends on the extraordinary circumstances of our close connection 
with a great manufacturing nation like Britain, yet the example 
of France stimulates our imagination. But unless we clearly 
nnderstand what is really taking place in the economic aspect of 
indian agriculture, and collect data with scientific precision, we 
shall not lie able to form any decision about our future economic 
programme. 
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rnfortunately, Indian economists have shown very little prac
tical interest in collecting data on which the principles of agr;· 
cultural economics can be based. They attempt to build theories 
upon foreign premises. It is due to the lact that they are not, 
in the first place, familiar with the principles of scientific 
agriculture, and secondly, their attention is directed chiefly to the 
problems of Industrial economics; when questions relating to rural 
life become important, our economists try to elaborate, in the ab
sence of any reliable agricultural data, from general economic 
doctrines, certain economic ideas which can never be applied to a 
rural environment. Only recently some attempts have been made 
to collect data from rural areas with a view to ascertain the process 
of India's economic development. It clln hardly be denied that 
many of the results of such enquiries have not only been inadequate, 
but fragmentary and superficial. On the other hand, we gladly 
acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. H. H. Mann, of Poona 
Agricultural College, for organizing an economic survey of a 
Deccan village. This is the first attempt in this direction, and we 
hope that similar studies will be undertaken by other agricultural 
colleges; for, the effort to work out a better technique of farming 
cannot be wholly successful unless the necessary adjustment in 
economic conditions is brought about. 

From the economic survey referred to above, it is clear that 
two main ohstacles stand in the way of introducing improved 
methods of agriculture, namely, the small average size of holdings 
and their scattered nature. As an illustration I may refer to a case, 
cited by Mr. Keatinge, of a partiCUlar landlord of Ratnagiri Dis
trict, owning forty-eight acres of paddy land, who had it divided 
up into fifty-three separate plots. Dr. Mann's survey shows that 
sucli holdings are scarcely economic. 'Ve do not know exactly the 
situation in other parts of India, as no systematic investigation of 
the extent to which holdings are dh'ided and scattered has yet been 
made. An Economic survey would place all such facts Defore us, 
and we could then discuss what should be done to mitigate the 
evils of excessive divisions. 

But the handicaps to agricultural development of the country 
referred to here are not the only ones whose nature must needs be 
diagnosed. Since the opening of the markets of the world, new 
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economic factors have begun to dominate even the daily life of every 
tiller of the soil. Just how these factors are operating upon the 
socio-economic life of the people, and to what extent economic and 
social problems are iitter-related, it is difficult to say without a. 
scientific approach to the questions involved. It is a matter of 
regret that the study of rural economics has been seriously neglected 
in this country. Ignorance of the fundamental factors which con
tribute to the production of wealth from the soil, and to the IIluch
needed readjustments in Indian rural life to-day, is largely res
ponsible for the indefiniteness in our agricultural endeavours. 

Schools and colleges for teaching agriculture are of very recent 
growth in India. No suitable curriculum, specially adapted to 
Indian students has yet been offered, and so far as the technical 
courses in agriculture are concerned the institutions follow a simple 
standard. Be that as it may, agricultural colleges in Inilia should 
olIer systematic courses in agricultural economics. Thf' task of 
organizing an economic survey of our rural areas rests with the ad
ministrative officers of the agricultural colleges and the state De
partments, and when this is done, the students will realise the 
public and social aspects of our agricultural problem. I know 
students who are well-trained in scientific agriculture, but who lack 
interest in the economic aspect of the subject, simply because they 
have been taught agriculture only from the point of view of scienoo 
dissociated from the agricultural life in its completeness. 

I have one more Buggestion to mak\!, before I conolude. OIlJ' 
agriculture is not exclusively the concern of farmers ; it affects a 
very large percentage of our population. To my mind it' is a 
matter of the highest national interest, and as such it should 
demand careful consideration both from the people and the Govern
ment. Is it not then a fair Buggestion to make that a chair of 
agricultural economics should be established in every Indian 
university? Surely the importance of agriculture in our economic 
life is great enough to justify such 8 demand. 



rn 
AGRICULTURll AND INDUSTRIES. 

[ With & view to study the various aspects of socio-economic life of the 
peoples of India, an organization under the name of .. School of Social 
Science" was established in Calcutta. During its brief existence, a num~ 
her of weekly meetings was held; and in one of those meetings the following 
paper was read On the 2nd November, 1920.] 

FRIENDS, 

The average city-bred youngman is not quite familiar with 
the conditions and the problems of rural areas. But if we glance 
at the £gures of Indian export trade, we may realise what an im
portant part agriculture plays in the economy of this continent. It 
is our premier industry, and for the development of manufacturing 
industries India must depend on the resources of agriculture. The 
value of the total annual production from food and non-food crops 
is estimated approximately at two-thousand crores of rupees. And 
yet the average yield of our staple crops is comparatively low, the . 
methods of cultivation and the farm implements employed being 
primitive and ineffici~nt. 

Now, agriculture is the oldest and the most elemental of in
dustries. The origin of this industry in the history of mankind has 
given rise to many speculations among the anthropological investi
gators. "When we examine the intricate conditions under which 
agriculture is carried on amongst us at the present day, it becomes 
a matter of no small difficulty for us to imagine a period when man 
should have raised food from the soil without any of the, to us 
apparently essential, pre-suppositions having been complied with. 
With us, apart from the primary indispensability of a suitable 
climate and soil, we see that the farmer requires security from 
domestic and foreign foe, in other words a reliable government, a 
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certain amount of capital and labour, freedom from animal pests, 
a fixed settlement and-that primary incentive to toil in civiliza
tion-want. "" The primitive man must have observed the plants 
of the region where he lived and also the hindrances to their 
growth. .. In the progress of civilisation," says. De Candolle, 
.. the beginnings are usually feeble, obscure and limited. There 
are reasons why this should be the case with the first attempts at 
agriculture or horticulture. Between the custom of gathering wild 
fruits, grain, and roots and that of the regular cultivation of the 
plants which produce them there are several steps." Various deter
mining causes which favour or obstruct the extension of cultivation 
must have regulated these steps. On examining these causes, it 
becomes clear to us why certain regions have been for thousands 
of years peopled by settled agriculturists, while others are still in
habited by nomadic tribes. 

Not only the beginning of agriculture, but the invention of 
the plough itself is pre-historic. One of the most ancient examples 
of cultivated plants is to be found in a drawing representing figs in 
the pyramid of Gizeh. Historians bdieve that there must have 
been an established agriculture in Egypt centuries before the date 
of the Pyramids. In India our Vedic littratures are full of re
ferences to established agriculture. The plough, for instance, 
found a most glorified place in our Epics. Referring to the stol'Y 
of Sita, a western scholar remarks: "Many nations have glorified 
the plough in legend and religion, perhaps never more poetically 
than where the Hindus ce!ebrate Sita. the spouse of Rama, rising 
brown and beauteous, crowned with corn-ears, from the plclUghed 
field; she is herself the furrow (Sita) personified." t 

So much for the historical aspect of Agriculture. We now 
turn to modern agriculture. The industrial evolution of the pre
sent age has brought into operation a set of new" determining 
causes" to which agriculture must adjust itself. Agricultural 
practices have to keep pace with forces that lead to commercial 
activities of the present time. Agriculture is no longer an industry 
designed to serve the bare necessities of the farmer. It is now a 

• Ling Roth: Journal of the Anthropological Institute, 16, 100·86. 
t Ts"lor: Journal of the Anthropological Institute, 10, 14·81. 



bu.!!i!llesS flnd he must become II business man. He hRB begun to 
apply science to the art of farming and therefore he must under· . 
stand the basic principles underlying that application. It has en· 
Uireil upon a field of competition both at home and from oth!ll" 
OOIlntries ; and there, he must employ capital and labour econo
I!lieally. Along with competitiOli has come new opportunity, and 
therefore be must be sufficiently alert aruJ enterprising to utilize it 
tGhis advantage. 

These are, then, some of the conditions which the farmer 01. 
the twentieth century must fulfil. The question is, to what extent 
the Indian cultivator is able to do so. India with the bulk of her 
agricultural population has been described by Sir Daniel Hamilton 
"as the minus quantity of the Empire: minus education, minus 
doctors and medicine, minus sanitation; and in the year of 
scarcity, minus food, minus water, minus clothes,-minus oil, and 
everything else that makes the wheel of life turn smoothly." 

Now, all these minus quantities are due to the fact that the 
average per capita income of the people is exceedingly low result
ing chiefty from low agricultural production. In spite of :a settled 
Government and growth of commercial activities, India finds her 
peasant"y living as it were in stagnation. Comparing the condi
tions at the close of the sixt~nth century with those of to-day Mr. 
Moreland finds that the difference in the gross income per head of 
the rural population" would not be so great as to indicate a definite 
alteration in the economic position." His conclusion is : "our 
final verdict must be that, then as now, India was desperately poor, 
and that deficiency of production which is the outstanding fact of 
the present day was, at least, equally prominent at the close of the 
sixteenth century." 

The factors largely responsible for the depression of our a.gri
cultural production may be discovered if you only try to ann lyse 
the root canse of the stagnant conditions of life in which the bulk 
of thepeop1e of India exist to-day. I need not refer yon to the 
sOeial and religious factors. On the economic side, there are 
abundant sources which fundamentally affect .any process(jf 
rehabilitation. Ij(\ck of education, lack of capital, lack of health, 
energy and initiative, 'all contribute to a vast waste in 'Our econo
mic life. 



:Recently I have been touring in some ilistriets of Bengal. 
Among various deficiencies in tbe economic life of the peasantry, I 
particularly noticed the nature of agricultural holdings and the 
quality of cattle. The waste due to fragmentation of land is 
serious and there can be no doubt that this is ruinous to" betteI' 
farming." Unless some Legislative measures are ltdopted to 
check the process of further subdivision of lands, I see no way of 
making any definite progress in our agriculture. As it stands, the 
uneconomic holdings fail to support the numerous cultivating 
classes whose economic condition, in absence of any other subsi. 
diary occupations, has been seriously imperilled. In rural Bengal 
agriculture and other occupations are inter-dependent; and when. 
ever there is any derangement of tbe ordinary farming operations, 
caused by the failure of rain or such abnormal weather conditions, 
it affects not only those dependent on the income from the land, 
but practically every organ of social economy. 

As regards cattle, they are deficient both in number and in 
quality. Considering the peculiar type of agriculture of this 
country, the poor outturn of crops is largely due to inefficient 
plough-cattle. Perhaps you expect me to state briefly what other 
deficiencies exist in the agricultural economy of Benga\. The main 
hindrance to crop improvement in Bengal appears to arise from the 
absence of adequate irrigation and in some localities proper dmin. 
age facilities. 

A considerable portiol! of the agriculturallanils haJJ passed 
mto the hanrls of Mahajans for whom the actual cultivators work 
under the Bhag system, or as daylabourers.This is a fatal handi
cap to the development of agriculture. Among other hapdicaps we 
I!lJIY mentiol! the following :- . 

(1) Want of cheap credit. 
(2) "Want vf economic sense among ihe euitivatW8. 
em Want of adeqllatei!lcilities f()l' supply of goodsl\Elds ~1l4 

manures. 
(4) Want vf facilitres fur Dlarketi~ farm prQd~ce. 
(5)Want of oeducation. 
(6) Want of rUl'lll1!ll1litatiQn 8Ildpleva1l/.Jlce of prev.entible 

jj~. 
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The list is not half complete, but I hope the above items will 
shuw that the problems of rural Bengal are grave, and therefore call 
for a special study of the situation in all its bearings. If we know 
exactly where we are, then we can go on to work and reconstruct the 
existing rural institutions on an economical and scientific basis. 

To my mind, there can be no effective organisations in rural 
areas without an army of rural workers recruited from our educated 
classes. India needs rural leadership. 

In the second place, our immediate attention must be directed 
to increased production of crops. Here empirical methods, how
ever great may have been their achievements in the past, must now 
needs be replaced by science. The place of science in rural life and 
labour is assured in some of the western countries. And the con
fidence inspired by the application of scientific methods is so great 
that the Dutch farmers say, " God made the sea, we made the 
land." -

I cite an illustration of what may be achieved by the applica
tion of scientific methods to farming operations from the history of 
German agriculture. 

The soils of Germany are by nature no better than those of the 
surrounding countries. Thirty years ago, by rotations of crops 
and by very careful cultivation, the Teuton farmers were able to 
gamer from eighteen to twenty bushels of wheat to the acre and 
only fifteen bushels of rye. But immediately preceding the great 
war, thanks t{) the use of nitrogenous fertilizers, the cultivated 
acres of Germany were producing from thirty to thirty-two bushels 
of wheat to the acre and twenty-five bushels of rye. Two decades 
back, without any application of essential manures, the oat fields 
produced thirty bushels to the acre, and in 1913 nitrogen fertiliza
tion brought up the crops to sixty-one bushels an acre. Take the 
case of potato cultivation. In the early eighties 130 bushels of 
potatoes to the acre was considered a prime yield, but in 1914 Chile 
saltpetre had made it possible to count upon an output of 210 
bushels per acre. Germany did this while the seas were open to 
her; and because the same course was not followed by farmers in 
Russia, Austria-Hungary, France and Italy, these countries, with 
similar, if not bett~r soils, did not improve upon their crops of 
thirty or forty years ago. On the other hand, Great Britain, 
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Belgium and Holland profiting by German example, were able to 
increase the fruitfulness of their acres anywhere from fifty to a 
hundred per cent. The difference in favour of Germany's increased 
production when compared with that of other European countries 
may largely be attributed to more scientific methods of cultivation, 
extensive use of better seeds and essential fertilizers, and to the 
application of knowledge derived from plant-breeding. Germans 
look upon farming as a national .service. 

Prior to the war, Germany drew upon Chile yearly for some
thing like 900,000 tons of Sodium nitrate, and there is good reason 
to believe that fully 600,000 tons of this were utilized in the pre
paration of fertilizers for domestic use. German ships transported 
most of the Saltpetre from the Chilean beds, and her enemies knew 
the economic significance of that traffic. 

To make a beginning in the direction of "better farming, 
better business, better life" in India, I believe we mllst look to 
the co-operative movement. ·When the principles of co-operation 
are applied to agriculture, it becomes fruitful in more than one 
direction. A new avenue of progress is opened and a fresh impetus 
is given to the process of adjustment necessitated by political and 
socia-economic facts of the 20th century. Numerous examples 
could be cited from the history of agricultural crop in Europe. In 
Italy for instance the country where the existence of vast estales 
(the latifondi) owned by absentee landlords and the general social 
and educational condition of the peasantry enable us to draw a com
parison with conditions of our own agricultural popUlation, the co
operative societies have undertaken to cultivate large areas. They 
drained and reclaimed waste land and succeeded in converting it 
into a fertile agricultural region. The societies had to make their 
way through serious internal strife and machinations of pitrty 
politics ; but, once the foundation of agricultural co-operation' is 
made secure, its growth cannot be jeopardised. That foundation 
must be truly laid in Bengal, if we desire to stimulate and foster 
schemes of rural reconstruction. 

Fritnds, I have spoken at length on some problems of agricul
ture. I will only make a brief reference to industrial questions. I 
believe that the possibilities of establishing industries m India are 
intimately bound up with those of agriculture. One example may 



be cited here. The arts undet cm1tivation in British India is about 
220 million acres, and to till this IICreage more than 25 or 30 
miJIion ploughs are required. Suppose these are replaced by more 
efficient iron ploughs. You will then have out Df the manufacture 
of this single implement, a very flDurishing industry opening out 
new fields of emplDyme,llt for Dur technically educated youngmen. 
Besides iron plDughs, there are other implements that may be 
gradually employed in agriculture. Motor pumps for lifting water, 
8ugar·mills, threshing machines, oil pre~ses, hone crushers,-all 
these may be manufactured in India. 

The report of the Industrial Commission has strongly em
phasised the importance of the development of agriculture as the 
basis of industrial development. A glance at the figures of agri
cultural products such as oil seeds, raw sugar, jute, cotton. will con
~nce you in What abundance raw materials of industry are avail
ahle in this country. By increasing her agricultural output India 
can substantially assist industrial development. 

CrClps. 

Raw Sugar 
Linseed 
Sesamutn. 
Rape and Mustard 
Groundnul 
Jut. 
Cotton 

Estimated Yjelcl-(1~3-24).· 

3.317.000 tons. 
463.000 .. 
441,000 .. 

1.i49.000 
i,086.ooo 

.. .. 
8.401 000 bale •. each weighing 400 lbi' 
0,979,000 II" " " 

Leaving aside the question of industries on a large scale, there 
IS still an ample scope for developing cottage industries in India. 
It ie known to you that our peasants are mostly small holders. Even 
in advanced countries small holders find it well-nigh impossible to 
make a living merely out of agricultural pursuits. The state of 
affairs in India is deplorable in the sense that she is unable to 
Bssemble necessary resources under efficient organisations for the 
purpose of encouraging and propagating cottage industries. .• The 
gospel of the spinning wheel" alone cannot solve the problem, 
although It may direct the attention of the country to tlie necessity 
t)f organisinll' subsidiary industries in Rural India. Fruit culture, 

!' The ~ ha...e been blougbt up-to-date. 
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dairying, poultry and goat breeding, apiculture, sericulture, lac in
dustry, these are some of the occupations which may be developed 
in the country. No programme, however, can be translated into 
action unless and until some of the educated young men are deter
mined to work and live in rural areas. 

Well, friends, the entire socio-economic structure of New 
India must be renovated and adapttd to the conditions of this 
century. For that task India needs the services of an army of 
well-equipped young men and young womtn. A scathing indict
ment of British rule cannot take us very far. True foundations 
have to be laid by the people themselves. The late Mr. Gokhale 
once said: 

" There is work enough for the most enthusiastic lover of his 
country. On every side, whichever way we turn, only one sight 
meets the eye, that of work to be done ; and only one cry is heard, 
that there are few faithful workers. The elevation of the depressed 
classes, who have to be brought up to the level of the rest of our 
people, universal elementary education, co-operation, improve
ment of the economic condition of the peasantry, higher educntion 
of women, spread of industrial and technical education, building 
up the industrial strength, promotion of closer relations tetwcen 
the different communities-these are some of the tasks which lie in 
front of us and each of them needs a whole army of devoted 
missionaries. " 

Can Bengal produce a band of Rural mi8sionaries ? 

4 
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PLEA FOR RURAL RECONSTRU.CTION. 

[On the 14tb April, 1922, at a meeting of tbe KarnD Sangha, a rural 
welfare centre organised at Bebala, 24·Parganas, the following paper waa 

read before tbe workers and ~ympatbisers of the Sangba. Babu Pramotho 

N"th Mukherjee was ~n 'the chair. The address w.aa followed by a lively 

discussion.] 

Fellow Workers, 

The dust storm that had been raised by the political agitation 
,all over the country seems to have passed away; at least the atmos
phere is sufficiently clear to make it possible to see things in their 
proper per~l'ective. Now is the time for us to understand what 
PlUst be done to solve the problems of our national life. Mere 
quarrel over political bones \vill only exhaust our limited stores of 
energy and not give us anything very much wholesome. 

Yet, in a country where the entire socia-economic institu
tions dominated by worn-out tradi~ions and religious conven
tionalities have been crystallized into a hard mass, hope
lessly out of harmony with the changing social and political needs, 
such a wide-spread mass movement was, indeed, a necessity. The 
dynamic property inherent in sud! a movement breaks up the 
crust that conceals beneath it a stagnant society dangerous not 
only to the nation but also to any civilized Government. And as 
such, this movement should be welcomed by every sincere friend 
of India. 

But we must guard ourselves against political obsession. 
Political agitations readily catch the imagination of the people; 
but, unless we are able to evolve some constructive idea upon the 
questions that are of vital interest to our national life, the life of 
the nation cannot sympathetically respond to forces released by 
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political methods. Recall the days of the Swadeshi movement 
of 1905. Nothing of any permanent value was achieved. It was, 
however, realised that reorganisation of some sort was needed of 
the entire system of our rural life, and those who teliaciously 
clung to the work they had taken in hand discovered that the 
fundamental basis of "Swaraj" lay in rural reconstruction. 
Then, simultaneously, with the suppression of political outbursts, 
the leaders disappeared from the field of action leaving II set of 
young men to contend against the forces that were brought into 
existence. Gradually the country relapsed into the silence of 
somnolence. 

Since the beginning of the Non-Co-operation movement, the 
Provincial Congress Committees have issued manifestos drawing 
the attention of the country to the urgency of rural reconstruction. 
The band of young men who rushed out of Calcutta to engage 
themselves in rural services soon after the session of the special 
Congress, failed to carry out the vague " programme " designed 
for them by the leaders. 

This failure has many lessons to import. Successful organi
sation rests upon a correct understanding of the precise problems 
affecting the rural population. As this was not fully realised, it 
became difficult for workers to formulate their policies. 

The organisation which we hope to build up in a rural area 
aims at gathering a somewhat clear notion of the various phases 
of village life and habit. We are beginning to realise how im
portant it is to understand .. the rural-group mind." We are 
here more as investigators rather than as workers. 

The Karmi Sangha is a rural welfare organisation or Asso
ciation by which the problems related to needs of rural communi
ties arc to be investigated, and in the light of experience, a pro
gramme of organization of rural needs is to be drawn up. . 

The real idea of . Swaraj , consists in the creation of a rUral 
civilization; and as a step towards that we aim at the revitaliza-. 
tion of rural communities through practical organisations unde!! 
the guidance of a number of young men and women who must 
be trained in rural work before they are called upon to serve the 
country. 
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The needs of rural communities which require organisatioll 
may be outlincd as fo]]ows :-* 

1. Business Needs.-

(1) Better farm production; revival of cottage industries. 
(2) Better marketing facilities. 
(3) Better means of securing supplies. 
(4) Better credit facilities. 
(5) Better means of communication. 

II. Social Needs.-

(1) Bettcr educational facilities. 
(2) Better sanitation and rural hygiene. 
(3) Better opportunities for recreation. 
(4) Better home economics. 
(5) Better relations between various group-life. 

I propose to deal this evening with the social needs of rural 
communities. Perhaps, the most fundamental requisite is rural 
education. No scheme of rural regeneration is sound without an 
adequate provision for imparting education of the right kind. 

In certain quarters, doubts are expressed as regards the 
feasibility of educating the rural population of India. We are 
told that the handicaps to any practical scheme of rural education 
are far too many for an easy solution. But, friends, it may be 
instructive to you hear a short account of Danish Peasant Schools 
whose influence in Danish rural life has been of a dynamic and 
far-reaching character. 

That little country of Denmark has always been the object 
lesson to the world as regards the improvement of her rural popu
lation. The high standard of intellectual culture of the Danish 
peasants and the marvellous progress made by their agricultural 
and economic institutions have always impressed students of rural 
economy. The secret of it all lies in the introduction of a rational 
system of education, and in the efforts of a group of Danish patriots 

• e;ee ProCeS8Ol' Carver's Principles of Rural Economics. 
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to whom patriotism is almost a part of their religion. I shall 
briefly summarise the information I could collect with regard to 
the origin, the development and thc results of peasant schools in 
Denmark through ,yhich 47 per cent. of the young rural popula
tion come out with decent education. ThcfC peasant schools are 
designated as the" High Schools" in Denmark. 

The movement of cleyating the rural population of Denmark 
owes its origin to the Danish Poet, Nikolai Frederik Severin 
Grundtvig. The fact that imagination has creative power is 
amply proved by the success of these Danish national institutions, 
the foundation of which \vas first laid by a poet. This noble 
Danish patriot holds a unique position in the literature of his 
country. His writings have had a great influence on his own 
countrymen. So, when, in the year 1844, he appealed to his 
countrymen in the following ,Yards, he had sown the seeds of his 
ideals in a fertile soil. He declared at a meeting of several thou
sand citizens :-

.. It was necessary to· elevate the people, and for that purpose 
to revive their religious and patriotic sentiment; that no beauty 
is too high for them; that the purest sources of intellectual and 
moral life must be placed within their reach; that with the new 
schools a living, real, and national education should be created.:' 

The poet's voice woke up the citizens of Copenhagen. They 
rallied round him to offer their services to the cause of national 
education. The workers sought his help to build up the organi
sation with detailed precision in order to be able to give his ideals 
:1 practical shape, but the poet only formulated the principles and 
inspired others with the enthusiasm necessary for their practical 
:lpiJlication. Grundtvig must have seen clearly with the vision 
of a true pud that a too rigid programme would exclude any possi
bi!ity of variation and thus the capacity for adaptability as the 
circumstances change would not be maintained. 

This is, indeed, a lesson to us who are so apt to lay undue 
stress on the importance of rules and regulations in the educa
tional organisations. And I wish to draw your attention to this 
view-point when the idea of tstablishing a school under this orga
nisation is being developed. Our success, remember friends, will 
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depend much more on the teacher's personality than on school 
equipment or regulations or a list of text books. I should like 
to state in some details the principles on which the Danish 
Peasant Schools are governed. And as I read them I was struck 
by the remarkable uniforplity of ideas among the leaders of 

. tbought in different countries. How often the same principles 
as formulated by the Danish poet were declared to be the basis 
of a sound educational system by our own poet Rabindra Nath. 

The principles of this educational organisation are as fole 
lows :-

(1) The instruction must be exclusively oral. The pro-
fessor must not use any book, any notes; he must come into 
relation with his pupils by means of a real familiar conversation. 
'l'he poet-founder of the organisation insisted on this point. The 
voice alone, he says, "coming from a human breast, can give 
words strength and wings." He used to argue that if the main 
object was to communicate with souls, we could only do the work 
" with the word," that is heard, that goes into the unseen to 
awake the invisible mental life." 

(2) As the age of 18 to 25 years is considered to be most sus. 
ceptihle (according to poet Grundtvig) to lasting impressions, the 
young persons of that age should only be admitted to the schools. 

(3) No attempt should be made to impart technical educa
tion. The education must be general in character, aiming at 
opening new horizons in every direction and cultivatIng the patrio
tic, religious, aeRthetic and moral sentiments. When this is 
attained, the schools will turn out such men who would be capable 
of learning agriculture or any other profession with profit. 

(4) The teaching of history, specially the national history 
and national poetry, should form an essential part of the instruc
tion. Grundtvig was very keen on the methods of teaching 
history. He says, " History must be related in poetic language, 
as it passed from mouth to mouth in the recitations of the Scalds. 
He emphatically discouraged the practice of learning a mass of 
facts, statistical tables, etc., by heart in chronological order. 

(5) Instruction should be given in the mother tongue. It is 
necessary that each student while leaving school, will be able to 
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speak and write Danish perfectly. Such a principle is quite easy 
to follow in a country like Denmark, for the Danish elementary 
schools keep the child in school until he is 14 or 15 years old. 
During this period the elementary instruction in various branches 
of study prepares him for continuing further studies. Grundt
vig's idea was to resume instruction in the vernacular language 
in •. the High Schools" and carry it on to a degree of refinement 
very rare among the peasants. In this,' according to the latest 
report, .. The High Schools " have had considerable success. 

(6) The fees must be paid by each student; the fees are quite 
low, but no student is exempted from payment. 

(7) The system of education dispenses with all examination 
and all diplomas. To follow the Grundtvigian principle, there 
should not be even oral examinations. SOlllctimes tb(: pupils are 
questioned collec!ive:y, never individually. 

As we have seen, no diploma is given by the High Schools. 
',1'0 most of us this f~a(ure of organisation will not seem to be 
quite feasible. The Government of Denmark once proposed that 
the schools should organise examinations, giving a diploma entit· 
ling tbe· students to enter the Copenhagen Agricultural School. 
The answer to this proposal by the followers of Grundtvig is 
characteristic: -

.. Our object is to awaken the spiritual life, by means of free 
lectures, to excite patriotism through a right understanding of the 
language, nature and history of our country. We wish to do for 
the civic life of the people what the church is doing for their reli
gious life. The moment, in which we succeed in teaching our 
.pupils, in rousing their appreciation for what is high and noble in 
human life, is more important for us than that in which they 
.acquire a grammatical idea or solve a mathematical problem. We 
want them to do that also, but as subordinate to the principal 
work. Our pupils must leave us full of desire to devote themselves 
to· noble ends. \Vhatinformation they lack they will easily 
acquire later, but it is evident our education cannot adapt itself 
to an examination programme." 

There is another principle laid down by the poet which is 
related to the civic instruction. While he realised that the school 
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must not be a " political tribune," he strongly recommended that 
the pupils must be given a sufficiently clear idea of the existing 
political conditions. 

So much then, for the principles of the "High Schools." 
Let us now pass on to the 'other phases of the system of education. 
The followers of Grundtvig are the directors of the schools, and 
they are called the Grundtvigians. 

All the pupils of the High Schools are sons or daughters 
of peasants. There are at present 80 such schools in the country 
districts of Denmark. But as the fees are to be paid, these schools 
are not within the reach of the poor peasant, and the agricultural 
labourers. With the increase of small land owners in Denmark, 
peasants are becoming prosperous, and the Grundtvigians are 
setting up schools among the poorer peasants. 

There are no regular courses, but discussions on such subjects 
us hist'Jry, geography, Danish language and literature, socbl c('o
nomy and elements of natural history, physics and chemistry are 
held. The young men come in the winter when the field work 
leaves them more leisure. During a residenCE; of a few months 
the plipil~ couici '~ot be taught the large number of subjecL., men
tioned above, and therefore the courses have not a definitt pro
gramme. The directors are of opinion that discussions are more 
hel pful in getting an idea of certain subjects than following a text 
book. These discussions in the high schools awake the curiosity 
of the pupil and his desire to continue, at home, with the assistance 
of the excellent public libraries and lectures-another important 
feature of Denmark's educational actil'ities-thc study of tho 
branch of knowledge which appeals to him most strongly. 

The organisations of these schools fully realise the necessity 
of adapting the pr\nciples of education to the prevailing condi
tions of the village where the school is to be opened. So the 
details of the schools organisations arc extremely variable. The 
personality of the director has great influence on the tendencies 
of the school. 

There is no strict discipline imposed on the young men. 
These tillers of the soil enjoy perfect liberty while at school for a 
few months, but their liberty never degenerates into license. TIle 
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professors and their families occasionally take one or two of their 
meals with the pupils and live on the most familiar terms with 
them. They are always welcome to come to their teachers at 
all hours, and speak to them. Teachers are very sympathetic and 
kind to the boys. 

The High Schools or the Danish peasant schools attract 
enucationists from all parts of Europe. I have read with great 
interest an article written by a French Lady who spent a few 
years in Denmark to study the Danish educational system. I wish 
to quote a few sentences from her article. 

" In July I found 200 young girls at Fredriksberg, for the 
most part farm or domestic servants. It It It The pupils 
listen, in turn, say, to a literary address or a romantic poem by 
Paludan Mollen, then a historical lecture, say, on the battle of 
Fredericia, followed by gymnastic exercises accompanied with 
singing. " 

She writes that in another village, she heard a lecture on 
Michael Angelo and the part Sovonarola may have had in the 
moulding of his genius. And this, my friends, is a village school 
in Denmark. 

I have remarked that the object of the lectures, discussions 
and recital in the village schools is to stimulate desire for know
ledge. In case a young man wishes to continue his studies in 
advanced courses, he can go to the University of Askov. This 
institution has nothing to do with the official universities. It is 
organised and controlled by the Grundtvigians, and most of the 
pupils come from the village " high school." Here some young 
persons are also prepared as teachers of the high schools. 

The courses last two or three seasons. The education in the 
natural sciences, geometry and mathematics is especially advanced. 
The professors first instruct the pupils in the earliest scientific 
discoveries, and then relate the lives of men of science and inven
tors. Biographical sketches of those who contributed to the pro
gress of science appeal strongly to the imagination of the pupils. 

Only a general outline of science is taught. The object in 
teaching science, according to the Grundtvigian principles, is not 
to make men of science, but minds capable of understanding the 
sCIence. 

I) 
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It is admitted by those who are acquainted with the Grund
tvigian method of education that the" High Schools" are bles
sings to the Danish national life. These schools have undoubted
ly stimulated the growth of inteJlectual development of the Danish 
peasantry; yet this is not what the Grundtvigians value most. 
When visitors question about the influence of the high schools on 
the people, they get such reply as follows: 

" This certainly cannot be proved by material evidence, 
since Grundtvig only desired to act upon what cannot be weighed 
or measured or "alued in money: the increase in spiritual value. 
However, there is evidence to show that our pupils are superior 
to the peasants who have not passed through our schools. The 
managers of the Technical Agricultural schools, to which a third 
part of our young men proceed on leaving us, .declare that they 
assimilate il!struction much better than the others. In the agri
cultural world, it is the Grundtvigians who found the co-operative 
societies which constitute our fortune, and any visitor may observe 
what success our pupils have had in municipal and political life." 

I believe no further comment is necessary to impress on you 
that the prosperity of rural Denmark and a high standard of 
intellectual culture of the Danish peasants are due to the facilities 
given to them for education. Education is, like life and health, 
the birth right of all. And yet in India education in rural areas 
has been seriously neglected. While education must be one of 
the most important functions of the State, the function that 
cannot be discharged by any agency other than the State, I con
sider that a greater responsibility rests on the educational leaders 
of the country for finding such material as may be necessary in 

. order to lay the foundation of a rational system of rural education 
in India. ~ 

The problem of rural sanitation and hygiene is equally 
important and complex. In making an organised attempt to build 
up on modern lines a rural welfare ('entre in the village of Behala, 
we found that side by side with some producti\'e agencies, such as 
Rural Education, revival of Cottage Industries, etc., it became; J 

necessary to develop a health organisation through which medica!! 
help could be extended to the ,'illagers. It requires neither elat 
borate display or statistics nor much imagination to realise that 
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rural Bengal is at a somewhat rudimentary stage of development 
where even the primary conditions of modern civilization are not 
fulfilled. The appalling waste of human life in this province is a 
menace both to the industrial and political welfare of Btngal. In 
some parts of the Burdwan and Presidency Divisions the deaths 
exceeded the births by nearly 200 per cent. In the municipal it'tea 
of Behala, birth and death statistics are as follows: 

Year. Total Births. Total Deaths. 
1918 855 846 
1919 723 820 
1920 691 886 

Average 756 850 

N.B.-Birth-rate is lower than death-rate. High death-rate 
is due chiefly to malarial fever. 

Behala and its neighhouring villages are notorious for mala
rial epidemic, and during the prevalance of the disease no proper 
medical relief is available, existing Municipal and District Board 
arrangements being insufficient to cope with the situation. The 
result is, that a large portion of the rural population suffers either 
from no-treatment or from hopeless maltreatment by inefficient 
doctors, kavirajs and midwives. Besides these, there are cases 
when doctor's help is required in the home of the villagers wbo are 
neither able to pay fees to any local doctor nor is it possible to 
remove their patients to out-door dispensaries. About 80 per 
cent. of the villagers receiYe practically no treatment during tbeir 
illness. Druggists, patent-medicine hawkers and unscrupulous 
men all contrive to trade on these illiterate countrymen by inducing 
them to buy their commodities at a high price. 

The situation is deplorable, and unless very definite construc
tive work in the interests of rural health is undertaken without 
delay, revitalizaton of rural life is not possible. 

Well, then, the task of providing effective medical relief for 
the rural communities must soon arrest the attention of tho~~ 

engaged in rural reeonstruction. Before we may hope to achieve 
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the rank of a civilized nation, we must stop the decay that is 
going on in rural life. 

I see a number of young men present here who have pledged 
themselves to rural service. My appeal to them is that they 
should make a thorough st.udy of the village or a group of villages 
where it is proposed to organise a welfare centre. May I suggest 
a line of enquiry for your village? 

tute. 

(1) Birth and death rates. 
(2) Defectiveness in school children. 
(3) Nature of sickness. 
(4) Conditions as to the care of the sick, and of the desti-

(5) Quantity of patent medicines sold. 
(6) Methods employed by village doctors,' quacks, p.atent

medicine hawkers and kal'irajs to exploit the ignorant. 
(7) The quality and sufficiency of diet. 
(8) The working methods of agencies for rural health Im

provement. 
(9) Conditions of roads, drainage, water-supply. 

(10) Possibilities of improvement of the rural conditions. 

Be it rural education or rural sanitation, success in any 
scheme for rural betterment depends largely upon efficient 
organisations. 

I,believe that one of the fundamental pre-requisites to for
mulating a well-devised plan for rural re-habilitation is to assemble 
all isolated constructive forces now operating in rural areas with 
a view to finding how best they may be co-ordinated. In the 
absence of such a co-ordinating organisation, it has not yet been 
possible to develop a comprehensive rural policy. Therefore, it 
is of the highest importance that all agencies, state and voluntary, 
which are engaged in grappling with the problems of rural life 
must now combine ~nd adjust their relations to one another with 
a view to the development of the basic principles of a rural policy. 
Those principles may be summed up in the words of Sir Horace 
Plunkett: "Better farming, Better business, Better living." 

While the basis of rural government in India has been pre
dominantly the social organisation, it has undergone fundamental 
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changes since the advent of the British rule. The state depart
ments that are directly or .indirectly concerned with the realization 
of the needs of rural Bengal are : - . 

(al Department of Agriculture. 
(bl Department of Fisheries. 
(el Department of Industries. 
(d) Department of Co-operative Societies. 
(el Department of Public Health and Sanitation. 
(f) Department of Public Instruction. 

In addition to the above, the functions of the District, Local 
and Union Boards have to be considered. 

This is not tbe place to discuss the merits or demerits of the 
Ktate organisations. From your own experience in this locality 
you are becoming familiar with certain internal defects which are 
responsible for many of the objectionable features within our rural 
organisations. 

But, friends, it is an easy task to dilate upon the inherent 
weaknesses of the system of government. The state departments 
have undoubtedly taken the initiative in introducing various 
measures calculated to improve rural conditions, but their scope 
and functions must necessarily be limited and any measures 
which they initiate cannot be really effective without the 
whole-hearted co-operation of the public. It is clear, there
fore, that in the interests of efficiency and economy a well
planned scheme of co-ordination with the existing voluntary and 
other organisations is essential. I go further and say that unless 
and until voluntary organisations take upon themselves the func
tion of arousing social consciousness, civic machinery, however 
perfect, will not function in the interest of the people. The urge 
for life must needs be manifested by voluntary organisations, and 
it is gratifying to note that there are at present a number of orga
nisations almoHt in every district jn Bengal whose object is to 
ameliorate the conditions of life in which the rural population 
dwells. Various Sanghas, Samitis, and Asrams have mobilized a 
numher of young men eager to give expression to the spirit of 
scrviee, hut their efforts have hitherto heen mainly of a philan
thropic nature, and they have consequently not been able to bring 
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about an integration of social and economic forces in rural areas 
evolving conditions under which a progressive realization of self
government may be made possible. Those who are members of 
this organisation know that I believe in co-operation with the 
government in matters of rur!!1 betterment. 

It is to be regretted that attempts hitherto made in bringing 
both state and voluntary organisations together for necessary com
bined action have been very feeble. True, by the establishment of 
the office of the Development Commissioner in certain provinces 
a greater activity among the official departments has been made 
possible; but as it does not embrace the voluntary organisations, 
the educated public still remain apathetic. The situation arising 
from Iudia's politieal rdations makes it almost imperative that 
the initiative in the direction of devising means' and methods 
of co-ordinated efforts must come from the State. 

Since we have come together in this village for the purpose 
of establishing a " live" centre from which rural workers may 
receive adequate training in rural service, I have had IDany occa
sions to discuss this problem of co-ordination between the State 
and the voluntary rural organisations. And I have a proposal which 
I place before you for your criticism. The proposal is that an 
organisation under the name of " The Bengal Rural Organisation 
Society" should be formed with the object of providing the 
necessary stimulus for a comprehensive rural policy. That policy 
must embrace greater efficiency in the methods of agriculture, 
revival of rural industries, well-conceived economic organisation 
and reconstruction of social life. 

The function of the proposed society will be as follows: 

The society will undertake a systematic study of variouss prob
lems affecting the rural population so as to be able to provide re
liable information upon important questions in regard to rural life 
and labour. It will initiate a well-organised movement for 
promoting and developing a comprehensive rural policy. It will 
mobilize all forces including socio-religious institutions of the 
country with a view to making the most urgent re-adjustments in 

0. the life of the peasantry. Thus, it will serve as the intermediary 
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between the departments referred to above and the voll1l,tar~ or-' 
ganisations and finally between their organised efforts and the 
rural community. The society will be administered as a centml 
organisation from which all activities for rural betterment will 
be directed through a regular channel. 

The duties of the society will chiefly involve (a) training of 
rural workers (b) planning of an educational campaign "'itll tl.e 
co-operation and co-ordination of official and non-official agents 
(c) collection of reliable data in regard to various aspects of rural 
problems. 

The central organisation will have to be equipped with an 
office &Ild 8 reference library in Calcutta. There should be a 
paid secretary assisted by two clerks and a librarian. 'rhe 
society should have at its disposal such equipment as may he 
required for the purpose of its educational propaganda. 

In the absence of any efficient district organisation it is diffi
cult to suggest the actual composition of a society as outlined here. 
But a beginning must be made with whatever nuclei we can 
assemble together. 

There should be an advisory council consisting of heads of 
the departments mentioned above and a number of repreRPntntiYCs 
from well-known non-official rural welfare centres. A tterilpts 
should be made to establish the Rural Organisation Society in each 
district; and when it is formed, the advisory council of the central 
organisation, in addition to the heads of the departments, would 
find a place for one representative from each district in Bengal. 
An Executive body for administrative control should hp appointed c 

by the Council. 
This is just a bare outline of the scheme I have drawn up in 

greater details in my own mind. I now invite your comments. 
Remember, friends, this is a century of efficient organisation. In 
rural Bengal we want such bodies as may eventually lead to a more 
efficient rural organisation in which alone lie possibilities of great 
promise for the future stability of our rural life. The country 
awaits some indication of a constructive mind, and let that indi
cation come from this small organisation, "Karmi Sangha." 
I ask you, my fellow-workers, to take a broad view of Indian poli
tics. Our efforts must be directed to revive rural life in Bengal 
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so as to be able " to create or draw out the highest economic, 
political and human qualities in the people" without which, I 
believe, the " Swarai .. or " Reform Scheme" is a mere myth 
or a vain political speculation. 
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THE PROBLEU OF RURAL LIFE IN INDIA. 

[A meeting of the East India Association was held on Monday, May 

18, 1925, at the Carlon Hall, Westminster, S.W. I, at which the following 

paper entitled .• The Problem of Rural Life in India .• was lead. 

The Right Han. Viscount Peel, G.B.E .. was in the chair.) 

THE CHAIRMAN: LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,-Even III this 
country one is always searching about, not always with succees, 
and sometimes with a lack of continuity, for an agricultnral policy. 
Unfortunately, we are always borne down by the great mass of 
opinion, not always highly instructed, of the townsman ; but 
they are very much more fortunate in India, because the great mass 
of the people there, as we all know, are engaged or connected with 
the science of agriculture. They have not got there this prepon
derating opinion, as we have in this country, of the townsman .. 
Therefore in India they are more fortunately placed, and the ques
tion of a good policy in agriculture is even more important than it 
is in this country. 

Now, Professor Gangulee, who is going to read to us a paper 
this afternoon, is singularly well-equipped for the task, both from 
the practical and the theoretical side. He started by a conrse of 
three and a half years of study in the University of minois, where 
he obtained the B.Sc. Then he acquired practical experience in 
the management of a farm in Bengal, and his attention there was 
called very strongly to the necessity of scientific agriculture among 
the Indian people, and he wrote two books on the problem of 
Indian agriculture, one of them called "War and Agriculture." 
Between 1918 and 1920 he undertook a tour throughout India in 
order to obtain first-hand knowledge of the problems connected with 
agriculture in that country, and he attempted with success to set 
up and establish a band of workers in order to study the question of 

6 
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reconstruction in agriculture. At present he holds the Chair of 
Agriculture and Rural Economics at Calcutta University. Then he 
was granted leave to enable him to study the problems connected 
witb soil fertility at the famous Rothamsted experimental station, 
and there he acq)lired considerable knowledge connected with those 
difficult and intricate problems. He holds the view that political 
prob1ems are occupying the political mind of India rather too 
much, and that they have not addressed themselves always to those 
Wlderlying economic questions which have an influence far trans
cending in many directions the political questions themselves. He 
realizes that it is no use having a wide political advance in self
government unless it is accompanied by an intelligent application 
of science to agriculture. I think he is aware, too, that eco
nomic problems are now the dominant problems in government 
generally. 

We have, then, a man singularly well-equipped for discuss
ing the problem of Indian agriculture. He does not look upon 
the problem from the somewhat narrow point of view of the agri
culturist, but he is equipped from both sines, from the Govern
ment point of view and from the theoretic side, and also---which 
many of our advisers on agriculture are lacking-from the point 
of view of working experience. I invite you therefore with great 
satisfaction to listen to Professor Gangulee's lecture. (Hear, 
hear.) 

I only hope the audience and Professor Gangulee will plmloD 
me, hut in the course of a few minutes I shall have to retire, be
cause I have, unfortunately, another important appointment to 
attend to. 

;My LORD, LAIJIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

I thank you for this opportunity you have given me to present 
before you the problem of the rural life in India. The attempt at 
~iagnosis of some of the deeper causes that underlie that problem 
is not an easy task. It is difficult even to present a short sketch of 
the problem without committing sins of omission and commissio~ 
)Vl¥"h may ~ve rise to sources of misun~erstandi~~. ~ tr:l¥!.t yQIl 
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will pardon me for such sins. The ever-increasing demand for 
rural recoustruction among the most industrially advanced 
countries signifies that the disparity of conditions between urban 
and rural life has begun to react on the life of the nations. Sup
ported by mechanical inventions, the industrial revolution set in 
motion the most complex politico-economic forces which have. 
shaped the character of modern civilisation since the last half of 
the eighteenth century. The world market was discovered, cities 
grew, industries expanded by leaps and bounds, and State policy 
carne to be dominated by urban interests. The new civilisation 
passed the farmer by. 

But this inevitable subordination of rural to urban interests 
resulted in raising a host of complicated social and economic prob
lems, and the issues involved in them became so vitally important" 
that they could not be relegated to the background any longer. 
Consequently, since the beginning of the twentieth century, among 
the advanced countries there has grown a distinct tendency to
wards what may be called .• rural revival." In America, a 
country already equipped with the resources of scientific agricu!~ 
ture, President Roosevelt forced the problem of rural life to the" 
front by appointing the Country Life Commission. The findings 
of the Commission brought home to the politicians olthe country . 
the urgency of protecting the fundamental interests of the farming' 
population and thus a way was prepared for necessary legislative' 
reforms designed for the welfare of the rural population. 

One of the striking post-war developments in Great Britain': 
is the anxiety of the Government to frame a stable agricultural 
policy in order to place British agriculture on a sound economic 
basis. In the last session of Parliament, for instance, three 
measures (e.g., the Agricultural Returns Bill, the Forestry Bill" 
and the Importation of Pedigree Animals Bill) directly concerned 
with the betterment of agriculture were brought forward. Various' 
organised farming bodies are asking for such reforms as would 
enable them to bring the conditions of agricultural production and 
distribution in line with modern economic tendencies. 

Broadly speaking, there are two aspects of the problem of 
agricuIture--one being scientific and the other economic. Til 
America and in many of the European countries agricultural rt,~ 
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search and education were instituted III the middle of the 
nineteenth century. The science of agriculture has made tremen
dous advances since then, but the application of the knowledge 
gained presents a new problem. With the rapid development of 
better and cheaper transportation there came into existence what 
the economists ca.1J the world market, and with its growth the 
transition of agriculture into the commercialised stage was effected 
at a pace far in advance of scientific agriculture. The situation 
calls for necessary readjustments in the whole economic basis of 
the farming industry, and in every corner of the civilised world 
this process of adjustment is in operation. 

Drawn into the sphere of influence of the world's commerce, 
India found herself unprepared. Two decades ago Lord Curzon, 
with his characteristic ability, gave his attention to the question 
of agricultural research in India. A central research institute was 
established. Spasmodic and disconnected labours of individual 
officers were thus replaced by systematic investigations of the fun
damental problems of Indian agriculture. Progress made in this 
direction indicated the possibilities of the farming industry in 
India, 'and the complacent belief that" there was little or nothing 
that could be improved" was discountenanced. 

My apology for introducing the subject of agriculture as a 
preamble to the discussion of the problems of Indian rural life is 
that agriculture is the basis of a rural existence. No 
nation can hope to check the disintegration of rural 
life without establishing the farming industry on a sound economic 
foundation. 

Now the population of India is characteristically rural. 
Agriculture is the mainstay of the people, and will remain so for 
an immeasurable period of time. We are, therefore, justified in 
examining the problems of Indian rural life under three heads
namely, Farm Economics, Farm Production, and Farm Life. 

1. FARM ECONOMICS. 

That the pCllOomic situation may restrict agricultural progress 
may be adequately illustrated by the present position of British 
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agriculture. With all the resources and strength of organisation 
if the British farmer findR himself dr,ifting before the cnrrents of 
the world's economic forces, consider the plight of the Indian 
peasantry. 

As the basis of all successful agricultural efforts lies in efficient 
organisations, we proceed to examine briefly some of the condi
tions under which the Indian peasant works. It is necessary to 
regard the farming industry as "business," taking cognisance 
of the fact that the essential economic factors operate freely on 
urban as well as on rural pursuits. 

Our first consideration in farm economics must of necessity 
he the land as an important economic factor. It is well 
known that in India the disastrous processes of sub-division and 
fragmentation of holdings haW' been going on at such 11 rate tbat 
agriculture is on the yerge of bankruptcy. Those who constantly 
fix their gaze on \Vhitehall and Delhi for eonstitutional advances 
would do well to glance at the following observations. 

Dr. Mann, in his economic survey of a village in the Bombay 
Presidency, fonnd that in 1771 the average size of the holding 
was 44 acres, and by 1915 it had been reduced to 7 acres. Of the 
total number of holdings in the village 81 per cent. are now nnder 
10 acres in size and 60 per cent. under 5 acres. The extent of 
fragmentation may be realised from the fact that these holdillgs 
are split up into 729 separate plots, of which 463 are less than 
1 acre and 112 less than! acre. In a village in the Madras Presi
dency Dr. Slater found that in 1882 there were 112 holdings 
paying Rs. 10 and less in kist, but in 1916 the number rose as 
high as 366. My own investigation in Bengal confirms the 
existence of this disruptive tendency which is rapidly reducing a 
large proportion of agricnltural land into uneconomic holdings. 

Mr. Thompson, in Bengal, finds the size of the agricultural 
holding to be about 2·;]15 acres per cultivator, and according to 
the census of 1921 the average comes to 21 acres, and it must be 
remembered that these acres are very often divided into many 
fragments. Day by day the most disastrous consequences of this 
state of affairs on rural economy are making themselves felt. 
Knowing that for his livelihood he could not depend on such a 
small holding, the owner puts in very little effort to " better farm-
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ing," and even jf he did, its production could not have maintained' 
his family. Thus, in the absence of any organised rural industries, 
chronic unemployment has become one of the striking charac
teristics of Indian rllral life. The Census Superintendent of Ben
gal says: .. It is largely the land system of the country that is 
responsible for the present conditions. In other countries, where 
the holdings are comparatively large, and the farmer can only 
manage with his own hands a fraction of what work there is to be' 
done, he employs hired labourers, and engages as many as are 
required to do the work, and no more. In Bengal the holdings 
have been so minutely sub-divided that there is not enough work 
for the cultivators; but, on the other hand, there is no other work 
to which they can turn tbeir hand." In the Punjab, Mr. Calvert 
has recently shown that the work done by the average 
cultivator does not represent more than 150 days of full 
labour in twelve months. Space will not permit me to analyze 
the situation in any detail, but it is clear that the time has come 
for decisive action. As the economic motive in Indian life is large
ly dominated by social customs and traditious, the representatives 
of the people brought into existence by the Indian Reforms must 
realise that they cannot establish a twentieth-century form of' 
government on fifth-century socio-economic organisations . 

. Turning to the second factor-that is, farm capital-we arc 
con-fronted with the problem of the heavy indebtedness of 
the Indian peasantry. While the co-operative movement, 
instituted about fifteen years ago, has made considerahle 
progress in this short time, the fact remains that the vast bulk of' 
the agricultural popUlation require to borrow even for the bare 
necessities of a primitive agricultural practice. From what I have 
seen in Bengal, I have an impression that the benefits of the co
operative movement do not reach the substratum of the peasantry. 
The fact that the necessary stimulus to the development of the 
movement has not come from those who love to designate theOi"-' 
selves as " the natural leaders of the masses " appears to be sig
nificant. For that closely allied group known as the 
money-lending c1asses--consisting of zamindar, talukdar, lawyer, 
trader, village shopkeeper, priest, and numerous other associates
!"eIlP' rich harvests of interest from the peasantry. By virtue' of'-

'. 
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be.iJ:lg in possession of liquid capital, and also by their place in the 
social organisation, they have a very strong grip on the rural 
masses. The commercialisation of agriculture has made the posi
tion of the money-lending classes almost indispensable and hence 
more secllre. 

This brings us to the third factor in farm economics. The 
importance of better marketing facilities for agricultural products 
is such that any deficiency in the system is bound to retard agri
cultural progress. As the production is small and the means of 
transportation extremely inefficieut, it is practically impossible 
for the grower to reach the market centres without the intervention 
of several middlemen. I may mention, in passing, that rural roads 
in India arc unsatisfactory, and that the progress in this direction 
has been extremely inadequate. The total mileage of metalled and 
unmetalled roads in the British territory is about 216,000. 

In considering the problem of marketing, we must bear in 
mind that, generally speaking, the greater portion of the prospec
tive harvest is held in mortgage to the village trader. Once drawn 
into the vicious circle which surrounds the Indian markets, the 
cultivator cannot hope to receive the full benefits of the current 
prices. As an illustration, I beg to draw your attention to the 
following data collected by me in a market near Calcutta : 

Price per 82 Ib8. OD a certain date . 

. ~op.~ 
" Mortgaged" Crop. .. Free" Crop. 

R. .. R. a. R. a. R. .. 
Jut. ... ... .. . 5 8 to (\ 0 8 10 to 9 0 
LiD~ ... ... ... 1 8 to 1 12 2 8 to2 13 
vrain ... ... ... 4 8 fo 5 0 6 12 to 7 0 

The disparity between the profits made by brokers and dealers 
and the prices the grower receives is so enormous that in the 
marketing centres all over the country" money-lenders congregakl 
as flies over jam," and they are soon able to entangle the growers 
of the neighbourbood into permanent indebtedness. 
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Let us visualize a peasant bringing his crop to an "organised" 
market, sneh as Lyallpur. HaYing accepted the price dictated by 
the ahrti (colllmi'sion agent), the seller has to pay paledar for emp
tying and filling bag, toledar for weighing, and chandar for 
separating dust from the grain. He is also made to contribute a 
fixed charge for local .charity and for the maintenance of gausala 
(cow hospital). This is not all. The ahrti's household must .be 
satisfied, therefore he charges cash for his langri (cook) and bhisti 
(water-carrier), and the sweeper takes his share in kind out of the 
grain from the Heller. Then, as regards the accuracy of 
weights and measures employed by the ahrti, Heaven alone 
knows how variable they are! 

The picture is not a bright one, and no industry can hold its 
own under such economic handicaps. 

2. FARM PRODUCTION. 

Having hriefly reviewed some of the economic circumstances 
which are obstructing the channels of many possible improvements 
in Indian agriculture, we set out to examine the question of crop 
production. Do we obtain from our agricultural land that amount 
of produce which, after meeting the needs of the people, must leave 
sufficient residue for maintaining the balance of trade? Or are we 
carrying on this national industry as a going concern? If it were 
possible to make out a " profit and loss account " for the average 
cultivator, we should then be able to find some explanation why the 
vast population of India lives on the edge of extreme poverty. A 
critical examination of the available agricultural statistics for 
British India from 1911 to 1919 shows that there has been on the 
average a yearly deficit of about 10'3 million tons of food-grains 
and pulses, and that it cannot be met even if the exports 
are strictly prohibited. One cannot challenge the conclu
sions of Professor Dayashankar Dubey that .. 64'6 per cent. 
of the population lives always on insufficient food, getting 
anI\' about 73 per cent. of the minimum requirement for 
maintaining efficiency. In other words, it clearly shows 
that two-thirds of the population always get only three-quarter>; 
of the amount of food-grains they should have." 
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But this state of semi-starvation is chiefly the result of per_ 
sistent soil-erosion and soil-exhaustion, which have brought the 
greater part of the cultivated land to its fertility level, ana if thi~ 
is allowed to continue, the !lay of reckoning is not far. 

One word about Roil-fertility. Agricultural science has taught 
liS to trpat the soil like a bank account. Continuous cropping 
without an adequate supply of the three essential elements-nitro.. 
gen, phoHphorlls, and potash--cannot maintain the productiven~aa 
of the land. There has been no systematic soil-survey in India, 
and, consequently, I am not able to present before you any exten, 
sive data on soil-exhaustion. But a recent preliminary survey of 
the Delta tracts in Madras has thrown some light on the subjed. 

DelhI.. Defici\<pey in Phosphate. Deficiency iu Ni(fCigen. 

----------·-------1---------------1--------------
i Godavari 

I Krishna 
Gunhir 

! Tanjore __ ____ ___ 

Percelltage of Sample. 
:13 
33 
H3 
80 

PerC'entllge of Sample. 
40 
5.'; 
81 
87 

The cast' of MadraH is, t.o a great extent, the case of other Pro~ 
vinees. Referring to four chief soils of the Central Provinces, 
Dr. ClouRton remarked that in most districts they had reached a 
state of maximum impoV('rishment. Mr. Davis haR drawn OUr 

attention to the- phosphate depletion in Bihar soil. Thus the agri. 
('ultuml capital of the soil in India is also being rapidly depreciated. 
With these facts before liS, is it impertinent to ask whether Indian 
agriculture of 1025 is basc!l upon the rock or upon the sand? A 
coml'"r.ison in wheat-yiel!l with other countries may help us to 
realisp where we stand. 
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AVERAGE Y!ELD OF WHEAT (1009-Hl13). 

Bushels per 

Acre. 

Belgium 37 
United Kingdo~ 32 
Germany 32 
Egypt 26 

New Zealand 25 

Austria 20 

Japan 20 

Roumania 19 

Canada 19 

Bulgaria 15 

United States 14 

INDlA 12 

.. At present," writes Dr. Norris, " there is a tendency to 
face the problem of low yield in another way, hy the attempt to 
bring into cultivation large areas of more or less unprofitable 
land; but judgeel only from the point of view of production, this 
can han' but little permanent value, and cannot he regarded as 
anything but a palliative of It temporary nature." The increased 
production of essential Indian crops can only he brought about 
by a comprehensive agricultural policy. There is no question 
that" better farming" is possible in Inelia, and agricultural 
science has already given us the promise of such possibilities. But, 
I repeat, the value of the assistance that science may offer is great
ly discounted by economic and social handicaps. 

Therefore, the country must be awakened to the realities of 
the present situation. The insistent and increasing demand of 
the world for jute, cotton, wheat, and other commercial crops 
which I nelia is able to produce has radically altered her economic 
relations with tIl(' world. The agricultural system and the socio
economic organisations which snpportu\ it might have heen in
trinRically sonnd nnder the conditions of the past; but they be
come uneconomic, and, consequently, fatal to progresR when a 
pressure of the world's market and also of internal requirements 
begins to assert itself. 
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3. FARM LIFE. 

There is one more item to consider. That is the human fac
tor. In an economic analysis of rural problems the .. man be
hind the plough" must of necessity engage our attention_ The 
description of the Indian masses as .. millions of squalid people, 
densely ignorant and unspeakably filthy," and desultory discus
sions about them are so common in the press and on the platform, 
that I feel it is unnecessary to lJ,lake an attempt to depict Indian 
peasant life before you_ Sentimentalism has no place in econo
mic science; but I do ask you to consider the conditions under 
which the Indian peasant lives in relation to efficiency in pro
ducing the necessary raw materials for himself and for tile Empire_ 
Since Indian agriculture depends largely on manual labour, the 
chief asset must be the output of physical energy of which the 
worker is capable. As the physical fitness cannot be easily 
assessed, .. the expectation of life " at any specified age may be 
taken as an indication of physical well-being_ 

In this connection a tabll' based on the data computed by the 
famous statistician, Dr_ Glover, from the official figureg for each 
country iR illuminating_ .. TheRe life expectations mean that, 
on the average, individualR alive at a given age luive the number 
of years to live stated in the column for that age_" 

EXPECTATION OF LIFE IN YEARS 

(1I1(/iI'" Il/)(II'C, Females bc/ou·.) 

! Age 30. i 
j!---------I------I----j ----1---
i 1. Denmark 1906-10 46'30 I 38-00 I 

Couotries. Period. Age 20. Age 40. 

2. England 

3_ Italy 

4. Japan 

5. INDIA 

4S-1O I 40-10 
1901-lIt 43"01 I M'76 

45-77 37'36 
1901-10 43-27 I 35-94 

IS98-03 

1001-10 

43-60 36 .. ~S 
40"3.~ :18"44 
41-06 34-S4 
27'46 22-44 
27'96 22'99 

29'70 
32-00 i 
26"96 
29-37 
2S-23 
2\1'18 
26-013 
2S- J!) 

IS'02 
IS'49 
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The table covers the best working period of a peasant's life. 
In examining the table, the discrepancy between the Indian and 
the other peopl~ considered is only too apparent, and indicates a 
state of affairs inimical to the development of a vigorous peasan
try. 

If we consider, along with these ligures, the period of illness 
during the lifetime of the average Indian peasant, we may then 
realise that he is not an efficient econom'ic unit in the farming 
industry. While various factors-hiRtorical, social and climatic 
-have combined to produce the present state of rural sanitation 
and hygiene, it must be admitted that, with organised efforts, 
considerable progress may be made to improve the situation. Pro
fessor Rushbrook Williams has recently drawn our attention to 
the problem. He says: ., In the matter of rural sanitation, 
which affects the lives of some 90 per cent'. of India's millions, 
very little has been accomplished. The average Indian village is, 
as a rule, little better than a collection of insanitary dwellings 
situated on a dunghill." 

One has to admit that the rural backwardness is in the rural 
mind. Therefore the fundamental requisite to necessary reforms, 
either in this matter of sanitary improvement or in relation to 
economic adjustments, is education. But that leaven is absent 
in the mass of the people. In India we have utterly ignored the 
problem of rural education, and Sir George Anderson is justified 
in saying that . 'the comparatively wealthy urban area has pro
fited by the provision of facilities for advanced school education at 
the expense of poorer rural tracts." 

Such are the main problems of Indian rural life. I do not 
for a moment suggest that the Government is oblivious to them; 
but I feel that the time has come for a comprehensive measure of 
mral reconstruction. Democracy in India cannot be successful 
unless the rural population is allowed to acquire strength to 
support that form of government. While the sober opinion in 
India is consciolls of the need of progressive and expansive adapt
ation to the conditions brought about by her status in the British 
Empire, much now depends on the lead from the supreme Govern
ment. \Ve have had enough of constitution-lllaking and consti
tution-breaking. It is now necessary to get serious:), to work at 
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the problems on whose solution the salvation of the millions of 
India depends. For, in the words of a ChilwH" philosoph"r, "The 
well-being of a people is like a tree; agriculture is its root, manu
facture and cOlllmerce are its branches and its life; if the root is 
injured and the leaves fall, the branches break away, and the tree 
dies." This is my plea for a Royal Commission for an enquiry 
into the problems of Indian rural life. 

While it is gratifying to note that there is a general agreement 
as to the need of such an cn'luiry, the proposal of a Royal Commis
sion has evoked sOllle criticism. It has been suggested that "Gov
ernments notoriously arc addicted to shelving all slich problems by 
the appointment of Royal COlllmissions." But, judging from the 
services rendered to India by various Commissions, I feel that we 
are not justified in accusing the Government of this expensive 
method of .. shelving" the complex problems with which it is 
confronted. Take a few examples. The remarkable improvement 
in the health of British troops in India, whose death-rate fell from 
20.:17 in 1875-7\1 to 5.\)4 in 1\115, is undoubtedly due to the direc
tion given by the Army Commission. Again, the fact that India 
to-day has the largest area of irrigated land of any country in the 
world, and is now developing a seheme involving £12,000,000, 
which w,ill turn an arid desert into (j million acres of cultivated 
land, is the logical outcome of the irrigation policy formulated by 
the Irrigation Commission. As a result of the Famine Commis
sion, we have a famine code which has proved itself invaluable in 
times of sudden stress. It was this Commission which first drew 
the attention of the Govefllmenl and the public to the urgeney of 
{'stablishing the departments of agriculture in each Province, and 
of making suitable arrangements for imparting agricultural edu
cation to the people. The Industrial Commission, appointed 
during the 'Var period, has indeed placed before the country a 
storehouse of information which will be of great assistance to the 
Government in formulating an industrial policy. There is no 
evidence that the important question of the public services in India 
haH been " shelved" by appointing two 8(lccessive Royal Com
lIIlSSlOns. The British statesmen have repeatedly acknowledged 
that " the rural classes ill I ndia have the greatest stake in the 
country, because they contribute most to its revenues." There-
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fore, I cannot persuade myself to believe that the findings of a 
Commission appointed to examine th" foundations of Indian rural 
economics will remain " shelved" in the archives of Whitehall 
and Delhi. 

I have I~en wamecl that, in view of the complexities involved 
in the prohlem, it "'ould be impossible to draw up the terms of 
reference. Although the scope of such an enquiry must of neces
sity ~o\'er a wide range, it may be limited to the fundamental 
aspects of the problem. The chief concem of the Commission 
will be to discover what arc the handicaps to the betterment of eco
nomic conditions in rural India, and the causes to which they a.re 
owing; whether those causes arc of a permanent character, and to 
what extent they may be removed by the pursuit of a well-devised 
rural policy. 

The difficulty arising out of the varied conditions .in different 
parts of British India may be overcome by appointing a number of 
assistant commissioners. Each typical agricultural area may be 
assigned to them for collecting such facts as may be required by 
the Commiss.ion. Such was the method adopted by the Royal 
Commissions of 1879 and Hl!l8 on agricultural depression in Great 
Britain and Ireland. 

It should be obviolls to every sane man that no Royal Commis
sion is charged with the task of tinding .. some one panacea" for 
til!' llIal-adjustlllents it s!'ch to nnalykt· and diagnose. If the Com
mission :lUcceeds in bringing to the surface the true nature of the 
eirCulllstallcCH which arp inhibiting tlw revitalising proceSSl"R in 
rural India, and if it can create a public opinion of the country in 
favour of necessary sooial and legislative reforms, it will have ful
filled its mission. 

But my Hwarajist friends assure me that no good will come 
out of sllch a Royal Commission unless the heart of the Government 
is changed. My reply is, the appointment of such a Commission 
will clearly indicatl' that the Government is solicitous for the eco
nomic welfare of the people, and is anxious to assist the Indian 
:\'Iinistprs in tlwir l'ti"orts to I(rnsp the undt-rlying !"laliti"s of India's 
prohlems. 'I'll!' It'aders of the Swamjist party are at present in a 
moorl of reconciliation, amI I feel confident that the auspicious time 
for co-operation and co-ordination with them has come. I do not 
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hesitate to assert that the problem of reorganising the socio-econo
mic life of the Indian peasantry will furnish all concerned in the 
welfare of India with a ('01mlW» task. 

It remains for me to make a brief referenct' to the criticism, in 
which I am reminden of thl' fact that "whatew'r can be donI' 
officially is being nOll!' to promote tilt' prosperit~· of India's masses," 
and that, owing to the rapin increase in the population, nothing 
could be done to solw Innia's poverty problem. I am fully aware of 
the resources of agricultural science and organisatioIlR which are 
benefiting the Indian peasantry; but have we explored the 
agricultural possibilities of the country or adjusted our worn
out organisations to the needs of agricultural commerce? Any 
failure to make such adjustments cOIlRtitutes a defect which may 
become a danger. 

Population problems and their relation to the productivity of 
the land have heen lately discussen by the Census Commissioner. 
In 1901 the total population was 294 millions; in 1911 it rose to 
315 millions, and ;in 1\)21 stightl~' less than 3Hl millionR--that is, 
the total gain between 1911 and 1921 was only a,i8h,OOO people, 
or 1.2 per cent. I agree with Professor East of Harvard Uni
versity in his conclusion that "India has rcaehed a point where 
it is impossible for her to increase rapidly by an excess of births 
over deaths." 

Be that what it may, if lit is true that the declared mission of 
Britain in India is to uplift about one-fifth of humanity to that 
condition of existence in which life can find full play for develop
ment, if Indo-British relations are to be fruitful ,in the unity, that 
comes from the growth of healthy life, then it is hoped that this 
plea for an enquiry into Indian rural life will not have been made 
mvam. 

( DISCUSSION) 

The RWHT HON. LORD LA~IINGTON took the Chair. 

Colonel SIR CHARLES YATE said he would tikI' to congratulate 
tlte Professor most Iwartily on his excellent lecture. 

He qnit(' agreed with what the Lecturer had said ahout the 
subdivision of holdings, which was going on most disastrously in 
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India at tbe present time. The Lecturer hRd quoted vRrious 
authorities to show how hopeleHsly the land in the varions pro
vinces waH divided lip, and that it was largely the land system of 
the country which was responsihle for the prpsent condItions. He 
had also pointed out that "the representatives of the people 
brought inl.o existence hy the Indian Reforms must realize that 
they cannot estahlish a twentieth-century form of government on 
fifth-century socia-economic organizations' '-a wise saying, which 
it was hoped their President ,,'ould convey to the present Secr!'tary 
of State for India, aH it ('ntainl." deserved Kerions consideration. 

With l'eferencc to the heavy indehtedness of the Indian 
peasantry and the money-lending dasKe's, who reap rich harvests 
of interest from th(' peasants, Ill' could onl~- hope that the co
operative movement wouM go on increasing, and eventually save 
the peasantry from tbe village money-lender. -The Lecturer had 
rightly called attention to the fact that the necessary stimulus to 
the development of the movement had not come from those who 
love to designate themselves as "the natural leaders of the 

" masses. 
With regard to the Lecturer's remark. as to the description 

of the Indian masses as "millions of squalid people, densely 
ignorant, and unspeakably filthy," he entirely disagreed with that 
description ; he regarded the Indian peasant as one of the clean
est peasants in the ,,"orld, and he would like to contradict that 
statement. 

Regarding the Lecturer's reference to the political aspect in 
India, he fully agrel'd in hoping that the IllPmhers of the Legis
lative Assemhly would in the future turn their attention to what 
were really tlw needs of the rural maSHes of thl' country ; as the 
Lecturer had truly said, "we haw had enough of constitution
making and constitutiol1-hrcakillg." 

\Vilh regard to the Lecturer's suggestion for the appoint
ment of a Royal Commission to enquire into the probll'ms of 
Indian rural life, one had onl~- to point to what was h~ppenillg in 
this country, where it seemed impossihle to get people to agree on 
how to benefit agriculture. India was not one cOllntry like 
England, hut a continent of many countries, and the differences 
among the people of the ,-ariouR provinces were' enormous. In his 
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opinion, it would be better for the Go"ernment to appoint a 
separate committee in each province to go into the question, and 
then for the chairman of each of those different committees to 
meet-say, at Delhi-and see if they could not bring out some use
ful report applicable to each of the various provinces. He did not 
think a Royal Commission for the whole of India would be advis
able; but, of course, that was a matter of opinion. 

The Lecturer had told them that his Swarajist friends assured 
him that no good could come out of a Royal Commission" unless 
the heart of the Government is changed." Now this expression 
about" change of heart" does not seem to IlP a monopoly of the 
Swarajists alone. In the papers there is a telegram from Calcutta 
of May 17 in which Sir Surendranath Banerjee is reported to have 
stated with reference to the Swarajists themselves that" our doors 
are open to them and the Liberal party will welcome them if there 
is a change of heart and a real guarantee." Evidently it is 
amongst the Indian politicians them~elvrR that thi~" change of 
heart" is necessary. There is no change of heart required on the 
part of the Government. The Govcrnnwnt is ready and anxious 
at all fimes to do its best to " assist the Indian Ministers to grasp 
the underlying realities of India's prohlems." The unfortunate 
part of it is that the Indian politicians ha"p hitherto made np 
effort to do this, ancl if there was one thing more than another 
brought out by the Professor's lecture it was that it is hopeless and 
futile to expect that anything will be tIone untler the present sys
tem of diarchy Government in India to " promote the prosperity 
of India's masses," so ardently asked for by the Lecturer. 

"'" ....... .-: 
MR. O. ROTHFIRLD said that he has been closely connected 

with the co-operative movement in India and questions of agricul
ture, and he hoped he might be allowed to swpep away some of the 
misconceptions about the movement. Sir Charles Yate was ap
parently under the irnpn'ssion that pcrsons ,,,ho called themselves 
the kaders of the people had taken no part in the mOYrment. The' 
facts wfre that the co-operative movement had been supportcd and 
led by Indians, and business men largely had taken a ieading part 
in it. It had been said that under no circumstances could the 
benefit of the movement rench the poorer classes of the agricul-

8 
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turists. Of course they could not take men who were destitute 
and make them rich by making them members of a co-operative 
society, but what it did was to take those who had the possibility 
of making a living out of their trade, and help them to do so with 
self-respect, and also hel ped them towards a better system of 
marketing, which was of the first necessity in India. 

The main point the Lecturer had touched upon was the fact 
that India had been dragged into the world market. Twenty-five 
years ago the cultivator grew crops for his own subsistence, but 
to-day he grew crops to sell in the market. Then there was the 
fact of the enormous amount of cutting up of holdings which re
duced some strips of land meant for cultivation to little more than 
the size of a table, and under such conditions profitable cultiva
tion was impossible. In his opinion, until the Legislature passed 
a measure to facilitate re-stripping, there woilld be no improve
ment, and that was a question which should be pressed on the Pro
vincial Governments concerned. He disagreed with the Lecturer's 
suggestion of relying on a supreme Government ; until they l13d 
a much greater provincial autonomy they would not get the neces
sary improvement in any of the things which touched the daily 
lives of the people to the extent that agriculture did. 

In conclusion, he wished to say how much he had enjoyed the 
paper, and he thought the effort which had been made to state the 
facts succinctly was really remarkable, and did great credit to the 
Professor. (Hear, hear.) 

SIR ALFRED CHATTERTON said he had great pleasure in join
ing with SIR CHARLES YATll in congratulating the Lecturer on the 
admirable way in which he had presented his case for the appoint
ment of a Royal Commission, but he still doubted whether a Royal 
Commission was the best way of arriving at any improvement in 
the rural conditions of India. The question was one of great im
portance, when one remembered that there were about 220,000,000 
acres under cultivation in Briti,h India, aml that the gross nlue 
of the cropS in a good year was well over a thousan,] crQres of 
rupees, so that even a small percentage of improvement meant a 
large increase in the wealth of the CDuntry. His own experience 
as a member of the Indian Industrial Commission had not been 
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altogether satisfactory; some of the points raised in the paper 
were dealt with in this report, amongst them being provision for 
a powerful central authority to deal wih the various prob
lems connected with agriculture, but unfortunately politi
cal considerations favoured the transfer of agriculture and 
industries to the Provincial Governments, and, contrary 
to the advice of the Commission, the whole of the proposed central 
organisation was scrapped, with the result that much work which 
might have been started had proved to be beyond the re
Bources of local administrations. A recent tour through the 
North of India had given him the advantage of seeing how things 
were going on, and he had noticed ho,,· comparative
ly little was being done, and how indifferent each province was to 
the work going on in the other provinces. If a Royal Commission 
could remedy such matters, he was in favour of one, but it would 
be difficult to prevent politicians being appointed on the Commis
sion-men who generally wanted to "Tite a Minority Report. 
(Hear, hear.) Such being the case, he had come to the conclusion 
that it would be advisable to try to work on the co-operative 
principle. It seemed to him that a Federal Council composed of 
expert members nominated by each Province could be established, 
independent of the Government of India altogether, and they 
might meet to discuss the problems before them and frame pro
grammes of work. In that way it might be possible to evoke 
more active interest in the matter, and by co-ordinated effort solve 
some of the problems now under discussion. (Hear, hear.) 

SIR PATRICK FAGAN said that, with 70 per cent. of the popu
lation of India dependent on the cultivation of the soil, and 90 per 
cent. of it living in rural localities, it was obvious that whatever 
political and industrial developments the future might have in 
store for India, rural and agricultural development, both on its 
economic and commercial, as well as on its technical and scientific 
sides, must certainly occupy a position of pre-eminent importance, 
because it was the chief means tow3rrjg the development of India's 
political and cultural capacity. It was one of the most regrettable 
features of the political turmoil which had characterised the recent 
past in India that it had tended to relegate to obscurity the more 
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pressing material needs of the masses. And, amid such needs, all 
that bore on the subject of rural and agricultural development must 
occupy a foremost position. In saying this, he made no sugges
tion that the problem of political development was not worthy of 
the attention which had been devoted to it. He thought the Lec
turer had not givcn quite sufficient consideration to what had been 
already done for promotIng the mral prosperity of India. A very 
long step had, in recent years, been taken in dealing with agrirul
tural indebtedness by the introduction of co-operative rural 
societies. In the Punjab, for instance, there "'ere at least 8,000 
of those societies, with a membership of 200,000 and a working 
capital of some two crores of rupees. They supplied a means 
whereby the peasant could secure on equitable and fa,iriy easy 
terms capital for the prosecution of his industry. In this respect 
the position was very much better than it was when he went to 
India forty years ago. \Vhat had been done already was full of 
imtruction and encouragement as to what might still be done in 
the very wide field which still remained. He was disposed to 
agree that something in the nature of a scientific enquiry was de
sirable, whether that took the rather cnmbrous form of a Royal 
Commission, or some other shape likely to lead to more speedy 
practical results. But, in any case, an immense mass of material 
was available in India, though in an undigested and inco-ordinated 
form. A principal function of the enquiry "uggested would be to 
digest the information wbieh already existed in such vast volume 
about the condition of rural India. 

MR. ARNOLD LUPTON said he had listened with interest to six 
men of great experience; they had not contradicted any of the 
statements made by the Lecturer as to the condition of the people. 
Professor Gangulee supports \VILLIA~I DIGBY, who filled his book 
with reports from the highest English officials in India, the saddest 
book in the English language, called" Prosperous British India." 
It was true that 50,000,000 people in India, from ,Tanuary 1 to 
December 31, never had one full meal in the whole year. What 
was one to think of the Government? The prevailing agitation 
for a change of Government ,,"as the one hopeful sign of the times. 

The land over large areas had got to the very lowest point of 
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production in India through the want of manure. This deplorable 
condition came about because no one insisted on the necessary 
manuring of the land by the tenants, as was done by the land
owners in England. 

The Indian Government statistics were first-class, and he 
found from them the total food production of India, and that there 
was just enough, equally divided, to provide for every human 
being-if there had been no animals to feed. The domestic ani
mals of all sizes, not counting poultry, were equivalent to 
170,000,000 oxen; in addition to grass, straw, and other green 
food, they required corn. There was no surplus corn production, 
so that what corn the animals had, in effect, came from the 
stomachs of the Indians. This could easily be remedied; he had 
described the means in his book, " Happy India." But it was 
necessary for the Government to take the matter in hand ; if 
they did, at a trilling expense, in a few years, there might be 
general prosperity and abundant food for all. But the Viceroys 
and their courts took more interest in Tibet, the North-\Vest 
Frontier, and Afghanistan thall in the daily life of a submissive 
peasantry. 

PROFESSOR AHLUWALIA GOPAUl said In India peoplc ex-
pect everything from a Goyernment reHponsible to the Bri tish Gov
ernment. They ought to work out practical problems, help them
selves, and avoid much talk and unnecessary criticism. The three 
greatest problems of India in order of importance are: Swaraj 
(self-government), ganam-maryada (birth-regulation), and kheti-

.' , 
bari (agriculture, including dairying and fruit-culture). A Royal 
Commission is, after all, a waste, but a first-rate waste, and should 
be appointed. 

In replying, PROFESSOR GANGULEg said: It is gratifying 
to note that there is a general agreement as to the need for an en
quiry into India's rural problems. The difference of opinion lies 
in regard to the method to be adopted in holding such an enquiry. 
In view of the prevailing temper of the conntry, the task cannot 
be sliccessfully accomplished either hy Provincial or Central Gov
ernment. The enquiry must be directed by a Royal Commission, 
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and must be free from the political bias of the Indian Nationalist 
as well as of the official bodies. Only such an impartial tribunal 
will be welcomed by the public opinion of the countrv. 'With re
gard to the difficulty arising out' of varied condition~ in different 
parts of India, it could be solved by appointing a number of 
regional commissioners for a given typical agricultural tract, 
whose function will be to collect such relevant information as 
would be required by the Commission. 

SIR ALFRED CHATTERTO~ made an admirable suggestion for the 
formation of a Federal Council, but the task of diagnosis of the 
sources of clisabilitics under which the majority of the people work 
cannot be discharged by such a Council. The appointment of a 
Rural Commission by Royal Warrant and the publicity which 
Jllust of necessity attend its activities would help to draw the atten
tion of responsible people to the vital need of ov.erhauling the con
ditions of rural India. Thlls the public opinion will be roused 
for necessary legislative or social reforms. SIR ALFRED, I am sure, 
will agree with me that progrt'ss in such matters in every country 
is conditional all public opinion. 

Some of the speakers have introduced the problem of the 
Indian Constitution. That is a ground on ,,·hich I fear to tread. 
To my mind political prophecies are not in the least helpful in 
bringing about necessary changes in the Indian political outlook, 
nor are they relevant to the subject under discussion this afternoon. 
If, however, one likes to be critical, oue might point out to SIR 
CHARLIlS that if a the-year old representative system of Government 
was unable to give any evidence of solving the Indian rural prob
lem, how was it that, in spite of generations of settled rule and 
undisturbed peace within her frontiers, the great majority of the 
Indian people are to-day unable to find a decent human standard 
of living? But let not these controversial matters be allowed to 
confuse the main issue. 

I share MR, ROTHFIELD' S hope in the attainment of provincial 
autonomy : hut, situated as we are to-day, it is difficult for us 
not to rely on supreme Gowrnment, The fact remains that Par
liament has supreme control of Indian affairs, and therefore the 
British Government cannot absolve itself from the responsibilities 
of helping India to make any adjustments that may be necessary 
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to enable her to keep pace with the conditions of modern civiliza
tion. 

MR ROTHFIIlLD appears to he impressed by the support given 
to the co-operative movement by Indians. I am well aware of 
this fact, and prepared to give full credit to the services rendered 
to this movement hy many men of high position. But do we 
actually find among them those who call themselves "natural 
leaders of the people"? And is it not a fact that some of the 
wealthy people who participate in the movement are at the same 
time actively engaged in the money-lending business? 

I must thank you again most cordially for the interest you 
have taken in the subject. It was a great encouragement to feel 
that Lord Peel was able to express sympathy and interest by tak
ing the chair at this lecture. 

LORD LAMINGTON said he would like to associate himself 
with the chorus of approval given to the papf.'r. \Vith regard to 
the quotation which had been criticised, as to the squalor that 
existed in Indian houses, he considered it to be a gross inaccuracy; 
the inside of their houses was always the embodiment of rleanli
ness, though outside the house no attempt might be made to ob
serve sanitary precautions. 

Another criticism was where the Lecturer found fault with 
regard to the lack of macadamised roads ; he had always under
stood there was nothing the Indian liked less than a macadamised 
road, and wherever one was made a soft roadway was always left 
at the side for the usp of natin> carts, and he did not think the 
Indian ryot would find fault with regard to the lack of them until 
the time came when he adopted Western methods of locomotion. 

With regard to the problems of rural life in India, whilst it 
was perhaps desirable to have an enquiry as to the conditions, he 
did not think it was desirable to haye a Royal Commission. All 
the information already existed, although perhaps it needed to be 
formulated and condensed. Any enquiry ought to be confiner] to 
Provinces. A general enquiry would he no more practicable than 
one for all Europe. 



VI. 

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND THE INDIAN PEASANT. 

[A Meeting of the Independent Labour Party was held at Harpenden, 

(Herts)-the Setlt of the f«mous Hothamsted Agricultural Station. At the 

rcqua,t of a number of friends of the Party the following paper was read 

on the 6th June, 1925. MR. HAROLD SANDON, M.Sc., was in the Chair.] 

FELLOW-CITIZENS OF THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH, 

I have been requested to speak to-night on the political 
situation in India; but I am afraid you will be disappointed. Since 
I have taken refuge in the Rothamsted Laboratory, India has also 
become a distant land for me. To be frank, my information as 
regards the present political situation comes to me through your 
newspapers in which even the most important questions relating 
to the Indian Empire find very little space. You will, therefore, 
pardon me if I avail myself of this opportunity for the purpose of 
elaborating the subject on which I have been contriliuting letters 
to your press. That subject, as some of you know, deals with the 
conditions of life in which the Indian peasantry lives. 

Concurrently with the signs of unrest in India there has been 
an increasing interest on the part of our fellow-citizens of the 
British Commonwealth to recognise her place in the communion 
of universal humanity. That recognition has a greater signi
ficance for India than any political concessions she may acqUIre 
from the British Government. 

Politically, steps have been taken to give India certain 
measures of reform which may eventnally raise her to the statns 
of a self-governing dominion. Her representatives now partici
pate in the world's affairs. She has been admitted into the League 
of Nations, and in the International Labour Organisation she holds 
a responsible position as one of the members of the governing body. 
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These post-war developments, however, cannot bring about any 
fundamental change in her rural economies which stand in nL'€d of 
re-adjustment to the new conditions. Everywhere in the inter
nal affairs of the country one is able to detect an ill-balanced socio
economic structure. 

The introduction of Dyarchy led to the transference of the 
Departments of Agriculture, Education, and Sanitation to the 
Ministers called into being by that constitutional measure; but, 
partly due to lack of knowledge as regards the exact nature of the 
problems involved in these " nation-building" Departments, and 
partly due to the political confusion in which the Ministers found 
themselves, they were not able to record any achievements in the 
direction of revitalising Indian rural life. Thus, they could not offer 
the people any convincing proof of the benefits of the Reforms. 

,The circumstances following the inauguration of the Govern
ment of India Act have been unfortunate, and they have ~iven a 
fresh lease to the spirit of discontent among the politically
minded classes. Both the giver and the recipient of constitu
tional blessings are in moods equally vehement in expression, 
each blaming the other for the inefficacy of constitutional remedies 
for India's ills. It i~ no exaggc'ration to say that never before in 
the political history of India has there arisen a situation like that. 
of the present time, While it is clear tQat neither the Swarajists 
nor the revolutionaries will be able t{) organise a really dfective 
movement by which the foundation of an organised State may be 
shaken, one has to admit that the attitude of distrust gradually 
spreading among the masses would be a disaster for India as wel~ 
as for the British Empire. The conditions of rural life in India 
are such that the spirit of distrust in the Government is likely to 
strike deeper roots; and once the substratum of national life is 
contaminated, the remnant of her disintegrated socio-economic 
life will collapse. The political remedies, as administered to her 
in successive doses, failed to hring about conditions under which 
processes lor evolving a suitable form of government in India can 
huye full play. In Indian rural communities one misses that 
healthy display of life which goes to supply energy for the neces
sary reconstruction of both economic and social organisations of 
a couutry. Democracy can only work efficiently in the guild of 
life. 

9 
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Sincr the latter part of the eighteenth century the economic 
order that has grown out of the physiographical and social condi
tions peculiar to India has been brought into eonl1ict with a host 
of exotic pcom.laic forces. The inevitable collapse of that ordcr 
resulted in changing the centre of the economic sphere from rural 
to urban life. Cities gre."·, trade expanded, industries developed, 
and their collective forces largely began to intluence the develop
mental processes of state-polity. 

But in India this tendency is bound to be fatal to progress; 
and to an impartial observer the chasm between urban and rural 
life must appear as one of the potent causes of discontent. 

The importance of rural reconstruction in India may be 
realised from tht' fact that there are some (;85,000 villages. and 
that three persons out of ewry four have to gain their livelihood 
directly from the soil. It is a matter of extreme difficulty for 
those who enjoy life under the conditions of Western civilis~tion 
even to imagine how these people live. While there may he some 
exaggeration in the Nationalist Press or in the superficial know
ledge of sympathetic British tourists, one may safely quote the 
Governor of a great Indian Presidency who, speaking of the culti
vators of the Roil in India, said: " They do not live; they only 
exist." His Highness the Aga Khan, who cannot be accused of 
IIny prejudice against the Ailministration, describes the life of the 
peasant of 'Vestern Inilia in the following terms, which in their 
hroad aspect can he applied to the ryot in other provinces: 

" The ill-clail villagers, men, women and children, thin and 
weakly, and made old beyonil their years by a life of underfeeding 
and overwork, have been astir hefore daybreak and have partaken 
of a scanty meal consisting of some kind or other of cold porriilge, 
of course without sugar or milk. With bare and hardened 
feet they reach their fields and immediately begin to furrow 
the soil with their lean cattle of a poor and hybrid breed, 
usually sterile and milkless. A short rest at midday and a handful 
of dried corn or beans for food, is follO\\'(~d by a continuance till 
dusk of the same laborious scratching of the soil. Then the weary 
way homeward in the chilly evening, every member of the 
fa~ily shaking with malaria or fatigue; a drink of water, probably 
~~nta'minateci, the munching of a piece of hard hlack or green 
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chupati, a little gosRip round the pipal tree, and then the dav 
wds with heavy, unrefrcshing sleep in dwellings so insanitary th;t 
no decent European farmer would house his cattle in them." 

Let us hear how Kipling describes the life of the Indian 
peasant: 

.. His ~peech is mortgaged bedding, 
On his kine he borrows yet, 
At his heart is his daughter's wedding, 
In his eye fore-knowledge of debt. 
He eats and hath indigestion 
He toils and he may not stop, 
His life is a long-drawn question, 
Between a crop and crop. " 

We< have still another very interesting account recently pub
lished by Mr. Samuel Higginbottom who is connected with a
Presbyterian Mission. He writes :-

.. Then we tried to find out how these people lived, and we 
learned in some villages at certain times in the year they would 
go for a month or more without a meal or cooked food. They' 
would take millet, this small yellow grain which we use as bird
seed chiefly here-it is like fine buckshot-and the~' would ~teel' 

that in cold water. You would see a man going to work-you 
can see them working on the mission farm to-day-a man starts 
out, takes down one corner of his pagri or turban takes a handful 
of grain and pours it into one GDrner, ties a knot in it, dips it in 
water, sticks it back on his head, and when lunch time comes a 
few grains in the palm of the hand are thrown into the mouth
you talk about Fletcherizing and other stunts that we have here 
in America, well, he can show you how to do it-and I have had 
men tell me that they would be perfectly satisfied with life if they 
could get all they wanted to ('at of that. \Ve learned in many of 
thp~e villages that the cllHtom was to have a meal every day when 
times were good, and so we learned how exceedingly poor these 
villagers were." 
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The questions naturally arise, how is it that, m spite of 
generations of settled rule and undisturbed peace within her 
frontiers, the great majority of the Indian people are unable to lind 
a decent human standard of living? Has the agrieultural produc
tion increased, and what arc the cOlHlitions of agri(,ultural produe
tivity in India? What are the handicaps to the betterment of 
economic conditions in rural India and the causes to which they 
are owing? Are these causes of II permanent character, and to 
what extent they may be removed by the pursuit of a well-devised 
rural policy? 

Unfortunately the political controversies continue to draw 
our attention away from these vital questions. \Ve live in the 
hope that our political status will give us the clue to a panacea for 
the cure of our socio-economic ills arising out of mal-adjustments 
between the life of 5 per cent. and 95 per cent. of the people. 

Obviously, the panacea for the most depress·ing conditions in 
rural India cannot be found merely in constitutional changes. It 
is becoming increasingly evident that the attention of the country 
must be diverted to the practical problems of reyitaliHing the fun
damental sources of her socio-economic life; and as a necessary step 
in that direction, an inquiry into the prevailing economic condi
tions of rural India is essentially needed. 

Let it not be understood that the Government of the country 
is not aware of it. During the" eighties" it made some tenta
tive efforts to arrest the process by which the bed-rock of Indian 
rural life was being disintegrated, but once this disintegration sets 
in it calls for drastic measures. Since the beginning of the twen
tieth century a number of remedild legislative reforms have been 
enacted with a view to reviving the Indian village community. 
By the introduction of co-operative organisations and agricultural 
research stations a direction to the economiCl welfare of the Indian 
peasantry has been given, but the time has COUIC for a bold and 
comprehensive policy for the betterment of Indian rural life. 

Since the Conservative Government came into power the 
writer ventured to sugge~t that a Rural Commission appointed by 
Royal \Varrant be sent out to India with a view to submitting to 
His Majesty's Government a report which would enable the Gov
ernment and the representatives of the people to formulate a pro
gramme for the revitalisation of rural life. 
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Ail a result of the Royal Industrial Commission appointed 
during the War period, we arc noll' in PUHHt's>;iun uf a 'H'altll of 
facts and details on which the Government may formulate an 
indnstrial policy; but agricult)lre is the basic industry of the 
country; by its development not only the supply of raw materials 
(such as wheat, cotton, jute, oilseed, etc.) may be assured to the 
Empire" but upon it the prospect of the economic and social im
provement of 95 pel' cent. of the Indian population largely depemk 
In India it is the rural population which !Hust illlmediately engage 
our attention, and the conditions of life under which the peasantry 
lives should be the ultimate subject of our inquiry. We must con
sider the Indian peasant as an important factor in agricultural 
production, and examine what are the obstacles and defects 
which stand in the way of making him an efficient economic agent 
for exploring the potentialities of Indian agriculture, At this 
stage of transition to cOlllmercialised agriculture, such an inquiry 
is essentially necessary in the interests of India as well as of the 
Empire. The scope of inquiry must needs cover a large gTound 
and be comprehensive; but the Commission should direct special 
attention to the conditions prevailing in tbe rural areas so far as 
they affect farm production, alld particularly as regards the pre
valence of practices operating against the' fundamental interests 
of agricultural development. 

I am aware of the official attitude whielt is characterised h~' 
excessive political caution towards such an inquiry. But to those 
who have had occasion to come into close contact with the rural 
classes, certain psychological cbanges are quite noticeable, The 
idea that the Government of the country does not stand by them is 
gradually gaining ground, The appointment of a Royal Commis
sion will show that the present Government is genuinely solicitous 
for the economic and moral welfare of the masses, and the imme
diate effect of such an act cannot but rekindle people's faith in the 
Government, 

A policy of rural }'econstruction based on the recommenda
tions of the Royal Commission will assuredly furnish a rallying 
point for all the more moderate influences; and the existing move
ments for the recuperation of rural life orguni\;cd by numerous 
social-service organisations in India will receive much-needed 
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direction. Thus the forces which the Government will be able to 
llIohilise for carrying Ollt a weJl-clcyisecl I'rognlllIII Il- fOl' rural re
construction will gradually help to build a stable economic founda
tion witiJOut which the structure of representative government 
cannot be supported. 

Friends, I must confes~ here that I am not a politician by 
profession. My advocacy for taking such practical steps as may 
lead to the improvement of the economic life of the Indian 
peasant has been greatly misunderstood by those who are absorbed 
in constitutional questions. But practical politics must deal with 
the immediate problems which affect the majority of Indian 
people. I still maintain that in India we have utterly ignored the 
fad that the den-Iopmontal )lroces~s of State I'olie." eHnnot fUJletioll 
normally unless and until national activities are directed towards 
neceSRary socio-economic adjustments. In the history of political 
agitation in India constructive ideals are conspicuously absent; 
and that is why the Congress has failed to be creative. An inquiry 
of the nature suggested here would throw much light on the exis
tence of such mal-adjustments in the socio-economic life of the 
people as are bound to cause serious obstruction to any process 
of political evolution, and we shall then realize that the first and 
foremost task before u·s is to rliscover the elements of affinity 
aUlidst the congeries and ensembles of various conditions of life. 
We Itave to construct a foundation suitable for the support of a 
twentieth-century form of government, realising that if tlte ('on
ditions of life of the greater part of the popUlation remain static, 
any system of representative government is bound to break 
down. 

The success of a Royal Commission will largely depend on the 
manner in which the Government approaches the country. 
Bearing in mind the psychology of the people, all likely sources 
of l\lisunderstandings should be carefully avoided. A Royal 
Proclamation setting forth the pUlllOse of the Commission 
will help to win the confidence of the people, and the 
scepticism of the educated community as regards any benefit 
aCl'rlling from an official inquiry can be overcome by soliciting 
their active co-operation in getting at the root causes of India's 
poyerty. While the Commission should be presided over by a 
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member of the House of Lords, the majority of the members 
should be Indians. In preparing t4e list of witnesses efforts 
should be made as far as possible to obtain views from all shades 
of public opinion, so that there may lie no trace of suspicion as 
to the motive of the inquiry. 

Since the publication of the proposal in the columns of The 
Times, I have had the privilege of discussing the matter with certain 
members of the Government and other public-spirited men of this 
country. While expressing their full sympathy with thc pur
pose of such an inquiry, they raised certain questions which might 
influence the decision of the Government. Therefore I find it 
incumbent on me to answer some of the questions put forward. 

The first important question is : 

'Whether constitutional difficulties may not arise in an inquiry 
which involves departments such as Agriculture, Education, 
Sanitation, "transferred" to popular control by the Act of 
1919. . 

Inspired by the wave of idealism that swept over England 
during the Great War, and anticipating the demands of the poli
tically-minded classes of India, His Majesty's Government laid 
the foundation of responsible govcrnment in India. The suda!ln 
change in the political system, however, did not affect--nor could 
this be expected-the existing economic order. By the Act of 
1919 the Indian Ministers have been entrusted with the control 
of the administrati,'c organisatioIlR, MId, rpalising that the test of 
efficiency would lie in their ability to run the State machinery, 
their attention is chiefly focus~ed on the smooth working of the 
departments. In their attempts to introduce proposals of econo
mic reforms, one not only misses that understanding of the pro
cesses by which the complex economic forces of the day may he 
harlllonised, but also the intimatl' knowledge of the conditiollH, 
economic and social, which are not operating in favour of the pro
gress of the Indian masses. The function of a Royal Commission 
would be to diagnose the root causes of poverty in the rural life of 
India. Further, it would indicate the manner in which it com
prehensive rural policy might he formulated, both in the interest 
of furnishing the stages of representative government :with stable 
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economic foundations anrl in making India a more valuable Im
perial asset. There is certainly no limitation in the Government 
of India Act of 1919 which might stand in the way of appointing 
such a Commission. By that Act the British Government has 
undertaken a greater responsibility, and, at this stage of India's 
political history, mucl] depends on the lead that may be given to 
her in readjusting her ;;ocio-cconolJJic lif!' to the compll'x factors 
of modern civilization. Such a lead as may come from a Royal 
Commission on rural India will be welcomed by those who are 
pledged to work the reforms successfully. The representatives 
of the people will then have before them an analysis of the factors 
which are influencing the existing rural conditions. In that 
historic Royal Proclamation acclaiming the Reform Bill, His 
Majesty advised the leaders of the people "not to forget the 
interests of the masses who cannot yet be admitted to franchise." 
The appointment of a Royal Commission with a view to finding 
how best the interests of the masses may be protected cannot offer 
any insoluble constitutional difficulties, and its findings will be of 
great assistance to the Parliamentary Statutory Commission of 
1929. 

The scconsd question is : 

Whether the materials necessary for such an inquiry are not 
already available in numerous official reports and publications. 

While recognising the wealth of information available in 
,,/ficial documents, it must be admitted that they do not take 
(,ognizance of important contributory factors which are outside tbe 
sphere of official interests and influence. If official documents 
were sufficient for diagnosing certain vital deficiencies in national 
economy, there would be no necessity for Royal Commissions in 
any civilized government. Notwithstanding the Blue Books, the 
Gov{'rnment of the l)"nited Kingdom has had two Royal Commis
sions within the last fifty years to inquire into the causes of agri
cultural depressions. In the Commissions appointed by the 
Crown everv effort is made to obtain evidence from the several 
sources representing different interests. Admittedly, in the 
offieial papers relating to a country like India, where the adminis
trators cannot always come into touch with the life-current of tho 
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people, it is not only difficult to find the records of divprgent viewH 
on snch questions as may be raised in connection with an inquiry 
such as is proposed by me, but the changeR thnt are 
taking place in the rural life are often passed unnoticed, or at 
best do not receive the attention they merit. .• Rural classes 
have the greatest stake in the country because they contributp 
most to its revenues," writc the authors of the Constitutional Re
forms, and yet no comprchensive inquiry into thpir conditions of 
life has been made. I submit that the official documents need to 
be supplemented by evidence from other sources, and that there 
would then be abundant material for examination by a Royal 
Commission. 

'Ye no.w come to the third question: 

Whether, owing to the presence of such varied conditions in 
different parts of India, any henefit may accrue from an inquiry 
which, it is suggested, should include the whole of British T ndia. 

One fully realizes the importance of the regional factor in 
economics. While it exerts a considerable influence in moulding 
the character of economic development, the more primary deter
mining factors are those inherent in the very organisation of 
modern civilization, and to these organised and largl'!Y IlIcchani
cal forces the unorganised rural life in India must adjust itself 
The first step, therefore, towards formulating a comprehensive 
rural Policy is to discover the principles which are fundamental 
in determining the direction in which the economic regeneration 
of the country must proceed. For this purpose the presence of 
varied conditions in different parts of India will not offer a for
midable obstacle. The laws governing th" economic interests of' 
the people are at least equally operative in different parts of the 
country, howevH dil'(>rgent the conditiuns of life llIay 1(,. 

There are other minor questions which may briefly be alluded 
to. The question of the expense of a Royal Commission may be 
answered with the rcmark that a sum spent for an inquiry which 
may lead to the adoption of an agricultural policy in India must be 
considered as an invcstment, the benefit of which the country will 
reap in the restoration of the confidence of the vast rural popula
tion in the authority of the Rtate., and in the inauguration of an 
era of revival in agricultural practices. 

10 
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As regards the pessimistic outlook that the problem of 
India's poverty is insoluble owing to the rapid increaRe in the 
population, I wish to emphasise that the agricultural possi
bilities of the country have not as yet been realised, much 
less fully explored. Furthermore, the true function of a modern 
State is to adapt itself to such an inevitahle increase. To say 
that India is densel~' overpopulated and that her terrific poverty 
is therefore insoluble is to shirk tl,,' lIlost important duties be
fore the British Commonwealth. It is indeed a very sad exhihi
tion of the non-scicntiflC attitude of mind of some of the over
zealous official apologists. 

I am afraid I have exceeded the time-limit of the meeting 
and apologize for detaining you so long. The Indian peasant 
constitutes the bulk of the population of the British" Common
"'ealth, and I fed justified in laying before you the problems thnt 
confront that portion of suilering humanity. I thank you, friends, 
for asking me to address you to-night" * 

• Th~ addres8 WAS ralLowed by & discussion which was Dot taken dowD. 



VII. 

INDlAli POLITICS AND RURAL REFORM. 

[After the meeting of the East India Association under whose 

tluspiccs I-l paper on t.he problem of Indian Ruralljfe was read, considerable 

int-erest in the matter was roused nmong /} llUlliber of friends. It was 

arranged to hlwe H meeting to discuss the qucstiou:::; further. l\liss ::\olaud 

Royden kindly lent Eccleston Guildhouse und on the 18th of June a con

ference was arranged under the presidency of Sir )Iichael Sadler, K.C.S.I., 

inviting only t,hose friends who nre specially interested in Indill ilnd her 

problems. The conference \\"11.8 opened by me with a short address urging 

the necessity of n through inquiry into the conditions of the Indian 

pensnntry. I take thlS opportunity of recording my sense of grat,itudc to 

~Irs. Alexander Whyte. Mi., ~laude Hoyden <Iud to Sir ~lich"el S<ldler for 

the kindly interest t.hey took in my plea for a Commission of Inquiry into 

the rural conclitions in Indin and for all the t.rouble t!1ken in summoning the 

conference. ] 

Sir MICHAEL SADLER, K.C.S.I.. was in the Chair. In his opening 

speech, he expressed the view that we were all undf'r debt to India and what 

we have learnt in India and from India goes on growing in our minds. ",,':e 

feel, I think, that. the problem of India is both spiritual and economic. 

Spiritual fundamentally, but on the spiritual side there is H strong pressure, 

pAI'.t. and present, of economic fucts. On the economic side alone there is 

no hope; no hope, that is. unless men and women see beyond wealth-getting 

to the t.hings of t,he spirit. 

\Ve have met in order to hear Professor Gangu]ee sny wn:ll is in hIS 

mind Rnd heart to say, I 'wiH no,,, ask him to open our Conference and 

when he has rend his paper perhaps he will aJIow us to ask him questions 

and state the points on which we would like further guidance." 

SIR MICHAEL, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

I am deepl~' moved by this expression of your genuine interest 
in the welfare of the Indian masses. There is unmistakable 
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evid(,llce llmong a "erlain "ectioll of thc Britikh people of a sincere 
desire to acquaint themselves with the realities of the situation in 
India. 

I attach a gn>at deal of importance to the necessity of keep
ing ever,\' c(lllcated lIIall and woman of this country well informed 
as to the ('oudi tiolls of the Indian peasantry, for I believe that the 
conception of the British Commonwealth cannot be made real un
less it is hased upon a wider inter-relationship of humanity. It is 
also neccssary to realise that there is an identity of economic 
interests, and, in order that the benefit may be made reciprocal, no 
time shollld h(' lost in adopting a vigorous policy for the betterment 
of Indian fllrallife. 

As a step to"'ards the adoption of such a policy, I suggest 
that a Commission be appointed by the Imperial Government for 
the purpose of making a searching inquiry into the pxisting dis
abilities that affect the hCe and labour of the majority of India's 
population. If we want " prosperous India," we must rehabili
tate rural community 011 a sound economic basis. 

One of the fundamental pre-requisites for the realisation of 
our political goal is the will to regeneration. While it is clear that 
that will is at last immanent in the educated classes, to them now 
belongs the rcspollAibility of dcmonstrating the right moral atti
tude towards the great majority of the population of India. H is 
a misfortune that one Cflnnot submit sufficient evidence to l'how 
that the interest of tlIP peasantry has largely rlominated the mind., 
of the legislators ill our councils and assemblies. The .ruth is that 
prolonged and persistent domination of anti -social and uneconomic 
conditions has sO completely mastcf(>d our life that it is now diffi
cult to detect the sources of the handicaps to any process of revitali
sation. Givell lhe \\'ill to I'l'gl'neration, the next thing is to 
analyse the facts of our socio-economic life. Without such an 
analysis, the true nature of the m:ll-:Hljuslmcnt" cannot he known; 
and unless \\'c kno,,' it, we cannot apply any ~ffective remedy. 

This, in brief, Sir, is the raison d'etre of the proposal I have 
ventured to submit before the Impcrial Government. The pro
po8uI met ,vith some approval from such public bodies in India as 
are able to discover fatal disabilities in the socio-cconomic life of 
the majority which are sure "to stand ill the way of attaining poli-
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tical frel'oom in its true sense. Referring to the need of an inquiry 
Th(~ Erelliny News of India, a paper published in Bombay, says: 

" But the future of Indian agriculture, on which the hig majority 
of the people of this COllntry dl'pend for their livelihood, is a prob
lcm ,dlich will havc to be faeed at no distant date. \\'e do not 
menn to infcr that nothing is at present being done for the agri
culturist. By the establishmcnt of co-operative societies and agri
cultural colleges, Government has done and is doing a good deal, 
but a real national effort is required to bl,ing Indian agriculture 
into linc with that of other countries and make it the sueecss it 
ought to be." After stating some of the handicaps to better rural 
life in India, the paper says :-" The problem of how these diffi
culties ought to be slowly but surely solved-they obviously cannot 
be settled ,in a day-is one well worth careful consideration by a 
Royal Commission." (May HI, 1925.) 

I feel tempted to quotc at length from another leading journal 
of India with a view to replying to the criticism tbat Illy proposal 
received no support from India and as such the Government should 
ignore it. . 

The editor of the TV ctlnestlay Rerieu; writes as follows :-

" We are glad that the Secretary of State, LORD BIRliENREAD, 
is interesting himself in the Indian rural problems and, if the re
port be truc, he proposes to appoint a Royal Commission to in
vestigate into our rural needs. If such a Commission bl' appointed 
it will prove about the most useful of the CommissiOllH, Royal or 
other that have been hitherto appointed to report upon particular 
questions. Apparcntly noLQ(ly thought that our ,'urnl npeds nrc 
of sufficient importance for thc appointment of a Roynl Commis
sion. The Government and the intclligensia are too much ab
sorbed in tlshy politics to turn their attention to the obscure 
Tillage, though the village still lingers as the unit of our national 
life and is really the hack hone of thc country. But iis politics are 
not of the advertising "aricty; and, that is "'hy it !loes not attract 
the politician an!l th" professional agitator wbo pretelHI to speak 
on he half of the masseR of the population wbose abode is the village. 
The situation lll'idly staten is this. The GOI"l'rnmcnt, Provincial 
or Imperial, is too far remol"cd from tbe village to attend to its 
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wants. But we canno! say that it has been neglecting the village. 
It has created Loeal Bodies with statutory powers which are ex
pected to keep in close touch with the yillage and supply its wants 
from their resources. It is, however, notorious that in this regard 
the Local Bodies had sadl.y neglected their charge and it is the 
village wllich receives the leaHt attention from them. The fact is, 
the constitution of these bodies is itself against a proper discharge 
of their duties to the ,·illages. The ])istriet Board i', COllljlORCtl 01 

members some of lI·hom cOllle from the outlying ,·illages but they 
are generally ignorant and often illiterate, are unable to follow the 
proceedings of the Board ,yith intelligent inten'st, and therefore, 
unable to help the Board in doing its (Iuty by the villagcs. They 
are content ,,'ith promiscs from the executi,·c of the Board that it 
would set right a village road 01' hm, if funds permitted, or estab
lish a primary sclllx)l there. After the meeting which is hpld 
once in t,m mont lis or so, tlie melllbers disperse to the distant cor
ners of the distriet, and, the ,·illngp road and the primary school 
are no more remembered. 'The area under the cOlltrol ,)1 a District 
Board is too extensive for its executire to deYl)te the neces,ary 
attention to the distant and outl~·ing tracts. No doubt, there are 
Taluk Boards having jurisdiction over slIlHller areas. Here again 
their constitution is against a propcr discharge of their duties to
wards the yillages. The so-called village panchayats ,,·hi("h are 
supposed to be constituted for the sole and specilic purpose of 
attending to tlie needs oj" the \·illag-ers, arp no better. The pan
chayat is an attempt at the reriral of all 01<1 institution which was 
the pI,ide of India in ancient days. It l'llablcd each Indian village 
to be a self-contained unit enjoying a full measure of autonomy 
unaffecte(l by the political and <Iynastic cataclYRms ,,·hich RllOOk the 
foundations of the cities and eapital towns. The ,·illnge went the 
even tenor of its ,vay, the liYC wisp lIlen or ('lders of it attending to 
its slightest wants, settling disputeR and promoting the anwuities 
of its life. There is little use in sighing for tlw old days. It will 
be madlll'ss to attempt the revival of the village panchayat in its 
pristine glory. The com}Jlexities of modern rife aIHI civilization 
will not permit it. The rliscontented politician will glibly aC('UHe 

the British rule of the disappearance of the village paTlclwyat. Rut 
the British rule is no more to blame for the disappearance of the 
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panchayat than for the appearance of the railway. British rule or 
no, the railway would have appeared and the pancha)"at would 
have disappeared. No purpose is served by discussing who is c('s· 
ponsible for it and trying to lix the responsibility on something or 
somebody. The village is not going to be impro,·ed by ~n academi
cal discussion of the ea IIses that led to til<' extinction of the pan
chayat and reduced it to its present helpless condition. 'Vbat is 
more to the purpose is to set 111' an in(kpendent agency which 
woult! take the place of the old panchayat and be able to devot" its 
undivided attention to the illlproH'lIwnt of the village. The Indian 
village is not the Arcadia that it is supposed to be ,,·ho read of it in 
the books or ,vho catch a distant glimpse of it as they are ,,·hided 
past on a railway train. A nearer appro:wh will eompletcly dis
illusion one. 'l'he Indian ,·illag" is the lllnst insanitary of places. 
It has no ,\'ater-suppl~· ano, if it has any, it is a prolilic source of 
contamination and disease. TIl(' children haw no school to go to. 
The village roa(l is a mockery. It is a series of rllts of lesser or 
greater dimensions. Kobody cares to recognise that the improve
ment of eommunication bet"·een the village an(l the town or the 
nearest sea-port has a direct Iwaring on the material progress of 
the cOllntry as a whole. There is no incentiw to the villager to try 
to makP two blades of grass gnm ,,,!Jere one grew before, as the 
means of transport are I'l"actically non-existent. If Lord 
Birkenhead be really interested in the rural problems of India, the 
least that he can do is to appoint without loss of time a Royal 
Commission which would deal with the whole question of village 
imprm'cmcnt comprehensiwly and make practical suggestions for 
rehahilitating the village as the unit of Indian national life." 

(May 13, 1925.) 
Of course, the political parties have taken no notice of my 

plea for this inquiry. The disproportionate interest in politics has 
createel among the educated classes in India a disproportionate be
lief in political remedies. 

:My firm conviction that til(' readjustment of the existing Rocial 
and ('conomic conditionR in India iR ~ necessary pre-re<]uisite for 
her further political evolution has been challenged by some of my 
critical fe!low-countrymen. They assert that I under-estimate the 
political realities of India's problem, and igno]"(' the fact that only 
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when the people are adequately invPRted with political power can 
the necpssary I'doI'm, in matt('l'S relating to education, sanitation, 
and the economic devl'iopnl('nt of the country be made possible. 
Consequently, they do not ('vineI' much enthusiasm in the proposal 
for an inquiry into the fundamental handicaps to progress in agri
cultural and rural conditions of tilt' coulltry, and consider that such 
a step might result in giving the Gowrnmcnt ypt another oppor
tunity to divert our attention from our political objective. 

What, then, is tlw political ohjcctive? It is becoming in
crc~singly necessary that the expressions us('d in stating the nature 
of the political alliance which India ",i,hes to make with Great 
Britain must be clearly defined and their implications thoroughly 
grasped. To onc group of Jloliticians the cry of "self-government ,. 
means absolute independence, ,,,hill' the other qualifips 'it by fixing 
its limit at Dominion Status. Ignoring the extravagant utterances 
of the former, it is clear that in the demand for subst:ll1tial self
government the intelligent opinion of the country is practically un
animous. It is a noteworthy phenomenon that, amidst the very 
diwrse conditions prevailing in various parts of that sub-continent, 
there is, perhaps, for the first time ,in her political history, this 
solidarity of public opinion. But while one would sympathise with 
the moral legitimacy of such an aspiration, the difficulty arises out 
of the methods advocated hy various Indian parties for the speedy 
attainment of self-government on Colonial lines, or, in otber words, 
" Dominion Status." 

The critics who cry out" give us Dominion Status lind other 
things will be added unto us " fail to appreciate the fact that its 
success depends upon man)' conditions co-ordinate with the socio
economic lifc of the nation. .Just as the political con;;ciousness 
which animates the educakcl communities to-day is the result of 
certain fundamental rhange,; in th(' ('(horational ami social systems 
of the country, brought ahout by Indian reformers in the middle 
of the ninetpenth centurY, so it is now necessary to set free snch . . 
forces as would furnish the necessary impptus towan]" the sure but 
Rio\\' proeeR" of democratic self-gowrnmcnt in Inelia. Before we 
can have our politieal ideaB and ideals fulfilled, we must incorpo
rate into our basic industry, which is agriculture, and also into the 
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general social outlook, such ingredients as would assist in the poli
tical evolution of the country. 

The problem in India, I repeat, is at bottom economic, and 
unless this vital .issue can be successfully dealt with the political 
problem must remain incapable of solution. 

To my mind, " the isolation of the poor " is the outstanding 
feature of socio-economic life in India. While factors which 
tended to accelerate this had been so regulated in the past by or
ganisations in the village communities that the disintegration of 
divergent social unit was partially checked, with the development 
of external relations, brought about by the establishment of Dutch 
and English companies, this control was no longer possible ; for, 
to quote Mr. Moreland, " almost throughout India th~ tendency 
was to reduce the reward of production to a point where it ceased 
to offer an adequate incentive, to attract brains.and energy to the 
struggle for a share in what had been produeed by others." That 
is, economic parasitism on one hand and the demands of a chaotic 
administration of the decaying Moghul Empire on the other, robbed 
the actual producer of substantial benefit derived from the opening 
of the external markets. 

While settled government and administrative reforms helped 
to protect the interest of the producer, the process, culminating in 
the destruction of the companionship of classes, went on generation 
after generation. Thus, the existing differences among various 
groups, to which socio-religious traditions lent support were rather, 
intensified by the inev.itable changes in economic relationships. 
All these factors-social, religious, educational, and economic
combined in creating a cleavage between the semi-educated and an 
educated minority known as Bhadraloka and a densely ignor
ant majority spoken of by such contumelious terms as Chaslw 
or Chhotaloka. The latter lost confidence in the educated class 
as a whole, and the evils resulting from this became a menace to 
national life. 

Then came the day of awakening when we soon discovered 
the obstructions in the current of our life, while the resurgent 
spirit of India in its struggle for freedom found in an alien govern
ment the chief source of obstacles against national neve]opment, 

11 
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the fundamental truth was laid bare by the voice of the ·Poet of the 
Indian renaissance. 

" Leave this chanting and singing and telling of beads 
Whom dost thou. worship in this lonely dark corner of a 

temple with doors all shut? 
Open thine eyes and see thy God is not before thee ! 
He is there where the tiller is tilling the hard ground 
And where the pathmaker is breaking stones, 
He is with them in sun and in shower. 
And his garment is covered with dust. 
Put off thy holy mantle and even like him 
Come down on the dusty soil ! 
Come out of thy meditations and leave ·aside thy flowers 

and incense ! 
What harm is then' if thy clothes become tattered and 

stained? 
Meet him and stand by him in toil and in sweat of thy 

brow." 

Although the call inspired the young generation, it did not 
succeed in rousing them to action. The task was difficult and 
there was no one to lead. A decade later another call, led by an 
irresistible idealist, stirred the country. 

Foreseeing the danger that the normal growth of national life 
might be stunted and the possibility of representative government 
in India frustrated by allowing the process of the isolation of the 
poor to develop further, this apostle of the poor asked his country
men to spin and to rE'moVc the sin of untouchability from the social 
system. Expounding his gospel of the spinning wheel, he recently 
said : "·When a man spins he feels he has something in common 
with the starving Indian peasants. It is only when we feel in 
common and work in common for at least half an hour a day thai 
\w can realise the real lot of the millions of India." 

While his emotional appeal, followed by the discovery of cer
tain obstructions in the current of our socia-economic life, resulted 
in adding fresh stimulus to the will to regeneration, it did not suc
<;eed in creatin~ an organised enthusiasm in the country strong 
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enough to exercise an appreciable influence over construeti ve 
politics. As a matter of fact, the resurgent spirit of India found 
in an alien Government the chief sources of destitution, and the 
conflict appeared to be a general revolt against the impact of 
Western civilisation. The true and deeper causes of unrest, how
ever, lie in the existing mal-adjustments not only in the economic 
organisations, but in e"ery sphere of life ; and the methods re
commended by MR. G.\NDHI failed to indicate any well-balanced, 
consistent and positive process of adjustments of which the country 
was in need. 

The positive aspects of the Gandhi movement did not escape 
MR. CHITTARANJAN DAS. Though an evangelist of Indian tradi
tionalism, he felt that the inhibiting influences active beneath the 
life of the Indian peasantry must be checked. After his release 
from prison, he offered a non-political programme with the recon
struction of rural lif(' as its essential feature. \\'hen the question 
of popularising the Congress among the masses was being dis
cussed, I ventured to suggest at an interview with MR. DAS that the 
establishment of a Provincial Congress Bank, designed after the 
Egyptian Agricultural Bank, would be the most !'ITcctiyc meam of 
impressing on the peasantry and village artisans the utility of a 
national organisation. He agreed ; but the drift of ever-changing. 
tactical policy designed to wreck the constitution proved far too 
strong even for a man of his intellectual force. 1 cannot help think
ing that his surrender to political demagogues was tragic. At any 
rate, it contributed no less to limit the freedom of action of a con
structive mind. It is interesting, how('ver, to note that in laying 
down the" honourable" terms of co-operation ,,·ith the Govern
ment, MR. DAR asked for State-aid in raising a loan for village re
construction. 

Whatever may be the extent of failure of political agitation, 
it has succeeded in rivetting the attention of the country to the 
most depressing conditions which surround rural life in almost 
every part of the country. 

Never hefore, in the historv of India was there such a • 
desire for the re\'italisation of her fllTal life ; n('v('f befor!' had the 
intelligensia come into such a close contact with the masses. The 
youth in every civilised country, in consonance with the spirit of 
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the century, is impelled by a desire of service. The function of the 
State is to throw opell numerous spheres of activity so that this do
minant spirit of service may lind rational means of expression. 
The young men of India are seeking an outlet in their desire to 
Herve their country, and unless they are mobilised for 'trt organised 
effort to grapple \vith the vital problems of the nation, their minds 
will be continually f(){'ussed all mere political iSBnes. 

Turning to the rural classes, one finds conspicuous changes 
in their attitude. The idea that the Government of the country 
does not stand by them is rapidly gaining ground. The adminis
trators can no longer congratulate themselves on ' Happy and con
tented dumb millions' of India. That pathological symptom is 
gradually disappearing. As far as the Indian masses are con
cerned, the unrest is essentially the outcome of theIr abject poverty. 
The agrarian trouble no\\' and then breaking out in different parts 
of the country indicates that the rural classes are on the verge of 
desperation, and the British garrison cannot always succeed in res
toring peace and order. 

As an instance of the fact that the Indian peasant himself 
is beginning to realise tbe gravity of the situation, I translate here 
a passage from a circular issued by the Bengal Provincial Jotedars 
alld Raiyats' Conference :-

"Agriculture, which is the principal resource of Bengal, is in a 
moribund condition. There are no strong cattle in the country, as 
a result of which land is not being ploughed regularly, and the 
want of rice, milk, and ghee, which are the principal foodstuffs, is 
being felt keenly. Various diseases are making their hold perma
nent in the country, and the life-power of the Bengali race is 
gradually waning. 'rhere are no grazing grounds for cattle in the 
villages, no arrangement for breeding them, or for their medical 
treatment. " 

Through the efforts of MR. GANDHI, a number of peasant 
organisations have come int{) existence almost in every province of 
India, and they express, in substance, the sentiment quoted above. 
The truth is, the Indian peasant is still in the fifteenth century, 
while the political and commercial organisation of the country are 
shaped in accordance with the demands of the twentieth century. 
Such a wide discrepancy, giving rise to serious mal-adjustments in 
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Indian socio-economic life, is fatal to any form of stable gm'ern
ment. Agriculture is the main industry of the country, but has it 
gained sufficient strength to cope with the pressure of new condi
tions arising out of the modern commercial impact? As an in
stance of the consequences following upon many social and econo
mic disabilities under which the Indian has to labour, MR. MACRIE'S 

(I.C.S.) evidence, given before the Taxation Committee, may be 
noted. He pointed out that a large proportion of the land in the 
Bombay Presidency had come into the possession of non-agricul
tural classes, such as moneylenders, through mortgages. As to the 
conditions of rural life, even a superficial inquiry shows that the 
Indian peasant, in many parts, is always on the verge of starva
tion. The rural sanitation is still very primitive, and in Bengal 
there is on an average one medical man to 42,000 rural inhabitants 
(excluding the municipal area). When formulating a suitable 
constitution for India to-day, the illiteracy of the masses offers a 
formidable obstacle. In the face of these realities, political pro
phesying for India is an idle speculation. 

I am aware of the challenge that will be thrown to such views 
as I have placed before you. I do not for n moment doubt that as 
long as there is SODle misconception in regard to the m9ti\'e of the 
British Parliament in respect of India's future political status, the 
present state of unrest among the politically-minded classes must 
continue. What I wish to emphasise is that the requisites for 
exercising .. self-determination" must be acquired by a greater 
portion of the people, and that acquisition ,is only possible provided' 
the primary and normal requirements of life are properly satisfied. 

Let it not be understood that the Government is unaware of 
the changes that are taking place in India ; nor is it true that. no
thing is at present being done for the agriculturist. But the fact 
remains that tlw majority of the Indian peasants are kund ' with 
all the improvidence and recklessness belonging to an irrevocable 
sentence of poverty for life,' and this in 1925! Admitting that 
many of the disahihties of Indian rural life are due to soeial and 
religious traditions, it cannot he denied that there is ample s('ope 
for improving the situation h~' the pursuit of a bold and compre-

"hensive policy for the betterment of Indian rural life. 
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A change in the syst8lli of administration was long overdue. 
It became imperative under the stress of the circumstances to give 
India a hani! in the affairs of her governance. 

Concurrently with the. sign of unrest in India there has 
been a marked change in the administrative policy of the Govern
ment. 8teps have been taken to give India certft,in measures of 
political reform which may eYentually mise her to the sta'tus of a 
self-governing Dominion. R.R.H. the DUKE of CONNAUGHT. in 
inagurating the Reform. said: . The principle of autocracy has 
been abandoned.' India now participates in the "'orld's affairs ; 
she has been admitted to the l,eague of Nations. and in the inter
national Labour Organisation she holds a responsible position as one 
of the members of the governing body; but, all these post-war 
developments can never give her a dignified status in the comity of 
natioIH; if she cannot give 200 millions of her own population a 
decent standard of living. 

I. therefore, maintain that while political adjustments arc 
necessary, it must be borne in mind that any changes made ,hould 
be of such a kind as to lift from the Indian peasant the burden of 
grinding poverty. A conviction which has grown with my inti
mate association with rnral life in India is that it well-devised 
policy for village reconstruction is bound to have a famurable re
action on the political situation of the country. The appointment 
of a Royal Commission for rural affairs will show that the Govern
ment is anxious to improve the status of an essentially agricultural 
eommunity. The desire of the Governmcnt to recuperate the 
village life of India will furnish a rallying point for all moderating 
influences in the country. As progress in such matters in every 
country is conditional on public opinion, the publicity which must 
attend the activities of a Royal Commission ,muld help to draw the 
attention of responsible people to th!' ,·ital need of ovcrhauling the 
conditions of rural fndia. The findings of the Commission won]d 
reYeal to the youth of the conntry the underlying realities of India's 
proh]em~. It will, then, he I'('aliseo that sopial an,] ('c'onomi(' 
deVl·lopment of the 'Indian peasantry can no 101lg!'1' ])(' n·lc·gated to 
the hackgrolllld. and that tllP country mllst hring about condition. 
favourable to a process of revitalisation of rllral life. 
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III conclusion, I ask you to ren,lCmber that"" Out of" 460 
million British subjects, 3IIl millions are Indians. Of this vast 
population about 65 per oent. live on insufficient. food and e dwell 
in huts so insanitary (to quote H. H. the AOA liliAN) . that no de
cent European farmer would housc his .cattle in th~m.' \\'hen we 
think of building the British Commonwealth upon the 'economic 
brotherhood,' let us also think of ' the poorest, the lowliest, and 
the lost.' .. 

DISCUSSION. 
CHAIRMAN: 

SIR MICHAEL SADLER opened the discussion by saying that Pro
fessor Gangulee showed a vivid and intense desire for the better
Illent of India.' He ~'ould like to put before the Conference two 
considerations of order and aim. First, let us have a general dis
cussion on the larger issue, that is, assuming that enquiry through 
a well-planned Commission would be a valuable factor in contri
buting towards a wise advance. Secondly, the framing of a Refer
ence for the suggested Commission. We had to consider what was 
the real aim of the Enquiry and how to avoid handcuffing the in
vestigators. It was important to give everyone a chance to express 
an opinion anrl to bear patiently with the witnesses. The or
ganisers must never doctor the conclusions but should record and 
publish a well-balanced account. Yague requests were of no value; 
it was necessary to ask the questions that you rlesirerl answered .. 
No part was more important intellectually or more rliffieult than 
the questionnaire. In order to economise time he suggested that 
those present should frame in their minds eight or ten great 
questions on which we wished to have the experience and guidance 
of very ditTerent tYP(·g of people. Professor Gangulee was facing 
one of the greatest problems of the world. 

Dr. Gilbert S/ater.-It was pointed out by DR. GILRRRT 
SLATBR that the value of a Commission depended very largely upon 
the manner in which it was appointed. It should he an impartial 
and unbiassed effort to get at the economic truth. In the opinion 
of the speaker it was important to gain the co-operation of all 
parties, and in particular that of the Moslem League" and Mr. 
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Gandhi. A common aim, in which they could all co-operate, 
~hould be presented to them. . 

Mr. Oswald Mosley.-He emphasised the fact that the best 
brains of the country were concentrated on the political struggle. 
The politicians were engage'd in manoeuneA to discouutenance the 
CT(lYernment· and rice I'erso. The problem presented was, hoW' t{) 
deal with this atmosphere of Ruspicion? How face Ill' to, for 
example, the Benga I Land production or thp Cornwallis Rc,tt1l'ment? 
The economic and political issues are inRcpHable amI a cessation 
of the political struggle was essential t{) the nature of investigation 
suggested by Professor Gangulee. A Commission, such as 
suggested, would involve the whole administrative machinery of 
India ranging from religion to taxation. . 

If methods of procedure were agreed upon, the question 
remains how to surmount the natural prejudices which one would 
be bound to meet. Local prejudices must be considered. It was 
also essential that thl're should hi' a central driving organisation. 

Three essential factors were suggestt'd hy the speaker. 
1. An Agricultural hanking system, that is, Borne form of 

direct state credits so as to hreak the po\yer of the moneylenders. 
2. Introduction of co-operative farming: including the use of 

steam tractms. He cited as an example the <'ase of a famine area 
in which the peasants, though starving, opposed the use of a steam 
plough and only under great pressure allowed it to be uRI'd. 

3. Co-operative marketing must he organi8Crl centrally by 
some powerful driving authority. Elimination of middlemen was 
(",sent' '!. 

Chairrnan.-Srn MICHAEL SADLRR asked whether it would be 
possible to get a Commission which would do for the rural and 
economic welfare of India what the Phelps Rtokes Commission had 
done for East and West Tropical Africa. He expressed the hope 
that the forward-looking governors might for the sake of India 
send out a Commission, which could ohtain tlw kind of Report 
which had been written by DR. JRSSR JONES and his colleagues on 
tli(, eeonomic and educational needs of Tropical Africa. 

,~lr. IIfosley.-Mr. Mosley answered that he considered that 
it would be very difficult for such a Commission to get evidence. 
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The Swarajists would oppose it on the grounds that they had 
already suggested such methods of inquiry and that nothing had 
come of it. In the present atmosphere he considered it essential 
that a political move as a gesture of friendliness shonld prtcede 
any action. 

Professor Gangl/Zee.-Professor Gangulee said that there was 
a possibility of making a truce. Mrs. Besant's Commonwealth 
of India Bill indicated the way to approach tbe problem of village 
reconstruction and an inquiry into this would help to show the sort 
of Constitution which might be suitable for India's Governance. 
But he added "Nevertheless I believe that India must evolve her 
own constitution." With regard to Land Reform, Professor 
Gangulee stated that he thougbt there would be considerable 
opposition; but he very much hoped that this wotdd not stem efforts 
towards rural reforms. In Bengal, he thought the Government 
would have considerable support in reforming the land-tenure 
system. 

Mr. Yusuf AZi.-Mr. Yusuf Ali said he was entirely opposed 
to the appointment of such a Commission and he regrett€d that 
there were so few Indians present to discuss the subject, and in his 
opinion the people of India were very unfavourably disposed to 
Commissions of any kind. He took as an instance the Educ 
cation Commission on which one would imagine there would have 
been complete agreement. He had recently visited the University 
of Calcutta and had discovered that the University had definitely 
refused to accept the recommendations of the Commission. In 
fact, he declared, that in the opinion of India the recommendations 
of the Commission were guaranteed to ruin the education of India. 
Thereupon, he made a plea for politicians on tIl!' grounds that the 
charges against them were not supported by facts. The que.~tion 
of village lifl' had certainly been misunderstood and wrongly ,iealt 
with, but the fault lay not entirely witldhe British Government; 
a great difficulty was the immensity of the country, even a Province 
is too big an area to deal with. It was imperative to try in India 
to clear the atmosphere of suspicion. It was necessary to allow 
time to elapse to enable the separate movements towards reform 
to go forward. The time for a Commission was premature. 

12 • 
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After Tea MR. OSWALD MOSLEr took the chair. 

Oh'a'irman.-He Raid we were to consider terms of Reference 
but as we did not seem to he quite dear as to whethE'r or not such a 
Commission was desirable, . therefore we should continue the aiR' 
russion until we arrived at some decision. If the Conference 
decioed that a Commission, as suggestea by SIR MrCHAEL SADLER, 
should be sent out it wou\d be a good thing if the suggestion could 
appear to come from the Indians themselves. Possibly Tagore 
might De approached; for he had considerahle influence with men 
like Gandhi, and a combined {'ffort of this kind might inspire India 
to asK for such a Commission. It is most important that the 
Indians should make this move themselves. 

Mr. Yusuf A Ii inquired as to the cost of such a Commission 
and was fold that it ,\'OuM entail ahOllt£20,OOO. It was suggested 
hy Professor Gangulee that tIle Indian Fniwrsities might work 
in conjunction with the StatE' Departments responsihle for agri
culture, mral credit, rural pdueation and rural sanitation .. 

Professor Beni Prnsad.-Profesmr Beni Prasarl said that 
the political rlifficulty was tlie chief one. He suggested that the 
Commission should he appointed hv the Ministers of the rlifl'crent 
Departments. He sairl that thp agricultllra 1 s~'stem was hounrlup 
with tlie land tenure. Thp Commission would find its{'lf haffled 
by a variety of problems t1l10 he therefore suggpRtl'n Local Com
mIssIons. A Commission dealing with all Tnrlia would takp too 
long a time but after local investigation had heen made an All-India 
Conference might he callen to consiiler the possihility of such a 
nolicy. Indian Universities shoulrl he askerl to co-operate and to 
ilo the preliminary work throngh such flg('!1cies as Rural Boards. 

Clzairman.-He suggested that the suggestion for sneh a 
Commission should be sent to responsihle Innian quartem, to peonl!' 
of understanding and influence such as Tagorc amI Gandhi. The 
intermediary work must be left to a small snh-committee. He 
suggested that the Committee should consist of Professor 
GANGULEE, 8m MICHAEL SADLER. and Mrss MAUDE ROYDEN. He 
asked the Conference to register its opinion on this matter. 
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The Conference voted that a Committee, consisting of the 
above members be appointed. , 

Professor Gangulee .-Professor Gangulee said that the terms 
of reference must of necessity be wide. Its purpose would be to 
inquire into the depressed conditions of tile agricultural industry 
and the causes to which they are owing: whether those causes are 
of a permanent character; and how far they have been created or 
can now be remedied by legislation. The inquiry would embrace 
all questions relating to agricultural research and education, 
cattl~-hreeding, rural transport, marketing of farm produce, agri
cultural co-operation and various aspects of rural questions 
affecting rural prosperity in general. 

Mr. Yusuf Ali insisted that the tcrms of reference should be 
left to be drawn up by the Indians themselves. 

Professor Gangulee said that non-official efforts in these 
directions were feeble and had failed miserably. It was time we 
stopped talking about a Dominion Status or any such ideal consti
tutional settlement with the British Government. "All of us, 
the intclligensia, are moneylenders; and every peasant is in 
debt. I ask my friends to examine the foundations of our rural 
ec.onomy. Th~ political parties as well as the Government of India 
are equally loud in professing that their ultimate concern must be 
the Indian peasant. And yet such facts as the rejection of tlie 
Orissa Tenancy Bill under pressure from the landed interest, 
or the prevalence of numerous sources of oppression to which the 
Indian peasantry is left exposed, do not suggest that the educated, 
classes have yet a settled plan for rural revitalisation. The Govern
ment, on the other hand, cannot congratulate itself upon a policy 
which might have furnished sufficient evidenoe to justify its claim 
as trustees of the people." 

To return to constitutional problems, Mrs. Beasant's scheme 
was interesting. The village Panchayet system is a very 
desirable thing for India. For the task of rehabilitating thp 
village, every possible avenue for service should bc explored and 
help should be accepted from any source, official or non-officiaL 
Mr. Mosley snggc,ted the need of a central driving organisation. 
Judging from the Reforms, it is clear to me that India is moving 
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towards some form of Federal Government. And I may tell you 
that in the llnited States of America, the Government provides 
for such a strong Central Body: The F. S. D. A. in \Vashington. 

Mr. H. Polak.-Mr. Polak said that Professor Gangulee had 
entirely under-estimated the political realities. It was futile to 
attempt to do anything constructive in India until the political 
problem was settled. Masses of the people are still uneducated 
and when asked for funds, there are no funds for education, the 
funds having been transferred (40 per cent. is devoted to military 
purposes) and therefore not available for education. It was 
necessary to take into account the people in possession of power 
and the existing type of Government. Political exigencies must 
not be ignored. Anything that appears to side-track the political 
issues would be a matter of suspicion. The problein of India must 
be settled by the people themselves. He stated that he was in 
favour of carrying on with the decision of the Conference but an 
unofficial Commission is desirable. 

Hereupon Mr. Mosley declared the meeting to be closed. A 
hearty vote of thanks was passed on Professor Gangulee, which 
he gratefully acknowledged. 



VIII. 

THE NEXT STEP IN INDIAN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. 

[The Empire Parliamentary Association took a very keen interest in 

the problem raised by the discussion on Indian agricultdre ,md rural life 

in the press and platform. A meeting of the Committee on Indian affairs 

was held in the House of Commons on December lOth, 1925, at which the 

following address was delivered. 

E. Snell, Esq., M.P., was in the Chair.] 

CHAIRMAN :-

We have Professor Gangulee here who is Professor of 
Agriculture and Economics in the University of Calcutta, and he 
is going to speak to us on "The Next Step in Indian Agricultural 
Development." I ought to explain to him that we have got very 
important business in the House which is going on at prese!)t, 
and that is detaining Members from being with us. The subject 
upon which the Professor is going to speak is of extraordinary 
importance, and I am sure we shall all be delighted to hear what 
he has to say. 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND THE MEMBERS, 

Lord Morley once pointed out India as the only great unit of 
the Empire which made the British Empire an Empire at all. 
Referring to India's place in the British Empire Sir George 
Birdwood wrote:-

"India has done everything for us, everything that has made 
these islands, as insignificant on the face of the globe as tbe 
islands that made up Japan, the greatest empire the world has 
ever known, and for this we owe undying gratitude' to India,'~ 
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In course of the dramatic changes that followed the post-War 
adjustments within the Empire, India has been described as its 
pivot. Therefore, it is in the fitness of things that your association 
should extend its invitation to one who is anxious to consider with 
you what may be called the foundation on which that pivot rests. 

The vast areas of land, abundance of forests and a storehouse 
of minerals, may furnish the physical basis for an Empire but do 
not make one. That India possesses immense potential wealth in 
her resources is a fact which needs no special emphasis before t,his 
audience; but I do wish to emphasise what Sir Stanley Reed has 
recently pointed out that "in the past the Government of India 
had been cool towards the economic growth of India" and that' 'the 
national wealth of India would be doubled in the next five or 
ten years by means of a more vigorous agricultural policy." The 
fact is, throughout the Nineteenth Century, while the country was 
exposed to all the organised forces of Industrialism, there was no 
attempt made to adjust the productive occupations of the country 
to the new economic conditions arising out of a highly developed 
system of transport and commerce. The most efficient mechanism 
of the world's market supported by political supremacy of a great 
commercial and industrial nation investing progressively-increased 
amount of capital in India came into competition wi th the remnants 
of industrial life in India and gradually reduced her almost entirely 
to an agricultural country. According to the last Census 
224 million persons, or 71 per cent. of the total population, depend 
solely on agriculture for their livelihood. Unorganised industries 
occupy 10 per cent. of the people, but they are unable to make a 
living out of their occupation alone. The result is already shown 
in the Census report, namely, the number engaged in industries 
has actually decreased and agriculturists have increased a little 
faster than the whole popUlation. Add to the number of actual 
agriculturists those who are thrown in the category of vaglle and 
un classifiable occupations, and you will have the total dependent 
on the produce of the soil. Therefore I feel justified in drawing 
your attention not only to the fundamental industry of the country, 
hut to the conditions of life as well, in which 90 per cent. of the 
population live. A recent writer on the economic development 
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of the British Overseas Empire has reminded us that "it is from 
the (Indian) peasantry that the Government has derived in the 
past the bulk of its reyenue, and from the peasants it draws the 
largest single item of reyenue to-day; on the peasant the merchant 
depends for the bulk of his exports, and it is on the peasant that 
the artisan depcnrls for his employment. It is the demand of the 
peasant that determines a large portion of the import trade." 

And yet not till the .beginning of the twentieth century was any 
serious attempt made to improve the methods of farming in Yogtle. 
The Government hoped that by establishing "law and order," 
by ensuring security of property, and by gradual extension of 
transport facilities the mass of the cultivators would be given 
sufficient incentive to hring about an appreciable improvement in 
agriculture. 

Wliat actually happened was that the area of cultivation was 
extended;· and in order to meet the demands of the world's market, 
mixed farming was largely abandoned. In short, the economic 
phenomena created by the opening of the world market for com
mereialised products such as, jute, cotton, wheat, oilseeds, etc., 
were characterised hy rising rents, lengthening chains of rent
receivers and middlemen, and widespread resort to tIm usurer. 

BeforEl passing on to the history and achievement of scientific 
agriculture in Inaia initiated during the Viceroyalty of Lord 
Curzon, I may be permitted to make a brief reference to some of 
the features of Indian agriculture and of the conditions of life 
under which the rural population lives. 

~erhaps, it may be of some interest to you if I quote here 
an extract from the address recently given to Mahatma Gandhi by 
the Tipperah (Bengal) Ryot's Association. 

!'We may tell you that the ryots of Tipperah-half-starved, 
half-naked, without health, without education-are the greatest 
of sufferers. We are the food-producers of the people and deserve 
the kindest consideration, but are really the least cared for in every 
way. We represent nearly 90 per cent. of the people, so that it 
may truly be said that Tipperah means the ryot. We have field
work only for about six months, when we work day and night, but 
for the remaining six months we have no employment on a living 
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wage, and have to starve. When our smaII and always insufficient 
stock of food-grain is used up we have no cash to buy food with, 
and have to resort to the money-lender who charges fabulous rates 
of interest, whether in money or grain. As a consequence we are 
unable to clear our debts, and·our holdings are sold away to money
lenders and other profiteering middlemen who have no interest in 
food-production. \Ve become thereby reduced to mere landless 
labourers without any right, and perish frQm starvation with wife 
and children. The sight would sicken your heart. Our lands do 
indeed produce jute. The rule always is that the producer fixes 
the price. But for some mysterious cause the price of jute is under 
the absolute control of the foreign merchant and the middleman, 
so that we are always compelled to sell our jute at a. price that does 
not even cover the cost of production. 'Ve, Ryots, are not allowed 
to cut down trees on the land for which we pay rent, nor are we 
permitted to excavate tanks, though we should perish with family 
for want of drinking water. ·We, Ryots, are being ruined by 
litigation. The so-called settlements are periodical unsettlements 
to ruin the ryots while they afford a bumper ('rop of litigation 
to large and powerful vested interests." 

Here in very simple language, we find a portion of the Indian 
ryots expressing themselves and in their statement we discover some 
of the fundamental tmths as well as the obstacles to agricultural 
development of the country. 

The first thing to remember about Indian agriculture is that 
it has to support a popUlation which is pressing so closely on the 
margin of its resources that every adverse circumstanee throws 
down a greater part of the ('ultivators below the level of subsistence. 
Such a state of affairs must constantly remain a source of anxiety 
for the administration of the country. An instance from the war
pC'riod may illustrate the point. Although the rise in food prices 
was not very Jiigh in ('omparison \vith the other countries during the 
war, the effect of controlled prices for grains on the internal price 
market was disastrous. The rice and wheat ('rops of 11l10-17 and 
H1l7-1S were probably the biggest on record, but in 1918-IIl the 
loss or production amounted to about 20 million tons. The safety 
margin even from the preceding good harvests vanished entirely_ 
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In those countries where the margin of subsistence is not low, 
their economic life was not seriously endangered by the inevitable 
derangement in the world's market due to the War. The average 
rise in retail food prices in Sweden, for example, went as high as 
234 per cent. and in the l'nited Kingdom, where food control was 
rigorously exercised, the rise was about 107 per cent. But the 
etTect of the rise upon the people was not fatal as it was in the case 
of India. 

The narrow margin referred to above is due to the pressure of 
popUlation on the cultivated area resulting chiefly from absence of 
other occupations; and unless the pressure is to a certain extent 
relieved, the agricultural economy of the conntry mllst remain 
unsound. According to Sir Thomas Holderness' calculations, "we 
shaH not be far wrong if we assume that there is less than one acre 
of cultivated land per head of total population and not more than 
one acre and a quarter per head for that portion of the population 
\\'hich is directly supported by agriculture." 

'While the accuracy of the finding has to be admitted, a closer 
examination of the ayailable agricultural statistics shows that there 
is a further tendency in the reduction of the share of cultivated area 
per head. Thus any step towards a specific contribution to India's 
welfare must he in the direction of relieving the pressure on land 
resulting from the ({ecadence of her indigenous manufacturing 
industries. The situation cannot be explained ilway merely by 
calling attention to over, popUlation. After all, the average 
decennial increase of population since regular censuses were 
taken has not been more than 4 per cent. The remedy lies in 
exploring the vast possibilities for the deyelopment of her agri
cultural resources and of her indigenous in(hlstries. 

This has been realised by the Gm"('fnment of India since tile 
days of Lord Mayo, but organised efforb to cITect any agricultural 
development were first made during the Viceroyalty of Lord 
Curzon. An Imperial Department of Agriculture waH established 
at Pusa and in each province a separate department under a 
qualified director was organised. Within the period of a quarter 
of a century it has been made Jlossible to produce better !jualitit's 
and larger yields of some of India's chief crops. 'rhe inerea~jng 

13 
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demands for better seedR show that the Tnclian peasant though 
illiterate, is not usually a fool. Yarious prohlems related to 
agriculture ar(' nmy heing innstigatecl and the progress is 
accclprnted hy the assistance of tIl<' co-operatiw' moyement. 

But the finding~ of 'scicntific re,carchc's on agricultural 
problems cannot 1)(' pllt into practice as the conditions under ,yhich 
they can be successful are haw\icapped fly numerous socio-economic 
factors existing in Indian rnral life. S~ience herself cannot 
reforlll ilgricultural mpthocls; she Ilt'pds such assistance as may 
comp from thp adjustmcnts of Yal'ious complex forcps that are 
hrought into play upon the hasic industry of the people of India. 
TIlr'refol'e, I am inclined to helien' that tl](' next stt'p to the deYelop
ment of Indian agriculture should be tIl!' remova) of some of the 
fatal ohstru(·tious that are illl]lpding prngn'ss and thus pl'ppal'e 
the way for a gradual ('''pamion of scientific agricultural method 
in India. 

Now, hroadly speaking, scientific agricultural methods aim at 
the removal, as far as possible, at' some of the limiting factors that 
are known to interfen' with normal crop production. 'l'hesc 
limiting factors ma~' consist of lack of suitable plant nutrition or 
the deficiencies in soil conditions causC'd by had tilth and moisture 
!;upply: or there may be ravages of inst'cts anrl oll]('r pests which 
neerl to be controlled. But, with tile processes of commercialisation 
of agriculture, numerous other factors are ht'ing released anrl the 
slIccess of the industry largely rlepends now on the efficiency with 
which they Illay he rpgulated. Take the case of the Punjah 
agriculture. Here the limiting f~ctor was Jack of water-supply. 
Of all the prol'inces Plllljah Jms receil'!'d a large share of benefit 
from the irrigation works. AgricllltllfP Aonrislwd hut the lot of 
the agriculturists has not improved to any great extent. Mr. 
Darling's recent inn'stigatious* haH' shOlyn that the average 
Punjab jll'llS:Jllt under ordiuary ('ircllI!lstancps rioes !lot make both 
enrls meet. Ol)\"iollsl~· then' must he sOllle rlefeets in agricllltural 
econom~' \yhieh, in spitl' of thl' introrlu('tion of "hetter irrigation", 
cia not sepm to improve the conditions of life of the peaRantry. 

'" See Darling's Punjab Peasant. 
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Within the time allotted to me, it is not posRible to discuss 
snch economic handicaps as the nature of holdings, their size and 
distribution, the heavy i ndebterlness of the peasantry, the con
ditions of marketing, defective transJlort faeilitit's in rural areas, 
absence of co-operative spirit and a host of other socio-economic 
factors which conspil'(' to h(,p J nctiHn agriculture confined to a 
medieval stage of development. But, I crave your permission to 
make a brief reference to certain fundamental aspects of rural life. 
In the first place we mllst consider rural sanitation. Here the 
picture is gloomy. The n'slilt ohtained hy Dr. Bentley from an 
inquiry in a District in Bengal (Murshidabadl shows thc rate of 
infant mortality newr lower than ~(i1 l)('r lllille during th!' investi
gation (1918-19:23). "Tn one slI1all circle of GOO people," says 
Bentley, "the exact intensive registration gavc the appalling figure 
of 700 infantile deaths per thousand, hirth~." 

It is a well-known fact that medical relief in rural areas is 
extremely inadequate. There are a,ceording to Major Chopra about 
a,927 regiHtered Ilw<iieal practitioners in Bengal to a population of 
46 millions. That is, one doctor to 11,.150 persons. As most of 
the doctors find a better scope in towns, the rural popUlation is 
usually left to quacks and barbers for llIedical relief. 

Now, this question of rural sanitation and of a"ailahle medica.l 
• help should be considered from the economic point of ,·ie,,,. The 

capitalised value of the prodigious loss caused by pre"entible 
discases ha$ lately been estimated by 11r. G. B. \Villiams, 
Chief Engineer, Public Health Department of Bengal. at 
£2,000,000,000. Answering the usual argument that India can
not afford to undertake expensive "'orks for the improvement of 
public health, he said :-

"In reply to this, it may be asked how far is India poor becans(' 
of being unhealthy. If this is the case it may well be snggested 
that instead of India not being able to afford to carry out "'orks to 
improve public health, it may be a question for consideration as to 
how long she can continue to aITord the expensi yc luxury of being 
unhealthy. '! 

\Ve now turn to the queHtion of rural education. The extent 
of illiteracy may be realised from the fact that all but 3.:39 per ccnt. 
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of the population do not receive any benefit from the existing 
educational system. Apart from thiR extremely low percentage 
of literacy, education ill In(lia iR not only ill-balanced but ill
adapted to the conditions of life. ItR tendencies need to be care
fully modified if India desires to find a place among the self
governing nations of the world. 

As far as agricultural education is concerned, we have not 
touched e,'en the fringe of the problem. It cannot develop unless 
and lIntil there is a system of pri.mary and "econdar)" education 
linked up with a general "cheme for the spread of agricultural 
knowledge. 

:\ly time is oyer. Our Secretary of State has given us an 
assurancp that during the tenure of his office he would give a 
powerful impetus to the deYelol'ment of Indian agriculture. The 
problem, as I have tried to show here is clmrly linked with rural 
backwardness. The factors which are handicapping agricultural 
development and any process of rural rehabilitation need to be 
analysed by a comprehtnsi"e survey of the situation. Like the 
diagnosis of a dispasr, such an analysis must precede a sound 
constructive agricultural aud rural policy. It wonld help the 
Government and the consciol1s public opinion of the country to 
envi~age the fundamental deficiencies existing in the hasic industry 
of India. To my mind, this is to be the next step to the develop
ment of Indian agriculture. I thanl, you, gentlemen, for your kind 
attention. 

Chairman.-The Professor has run over very quickly and 
effectively the agricultural problem in India, and I think we shall 
best use our time if we try to extract from him any further 
information that we require, by questions. 

Co!. R. V. /{. Applin, D.S.O.-Regarding the question of the 
failure of the crops in India-and I have spent a great many years 
in India-I believe now very definite relief for this is being given 
by the Goyernment? 

Rep/y.-Yes. The failure of the crop may be caused by 
various factors. For instance, the limiting factor may be water, 
and after the water is supplied we get a crop, as you may see, in 
the Punjab from the areas where not one blade of grass grew before. 
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The limiting factor in another case may be want of better "ced; 
and water and moisture to mature it. But the great difficulty in 
that Province is that almost each peasant is heavily in debt. Could 
you run any bu<;inesR under ~uch conditioIl~ as prevail in rural 
areas? And the nlte of interest for money lent in Tlcngal is a 
minimum of 3G per cent. I recoIllmend you to read a little book 
by Mr. .Jack who waH a Settlement Ofilorr in Bengal before he Icft 
India for the battlefields where he died, and in the brief report on 
an Economic Survey of a whole district, he shows the magnitude 
of indebtedness of the pea<;antry of the district. 

Mr. Darling has just written a book called "Punjab 
Peasant," and the limiting fador there rCH'aled i<; not lack 
of moisture, hut in many cases it seeIlls to be inferior seed. In the 
same way it may be illiteracy, or the land tenure system or socia! 
custom or religion. These are things which need taking into 
consideration in any stahle economic order. Or the limiting 
factor may be largely social. In India "'e ha ve to overcome certain 
traditional prejudices: for iUHtance, bone dust will not be used 
in certain parts of the country because it is deri"ed from the sacred 
cow. Of murRe, if it is mixed with rape dust or other oil cakes 
and then giren to the farmer who does not know what it is, and he 
uses that all right. He knows he gets a better result from it and 
so he will take it. 

Mr. H. Snell.-What truth is there in the suggestion that 
the peasantry is <;0 poor because cowdung which should be used 
for fertilization of the fields is used for fuel, and the land is 
perpetually starved owing to the poverty of the people? 

Reply.-Precisely, that is so. The three ingredients most 
needed for fertilisation are nitrogen, phosphorus and potash. In 
some countries potash abounds, but the nitrogen shortage is the 
most serious. That is what Sir \Villiam Crooke in 1899 said 
before the British Association, that the whole of humanity was in 
danger of. That may be applied to India to-day quite as well. You 
have in Europe processes for preparing nitrogen by artificial means. 
In India the only source for nitrogen is cowdung. Now, the 
farmer cannot afford to use it for his land because he has no fuel. 
What happens is a most interesting economic phenomenon, and it 
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• 
is not due to the British Go\ernment, but simply to this the 
farmer gi\'cS up his piece of land as he finds its cultivation no 
longer profitable. And he puts under plough fre,h plots. This 
process goes further on, and in that "'''y cultivation has b!:en 
extended to the jungle land mul thus the comIDon land is now 
being encroached upon which was originally the property of the 
"hole \illage \\here they could get twigs or "'hich could be used 
as pasture land and so on. All that has disappeared, and the 
rcsult is that cow dung is the only source of fuel for the farmer, 
and be caIlnot afford to use it on his land. 

Mr. H. Sl!d/.-~upposing that nwnure werc availahk for the 
almlllloncd land wUllId it not be capable of productioIl and become 
re-estahlished as an econolllic factor? 

Reply.-Quite. ]n :\Iac1ras this plan "'as followed by Dr. 
::->orris \\'ho took up SOllie of the ahallr/ulIl'd laud alld used sulphate 
of ammonia and nitratc of sor/a, \Ylmt happened'? 'rhe land 
readily respolllle<l to manurial treatult'nh. I did not antieipate 
such questions here, otherwise I could haye hrought with Ille a 
few graphs sho"'ing the resuits of sOllie uf the experiments con
ducted by the Goyernmcnl stations ill India. 

Dr. L. Hadelt Glle.,!, M.G.-What is the yield of wheat III 

India as comparcd "ith us? 

Reply.-ll bushels to tbe acre-yours is 34, 

.1Ir. C. Pilellcr.-May 1 make a few remarks, though not in 
the nature of a question? The fundumental proposal of the 
Professor is that wc should hayl' a Royal Commission to make an 
enquiry into the whole agricultural Jlosition of India. I have 
also lived for 10 years in India, and Ilaturally oue has made some
thing of a study of the agriculturall'ooition iu IndifL I am frankly 
in opposition to the appointment of a Royal Commission in India, 
and I would like to giyc reasous and hear the l'rofessor comment 
011 them, I do not think people here '1uit<J realise, or the people 
reading the Profe~sor's articles-c\wy olle of which I bayc read 
since h(' liaS been herc-can deriyc ally idea of tbe immensity of 
the country he is really discussing. If you will just imagine this 
country, quite as milch divcrsified as the continent of Europe, ill 
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race, in 'Iuality of land, in mountainous regions and so forth; 
imagine the appointment of H Commission for Europe to make a 
report on agricultural condition, in ('very country from Poland and 
Hungary, Czcheko-Slovakia and Bulgaria, Northern Germany and 
the sandy soils of Prussia, Holland and the intensive culture of 
France, the Balkans and til(' rnited Kingdom. The idea is mORt 
fantastic. I do not see hOlv on any ff'asiblc lincs, a Royal Cum
mission could possibly cover the territory existing in the Provinces 
of that country. 

Then, you have a ddT('rent ~ystem of land tenure in certain 
parts of the country. In tlw {'nit('d Provinces land is practically 
held from the GovcrIlIllf'nt-·the (101·ernment is still the visible 
proprietor. In the Punjah alone you have an Act prohibiting the 
disposal of land, except under certain rcstrictiOllS. Bengal has 
an uurestricted disposal of land. And while I personally am 
extraordinaril~· glad to sf·(' tIl(' Profpssor here in England, and 
I think he has done a lot of good in stirring up the India Office on 
this point, there is a little danger that the Profpssor may confuse 
people here who arc not familial· with Indian conditions. But 
there are three or four things which simply leap to the mind. 
I was in India when tlw Clwlmsford Schrme was heing de\·eloped, 
and it seems a pity that lie did not lIave some sort of systems of 
education adapted to the people and their method of life. If this 
could be done what stupendous results migllt he produced in India 
in 20 or 30 years' time-un IlHlia prepared for progress, as she is 
not prepared now with her illiterak people. 

Then, as regards agricultural implements, these are still in a 
primitive statc,-the ploughs, the pumps. Yon ought to see the 
primitive Indian pump used to-day in Bengal. W" ought to tackle 
this problem quickly, because at the present moment the Americans 
are doing so, and getting out pumps at a cheap rate. I have not 
said all this in any unfriendly criticism, but because tliese are 
urgent problems which I want to see tackled now, rather than 
through a five years' enquiry \dth nothing done at the end. 

Brig.-General J. Charteris, C.M.G., D.S.O.-I would like 
to say, taking my own experience, in general I agree with Mr. 
Pilcher, Of course education is at the bottom of the whole thing. 
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It is possible of course to have agricultural advance before the 
people of India arc fit for the change, and education must really 
The illiteracy of the people is gigantic. More money should 
advance-not merely by thl' spilling of money in the country. 
undouhtedly be spent but that' alone is not going to produce in 80 
or 40 years II literate population. 

As regards thc actuill question of agriculture, advance has 
been made in one place in the Punjab, as possibly the Professor 
knows, by the regiment there working a farm and funning it with 
modern knowledge, and so helping forward the present rate of 
Indian progress there. I helieve that we should extend the 
ngricultural collegts and their excellent influence should be 
encouraged and denloped. Yon should have the best men possible, 
and make use of people like tIlt' Professor himself: in addition to 
which I beli('ve that if somc exemplary model farms were set np for 
the various parts of the Proyince~, an enormous amount could be 
done. But regarding a Royal Commission, T cannot but agree with 
Mr. Pilcher. Of course, aR en-ry one here knows, we luwe the 
assurance of the p]'p~ent Secretary of State that in agriculture he 
sees great hope of rapid progress in India, and I think we ought 
really to press for that, and what I haYe heard of the Professor 
le,\(ls me to think his aH~istance in these e(forts will be enormously 
va luable. 

Dr. GIW,,/ .-'What we have heard sepms to point to the fact 
that great benefit might accrue by the flotation of a large loan for 
the purpose of del'plo(lmcnt. 1 am very glad to hear ,-for I am 
not an expert on India, never hllving heen there-so much about 
thp conditions. I do know there is a great deal of unemployment 
in this country, and the loan ,muld create employment by giving 
purchasing pOwer to others; and that seems common sense. This 
is really what is required from the point of vie,,' of this country, 
and quite apart from questions of Empire as a whole. 

But I really rise because I think that while you can deal with 
this matt~r so, the efficiency of the country may be tackled in a still 
simpler way by improving its health conditions. As a matter of 
fact the level of health in India is exceedingly low. I have thonght 
for some time that something ought to be done. For instance, the 
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average life of an Indian is only 25 years as against something like 
45 for people in this country, and this is due not only to illness but 
simply to insufficiency of food. The question of food is a factor 
in the economic question. With regard to illness, there is a 
tremendous amonnt of malaria, and I believe It great deal more can 
be done to stem malaria than is being done at the present time. 
Then there is another thing, and I am indebted to Sir 'Walter 
Fletcher, of the office of Scientific Research in this country, for the 
knowledge th~,t a proportion of the people in India, about 90 per 
cent. suffer from hook-worm disease. And people with hook-worm 
disease snffer from anaemia, and people with anaemia cannot work 
very hard. As regards hook-worm disease, we know a great deal 
regarding its prevention and It good deal as to its treatment, and 
we simply want these diseases-malaria and hook-worm disease-
matters on which there is no obscurity and no lack of knowledge, 
given adequate treatment. If there were a decided improvement 
in the health of the Indian community I do not think it would take 
verl much to create greater activity in the agricultural service of 
Tndia. 

~fr. S. Saklattlola.-I have only just got one observation to 
make. I also agree with Mr. Pilcher that we will be spared the 
calamity of a Royal Commission on this or any other questiqn. 
On the principal question we are all agreed; that the Indian is 
a human being and we need to make him fit for his work as well as 
making him fit to be able to use the available methods which he 
has at his disposal. Now I do not believe for one moment that the 
matter can be settled by the multiplication of and collection of taxes' 
ill the same proportion as in other countries, for the money would 
simply be absorbed in the establishment of a university here or 
i1iere. What I suggest vcry urgently is this, that the cultivator in 
1 ndia is protected hy the hope and assurance that he will get more 
benefit. As the Professor has pointed out, he gets the lowest 
proportion of the wealth which he produces, and the rest goes to 
the series of middle-men. So that the only way in which it can 
lie done is by protecting the agriculturist in each agricultural area 
and imposing a sort of toll or export duty on his product before the 
merchant takes it away, and thus supplementing the amount which 

14 
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the agriculturist gets at the present moment. Then there should 
be an allocated local fuud, taxing the merchant population of the 
area. It should not be carrierl over to the whole reveuue of the 
State hut made a local provincial revenue for the educational, agri
cultural, anrl economic development of the people in that area. 
I think that is the only practical way in which the rural population 
may be helped. 

Mr. G. Heat()n Nit/lOll ... il1.L.A., representing Zulu land in 
the Union Parliament of Routh Africa: 

I gather from the Professor's remarks that one of the chief 
reasons for the existing poverty in India and the lack of cultivation 
has its root in the fact that the cultivator has not sufficient money 
to carry him over, and that as a conseqnence he gpcs to money
lenders and borrows money at a high rate of interest. This diffi
culty, it seems to me, might be met by the establishment of a Land 
Bank for the natives. 

Mr. II. Snell.-Btfore I ask Professor Gangulee t{) reply, 
I would like to assure him of how grateful we are for the information 
he has given us, and to tell him that the criticisms made are only 
given in the spirit of helping him in what he desires. 

Rcply.-Mr. Chairman and friends, I am cleeply moved by 

,Your remarks and by the criticisms as well. Unfortunately Mr. 
Pilcher is not here now, but I want to tell you in confidence that 
I have been negotiating with the India Office on the question of an 
agricultural inquiry. The permanent officials there are very 
cautious, naturally, and they raised many objections. Two of these 
were referred to by Mr. Pilcher. That is, the extent of the country, 
and the difficulty of making an enquiry with such varying con
ditions in the different parts of India. These two points gf 
criticism I have answered in the form of a memorandum to the 
Secretary of Stat€. Mr. Pilcher's arguments are familiar to me. 
Since my own letters appeared- in The Times a number of friends 
and many Indian Officials wrote to me about the subject. Some 
repeated these criticisms, but when I sent them my cleveloped 
arguments in favour of an inquiry, they simply wrote back and 
said they had realised that there was something in the proposal. 
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Four friends here have made suggestions as follows :-Mr. 
Pilcher proposes greater activity of the agricultural department: 
Dr. Guest desires greater activity in the medical department: Mr. 
Saklatvala suggests protection of some sort: and Mr. Nicholls 
advises us to establish Land Banks. All these forward movements 
need one fundamental thing ;-that is, public opinion; and you 
cannot carry public opinion of the country with you unless you 
stimulate it. You cannot assume that it is there yet in a sufficient 
(legree. 

Take the suggestion for the floatation of a loan. Mr. Das him
self urged it as one of his conditions for responsive co-operation 
with the Government. But this is a matter which requires public 
opllllOn. We do not hear of it any more. If the Royal Com
mission cannot do anything else it will do this,-create public 
opinion and stir it up. You have had many Commissiom in this 
co.,ntry for the diagnosis of dilTerent prohlems. YOII have had 
{wo Commissions in the last ten years on Indian public services. 
There have been Commissions for industry and commerce, Com
mISsIOns with regard to Famine, Irrigation anrl administrative 
WOTK; we ask for an Agricultural Commission. We are heginning 
to be suspicious when you want to shelve this sort of a suggestion. 
Is it because you will discover the amount of neglect which has 
reduced rural life to this state or is it because of the vested interests 
of the landlords and the moneylenders, and also of the bourgeois 
class created by the Government. Are you afraid of them? That 
is the suspicion I have in my mind. 

I have suggested various points in support of this proposition 
in a further Memorandum after an interview I had with our 
Viceroy-Designate. I need not repeat some of the reasons here
the time allotted to this meeting is now over-but I maintain that 
in order to achieve what you have suggested this evening-greater 
activity of the agricultural and medical departments-for all that 
what is most neederl is public opinion in these constructive national 
programmes and arrest our attention on the need of removing 
some of the most fatal deficiencies in the agricultural economy of 
the country. Better farming would mean better living. And any 
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step towards rural uplift is sure to make way for political evolution 
of the country. I thank you for your interest aJl(l for the attention 
with which you have listened to this very brief discourse. 



IX. 

AMONG THE INDIAN RURAL FOLKS. 

['1'he following address was written for The British Broadcasting 
Company, London. I am indebted to Mr. J. C. W. Reitb, the Managing 

Director of the Company for the encouragement and sympathy he showed 

in my efforts to bring to the notice of the British Public the conditions of 
life of the Indian peasant.] 

LADms AND GENTLEMEN, 

It is a rare privilege to have an opportunity of speaking to 
you through this wonderful transmitting apparatus. Within the 
time allotted to me, I shall try to give you an accollnt uf the life and 
labour of the millions of your fellow citizens of the British Com
monwealth. 

The Indian Nation, it is said, dwells in cottages. The vast 
plains of the country are dotted with villages and there are very 
few towns and cities. If places which have a population of more 
than 1,000,000 are taken as cities, India has only ;30 cities with 
a population of about 7 millions, that is, 2.2 per cent. of the total 
population. While the tendency to urban aggregation is marked 
in the areas adjoining industrial centres, the fact that 71 per cent. 
are engaged in agricnlture indicates that the greater portion of 
the Indian population lives in villages. 

An Indian village contains a mixed populace almost of all 
castes and professions so as to make the communal life of the 
village complete by itself. Brahmins (priest caste), Sadgopas 
(agriculturists), Kavirajes (Physicians), Carpenters, potters, 
weavers, washermen, silversmiths, blaek~mith~, fishermen, 
goalas (Dairymen) and "untouchables" caste, like ChamaI' 
(shoemakers), Haries, Bagdies, Chandals, Doms (Sweepers)-all 
live within the village area. Besides these, there may be a Maho
med&n colony. 
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Such a conglomeration of different castes and creeds in a 
single village area is indeed a striking indication of the process of 
social crystallization that has been going on unconsciously in our 
rural society. It shows that the proverbial village community 
aimed at social cohesion among the diverse peoples creating a 
solidarity on which the structure of rural civilisation could be 
raised. But antagonistic forces were at work, and it became im
possible to withstand the impact of an organised economic pres
sure followed by a great political upheaval. The domination of 
India by a \Vestern power has been a menace to the evolution of 
the synthetic ideals which India aspired to realise among her 
diverse peoples and numerous castes. 

Let us visit an agricultural village of Bengal nestled within 
the thick luxurious foliages of trees and the dense bamboo groves. 
The huts lie scattered within the village boundary, their density 
being the greatest at the centre, in the neighbourhood of which the 
village temple and other places of communal interest are gene
rally situated. There is not much brickwork in the village 
except the houses and offices of the landlord and the temples built 
by him. All the other dwellings have earthen walls two to three 
feet thick and are thatched with straw. The condition of the 
agricultural classes is largely shown by the circumstances in which 
they live. In Eastern Bengal, known as the granary of Bengal, 
they live in SOIlle degree of comfort, and therefore their houses 
are roofed with corrugated iron and substantially built with a 
number of doors and windows. 

The homesteads are clean in away, but it cannot be ignored 
that the people are completely ignorant of the principles of sanita
tion. The tanks attached to the homesteads are often kept in .a 
very insanitary condition and they become sources of infection 
when epidemics break out. There is no suitable tank or well 
from which drinking water could be supplied, and one wonders why 
these villagers should contribute to the reveIlue if the ~tate fails 
to give them such fundamental necessities as good drinking 
water and easy and reliable llIeaBS of communication. 

The roads that pass through the village are not metalled and 
during the rains they become impassable. Palanquins and 
bullock-carts are the only conveyances that are available; but, as 
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it is impossible to make through muddy roads, the village becomes 
segregated from the rest of the world during the rainy season. 
Rural isolation is a real evil; and unless it is overcome, you cannot 
extend the civilising influences to the rural community. Good 
roads as you know are a prime requisite for rural betterment. 

The conservative habits of the villager are largely due to this 
isolation. The new forces which are at work in the cities have 
not been able to change his traditional habits and ideas. The 
methods of cultivation are as primitive as ever. The use of 
manure, the selection of seeds, the adoption of the most suitable 
farm implements are beyond the ken of the ordinary cultivator. 
He is averse to any change in the methods of preparing the soil, of 
transplanting and weeding, or of harvesting, thrashing and storing 
the grains unless their benefits are clearly proved to bis satisfac
tion. It is not, however, always his ignorance that prevents him 
from accepting any innovation. The nieans of the Indian 
cultivator are very limited and in most cases do not permit of 
capital expenditure involved in the adoption of scientific methods 
of cultivation. Perhaps, the most distressing feature of Indian 
peasant life is his indebtedness. Another drawback is the size of 
his holdings. 

Amid extraordinarily diverse systems of landholding in India 
two main types should be clearly distinguished, l·iz., the landloni 
and non-landlord type. Rural Bengal falls under the former 
group whose characteristic is that there is in it a powerful joint
body of proprietors "who form a close oligarchy in relation 
to the general mass of inhabitants." The Landlord collects 
rents either on the basis of a proportion of the crop or on the 
acreage cultivated by the tenant-farmer. Peasanthood is a 
remnant of the feudal system ,but the chains of feudalism are 
riveted rather firmly upon our rural districts. The power wielded 
by the village landlord (or a group of landlords) is immense in all 
spheres; and so long as he lives in the village, no one grudges him 
the privileges to which he may be entitled. But, many of the 
landlords of Bengal are absentees, their country houses being now 
mere places of retreat after the Calcutta season. Indeed, they 
have forfeited their enviable and dignified position in the village 
community. 
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Without going into the details of the system of village adminis
tration under the present Government, it may he remarked that the 
organisation of the ancient village commu~ity has lost much of 
its internal cohesion. The administrative duties are now trans
ferred to the District and I.Joc·al Boards, and the indigenous insti
tutions which once rendered useful service to rural Bengal are 
practically extinct. \Vhatpyer may be the merits of the present 
system of Government, it has not done much b~· way of stimulating 
local initiative anrl of developing the s('ns(' of responsibility even 
among the erlucated villagers. 

You may be surprised to know that the best men of the 
village are now unwilling to take charge of important" official" 
duties. They realise that they are more the servants of Govern
ment than of the community. I recall an incident which is related 
by Mr. Fielding Hall, the well-known author, in his book:" Pass
ing of Empire." 

" There was a small village in my district, on a main road, 
and the headman died. It was necessary to appoint a new one. 
But no one would take the appointment. The elders were asked 
to nominate a man, but no one would take the nomination. I 
sent the Township officer t{) try to arrange; he failed. 

"Now, a village cannot get along without a headman. Gov
ernment is at an end; no taxeR can be collecterl, for instance; there
fore, it was necessary a headman be appointed at once. I went 
to the village myself and called the elders and gave them an order 
that they must nominate some one. So next morning, after 
stormy meetings in the village, a man was brought to me and 
introduced as the headman-elect. He was dirty, ill-clad, and not 
at all the sort of man I should have carerl to appoint; nor one 
whom it would be supposed the villagers would care to accept. 
Yet he was the only nominee. 

"What is your occupation," I asked. He said he had 
none . 

.. What tax did you pay last year?" I asked him in order 
to discover his standing, for men are rated according to their 
means. He told me that he had paid five shillings les8 than a 
third of the average. 
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,~ You are willing to be headman," I asked. "No," he 
said frankly, " but no one would take the place and the elders 
told me I must. They said they would prosecute me under the 
'bad livelihood' section if I did not. I could take my choice 
between being headman or a term in prison." 

The case cited above is, of course, an extreme one, but it 
would show that the village corporate life has, to a large extent, 
been destroyed by the present system of government. 

The problem of resuscitating the germ of rural corporate life 
is now rendered difficult by ignorance" thai is far more prevalent. 
and indeed, far more dangerous and destructive than even 
malaria." At present only 7·5 per cent. of the population of 
Bengal are literate. One of the state officials reviewing the pro
gress of primary education in Bengal admits that " though there 
has been a great increase in the number and percentage of the 
children at school, the number of illiterates in the country is 
larger than it was twenty years ago. " This is one of the depress
ing features in rural Bengal. The state spends about 7 d. per 
head on education. Four in every five viIJages lack educational 
facilities of any kind, and the most recent statistics show that 80 
per cent. of the children of school age are receiving no instruc
tion. 

The village school, or Pathsala, as it is called, is generally 
made of mud wall and grass-thatched roof. Thc clay floors arc 
crusted with cow-dung mixed with earth, and they look quite clean. 
The furniture sometimes consists of a chair for teacher and a few 
benches; but in most cases, ordinary mat-pieces are considprea to 
be sufficient. The equipment is almost always either defective 
or absent. There is usually not even a map of India for the Geo
graphy class! 

The teachers are poorly qualified and ill-paid. As a relic of 
the time-honoured connection between the village schoolmaster 
and the community, I may mention that thc custom of paying 
him by assignments out of the periodic harvest, besides gifts on 
the occasion of a marriage or other ceremonies, still prevails in 
rural Bengal. In fact, the Guru (teacher) has to depend mainly 
on various forms of perquisites offered to him for his maintenance. 

15 
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While the Hindu Pathsala (village school) aims at a Recular 
education, the Hindu imparts through the Epics such education 
which indeed exertR permanent influence on the lives of boys and 
gir!.. Unless one has the intellectual senRe " to feel the spirit of 
a people " it is difficult t{) appreciate the depth and extent to which 
this influence has penetrated into every part of the country, every 
stratum of society, and every grade of education. 

Tramping through the rural districts of Bengal, one often 
meets the village minstrel who resembles the rhapsodist of 
aucient Greece chanting from the Mahabharata and tIM' Ramayana 
before an assembly of villagers. The sight is picturesque, and ins
piring in its simplicity. The minstrel sits on a raised platform 
decorated with lights and flowers, and the audience squats on the 
mats below. He introduces his theme by invoking God's blessing 
and with a preamble to the story he has selected from the Epics. 
The people listen bour after hour to the "sacred" tales, and as at 
the end of each portion of the story, the minstrel cries out the 
name of the Hero or Heroine, they all join in chorus. The village 
women concealed hehind Rcreens at the back of the minstrel's seat 
bow their heads to the earth and utter the name in silent devotion. 
Thus, the people are brought up on the inspiring Epics which 
characterise the ideals and conduct of life, although the numbers 
who can read these pooms either in original Sanskrit or in transla
tions are very few. It is wonderful to contemplate how much 
the characters of the legendary tales have contributed to the mould
ing of domestic life of the masses! 

Begides the village temple, almost every Hindn home has a 
place of worship. There absorbed in her offerings to the family 
god or goddess, the Hindu woman would pray, "Make me a 
woman like Savitri," make me a wife like Sita," adorn me with 
the noble character of Gandhari."" 

From all round the village at dawn and at sunset would come 
the wund.of conchshells and bells in the Puja-ghar of each family 
announcing the hour of worship. The elderly women bathe before 
offering their Puja, while the younger ones keep themselves busy 
bringing flowers, incense and holy water. Religious faith dies 
hard in the village, and therefore its primitive character is still 

* Some Ideal Types of Womanhood depicted iD the Epics. 
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prescribed in numerous rituals and ceremonies. Superstitious 
belief in deities of all kinds, in ghosts, and witches predomina1;es 
in the daily life of the villager. He will not sow on.an inauspi
cious day; he will not plant a cocoanut tree if there is any bereave
ment in the family; he ~I not kill a snake because it is the in
carnation of the goddess lhsuki; if his child frets very much, he 
attributes it to the influence of an evil spirit. Sudden stoppage 
of the /low of milk in a cow is explained as the result of unpropitious 
influence of a spirit over the unfortunate milch cow. Deities are 
everywhere around his life, and in .order to propitiate them, he 
performs elaborate ceremonies and offers goat-sacrifices. 

Whatever may be the criticism of the simple, crude, animistic 
faiths of the villagers, it cannot be denied that they have an extra
ordinary vitality, retaining the main features amidst convulsions 
of all descriptions. The normal religious life of rural Bengal flows 
in the channels of simple devotion and service. To the villagers 
every act is a sort of sacrament. The peasant before he goes 1;0 
his day's work bows his head at the temple; soon after the mon
soon when he must till his land for rice crop, he worships Vishwa
karma, the God of arts and erafts; and at the harvesting season, 
he celebrates Nabanna, a festival in honour of the goddess Anna
purna, the mother of nourishment. At the harvest festival, the 
whole of rural Bengal resounds with carols to the Mother, and with 
i1;s elaborate mode of worship, one is reminded of man's depen
dence on the Creator for his subsistence. 

While admiring the pagan festivals so common in rural 
Bengal, I am not defending orthodoxy which, deep-rooted as it is, 
stands in the way of any progressive movement. What I do wish 
to impress on y(jur mind is that the impulse dominating the domes
tic life of the villagers is maintained by a strong force of religious 
tradition and is supported by an ancient culture. 

If you stroll past in the evening you will see an old woman 
sitting with beads in her hands surrounded by a group of 
children. They are listening to the folk-tales. You pause to 
catch a word or two of the tales. The old woman is, perhaps, 
narrating the story of Karmasutra, the story illustrating the in
evitableness of fate. At the end of her narl'6tion, the children 
will chant in chorus. 
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" Matulo yasya Govindah, pita yasya DhananJayah, 80-

bhimanyu rane sete, niyati kena badhyate?" 

Meaning: -

" Though Krishna* was his uncle, and Arjuna* his father yet 
Abhimanyu* lies low on the hattlefield. _Who can resist Fate?" 

Besides folk-tales, there are many " Chevy-Chase" ballads 
which arc current in the rural areas of Bengal, and you ean always 
hear the village beggar chanting them from door to door. Even in 
these simple and quaint songs, onc may discover the clements of 
Hindu philosophy! 

Of all the rural institutions, the weekly market called" hat" 
and the annual fair called "mela " are \"Cry interesting. Here 
one can obtain a glimpse of the civic life of the village. The mela 
is the chief event of the winter in a Bengal village and is talked of 
for weeks beforehand. The villagers do a little extra work and 
the women weave or make baskets, so that they might be able to 

. enjoy the mela festivities. 
The peasants garbed in coloured shawls of red and orange, 

pink and green, purple and magenta, stream in from all the neigh
bouring hamlets. The bullock carts bring in their produce. The 
drum and fife announce the beginning of the festivities, and the 
silent Bengal village throbs with life and gaiety. 

Each trade has a shed to itself specially erected for the occa
sion. The massed tropical fruits and vegetables on the stalls, the 
brightly coloured toys manufactured by the village potters arranged 
so tastefully under straw-thatched sheds, and the quaint rustic 
music give the country fairs an appearance which is indeed unique. 
The lavish display of various sweets dra \vs a large crowd of the 
village urchins, and the womenfolk enjoy gossip in the huts where 
the betel-leaves are sold. Everything is in keeping with the 
weather as the rains are over and the weather is cool and clear. 
The work in the fields is also suspended for a time, harvesting being 
finished. 

By the side of the village stall-holders chattering over their 
indigenous wares, you will find the shrewd city merchants resort
ing to all kinds of advertising devices for their commodities, such 

• Cortoin Characters from the M.habhar.ta. 
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as cheap European utensils, foreign clotb, patent medicines, 
numerous trinkets and articles of luxury; and tben you will realise 
bow completely India, defenceless as sbe is, " has become a host 
to the parasite of European trade." 

Unfortunately gambling, drinking and vulgar amusements 
often find their place in a country fair, and these excrescences have 
really obstructed the true significance of this meeting place for 
the country-folk. Its social and economic significance is of consi
derable importance in a scheme for rural reconstruction. Here 
in the ' mel a ' men of different castes and creed jostle each other 
good-humouredly, and discuss current village topics most freely; 
here they meet the wandering sadhu; here they listen to the rhap
sody of the \\"andering tellers; and here in this mela, they are 
reminded of the exquisite stories of the Ramayana and the Maha
bharata through quasi-dramatic representation of the myths. 

Besides the annual affair, the villagers have festivities during 
each of their holy days, and round the centre of the village temple, 
local fairs are organised. "What if the people make merry, too, 
if they make their holy days into holidays, is that any harm?" 
Such was my thought as I once returning home from a village fair 
celebrated during the great car festival. Amidst the dull joyless 
life of the villager, these festivities come like blessings. 

If the ancient joys of rural life in Bengal have vanished,. if 
they are crushed out by poverty and disease, Nature has not denied 
her richness of beauty. We say in the words of her Poet, "its un
obstructed sky is filled to the brim like an amethyst cup, witb the 
descending twilight and peace of the evening; and the golden 
skirt of the still silent noonday spreads over the whole of it without 
let or hindrance. \Vhere is there another such country for the eye 
to look at or the mind to take in? " 

I thank you, Ladies and Gentlemen, and wish you all good
night. 
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[During the sittings of the Lel'gue of Nations Assembly at Geneva in 
the month of September, 1925 ... Federation Universitaire Internationale " 

organised a series of lectures on various subjects. The following speech 

was delivered at the Genieve Conservatoire under the presidency of 
PROFESSOR ZIMMERN.) 

PROFESSOR ZIMMERN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

You have done me a great honour by asking me to address 
this International gathering of students. On an occasion like 
this, and while we are in the midst of "Gcneve atmosphere," 
the narrow domestic walls of nationalism seem to fade away. We 
feel here the pulse of humanity and realise that above all nations 
there is the ideal of service for humanity. 

But our conception of internationalism becomes colourless 
and unrelated to realities of life if it is not blended with the spirit 
of nationalism. Therefore, it may be considered to be a pardon
able intrusion both upon your time and attention if I make an 
attempt to lay before you to-night cllrtain facts in regard to my 
country. 

Those of you who are wise enough not to miss the morning 
lectures of Professor Zimmern on the subject of the Development 
of British Empire,-here I must congratulate you, Sir, on your 
comprehensive survey and bold criticisms of the politico-economic 
policies of the Empire--must have realised what an important 
part India plays in the making of this British Empire and how 
she helped" this Realm, this England" to gain political supre
macy in the world to-day. Historians have described India as the 
pivot of the British Empire. A place was allotted to her in the 
League of Nations and the Imperial Goyernment impelle(l by 
circumstances arising out of post-war conditions declared a policy 
of " progressive realization" of self-government for India. 

While political reforms are of great importance to India in 
finding her" a place in the sun," we are faced with the question 
of how modern democratic institutions can work in India as long 
as the conditions of life of the majority are so backward. Poverty 
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is fundamentally an economic fact, but its growth and persistence 
may be due to factors dominant in the socio-religious life of the 
people. 

The other day at the officc of a tourists' agency I found a 
number of illustrated leaflets with attractive titles such as 
" Picturesque India," " Happy India," " The land of Dream" 
and so on. But I shall not introduce you to India of the tourists. 
Away from their tracks, there is India with her millions of mral 
population whose welfare must be the ultimate concern of any 
government, indigenous or foreign. In England, roughly one
fourth of the population is clasRed as rural, in the enited States 
one-half, but in India 90 per cent. of the 320 millions live in 
villages. To one of these villages, I once invited an American 
tourist, and here is his account of the impression of that visit: 

" An Indian who was graduated from the University of 
Illinois and is now a professor of Agriculture at the University of 
Calcutta once olIered to take me to an Indian village. He wanted 
me to see something, he said, of real Indian life. The village 
was about 20 miles from Calcutta, and although it was off the rail
road line, its proximity to a large city may have subjected it to 
conditions other than those generally to be found in the mofussil. 
Nevertheless it was typical, at least in outward semblance, of 
many places I saw in India. It was as stagnant as its square, 
sunken water-tanks. Bengali women who came down the steps 
to kneel and scur with wet earth their brass pots, or to fetch 
water for cooking, or to wash their clothes or bathe, had first to 
clear a way the green scum in a little circle around themselves., 
The roads were partly under water, from the rains of a week before. 
It did not surprise me to learn later that in many districts of 
Bengal the death-rate exceeds the birth-rate, owing to the ravages 
of malaria. In the wbole of this town which comprises four 
thousand households, there was but one village industry, offering 
employment to about fifty women and children and a handful of 
men-a jute-rope factory. The principal toddy-shop was owned 
by the biggest money-lender. 'When I was infonned that money
lenders not infrequently charge two annas per month for the loan 
of one rupee (a rupee at par is worth 33! cents and equals to 
16 ann as) thus exacting 150 per cent. a year, I understood one 
reason for the helpless poverty of the masses. Bengal happens to 
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be caught in the clutches of a powerful land-owning class, known 
as the Zemindars, and few peasants actually own land. They are 
the tenants of absentee landlords, paying four or five rupees rent 
a month. But it appeared that, because many of theIll kd no 
money to buy seed they had no money to pay rent. In order to 
keep their mud roofs oyer their heads they generally had recourse 
to the money-lender. Only too often the landlord himself turned 
money-lender, adding interest month by month to the amount of 
his tenants' indebtedness, the system resulting in an ever-widen
ing vicious circle. 

" When. people tell me, as they frequently do, that Indians are 
in reality sufficiently well off, and that they have plenty of money 
buried in the ground or invested in jewelry worn by their women, 
I find myself thinking of the poor wretches I saw in that Bengali 
village. The road was so bad that we finally cbose the lesser of 
two evils, got down from our dirty springless ghari and walked. My 
guide interpreter wished to see how some of his friends were 
getting, for it seemed that be had adopted tbe whole village and 
was devoting much of his time and energy to the experiment of 
an attemptt'd regeneration. Presently we came to a little clearing 
where two mud dwellings stood facing each other. Out in the 
glaring sun, on a dirty blanket, a young man was lying. His eyes 
were dull with fever. His legs and arms were incredibly thin, 
mere bones, held in place by a loosely drawn envelope of skin. An 
old woman with straggling hair fanned the burning sticks laid in 
a depression in the space between the houses. A glance through 
the doorways showed the entire contents of each-a few rags by 
way of bedding, a brass water jar and an earthen pot. In one of 
the houses the ~'oungman's father, squatting on his haunches, was 
shoveling rice into his mouth. He entered into explanation. 
Yesterday there had been no food hecause there had been no work. 
To-day there had been a little work, and consequently they were 
eating well. To-morrow? well, to-morrow must look to itself. 
It was not within their power to sbape its course. But the boy 
outside was very bad. They had used up all the medicine that the 
gentleman had left them when the gentleman came two weeks ago. 

" On tbe way back, a loud droning, like bees on a hot after
noon, led us to a narrow "cranda, where grouped around a young 
Hindu teacher, the plutocrat urchins of the village were learning 
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to read. All except one, the teaeher reported, were paying 3 

rupee a month for their schooling. There they sat with their 
little legs cro~Red under them. waving hackward and forward. 
each in his own way. at his own speed chanting in a loud sing
song from a paper-covered book the valorous achievements of some 
ancient hero, more god than man. Gandhi' R name was mentioned. 
" Gandhi is a saint! .. the young Hindu remarked quietly. 
The water may stagnate in the pools; the people may die of 
malaria, still, there is hope that the Zemindar will uot press too 
hard for the unpaid rents. Or if they will not lend the money 
themselves, surely the rich wine merchant or the two bearded 
Afghans in their strange red clothes who appeared suddenly in the 
village the other day, offering to lend money, will come to the 
rescue. If there is no work and no rice to-day, to-morrow will pro
duce both. Or perhaps it will not be necessary to work. 

" Twenty miles away was the Englishman' s city of Calcutta, 
with its wide streets and impressive buildings, its Victoria Memo
rial and its Government House, its hotels and its race-course. 
Calcutta had looked shabby enough at times; compared with this, 
it was magnificence itself! But my host had said he was taking 
me to see ' real Indian life.' Was this it, and if 80, who was to 
blame? The English for remaining aloof? The Indians, for so 
misgoverning themselves? I looked at that young American Uni
versity graduate who perceived that India was less in need of 
political than of social and economic reform, and I marvelled at 
the courage which could set itself the task of trying to push back 
the green sCllm.· 

Making due allowance for journalistic exaggera.tions the above 
picture of an Indian village cannot be said to have been overdrawn. 
Let us now take a closer view. 

Nine-tenths of the people in India live in villages and three
fourths of the entire population depend IOn agriculture for their 
livelihood. Owing to this preponderance of agriculture .. the 
density of the population ,'aries greatly, the average for the whole 
of India being 177 per square mile. The variation depends to a 
great extent on regional characteristics, and thus nearly half the 
popUlation lives on one-sixth of the total area. India is not dense
ly populated as a whole; but, the" level tracts," such as the well
watered plains of the north and the coastal plains of the penin-

16 
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sula carry the largest population. That narrow strip of the Ganges 
valley is perhaps the most densely populated area of the earth's 
surface. The census Commissioner has rightly pointed out that 
the economic aspect of density of population resolves itself into the 
question of the relation betwe"n the population and the product
ivity of the land. In hi., a(\mil'n ble n'port he has shown that there 
is a close correlation bct"'cen density of population and develop
ment of resources, but none hetween dellHity of population and 
undue pressure of population . 

.. Economic pressnre may exist at any degree of density, and 
the chief stimulus to progress is the overtaking of the existing 
material resources by the expansion of population when there iii 
land still awaiting cultivation, or when more crops, or more profit
able crops, can be grown on land already under cultivation, or 
when circumstances favour industrial development. Tn parts of 
Eastern Bengal, which is freely drained and healthy, the density 
exceeds 1,000 per sq. mile, and goeR on increasing, and th£' 
standard of living is higher than in parts of \Vest Bengal, where 
the density is below 500 an. is stationary or declining owing to 
the prnnlence of malaria. In parts of Cochin and Travancore, a 
population of 1,200 per sq. mile is maintained in comfort owing 
to the sul"titution of cocoanut, rubber and tea for rice. Dn the 
other hand, the maximum density has probably been reached in 
most parts of North Bihar, where it wonld appear that the agri
culturist is, on the present system, getting all he can out of the 
land. But taking India as a "'hole, and apart from possible indus
trial development, there cannot be serious over-population in these 
days of easier communications, so long as there are still large 
areas of cultivable land, estimated in 1911 at a quarter of the 
whole, not yet under cultivation."· 

The total net cropped area in British India is about 230 
million acres; but a large area is still ayailable for cultivation. 
Even from an extensiw point of yie'", Indian agriculture is await
ing further development, and until its potentialities are explored 
we caunot ascribe the conditions Qf the peasantry to over-popula
tion. 

* Review of the Cell.&us Report. National Geographical Magazille, page 439 (1925). 
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Well, friends, the history of agricultural development in India 
during the last quarter of a century clearly indicates what can be 
achieved by removing ROllle of the limiting factors to plant growth 
and by introducing illlprowd agricultural procesRes. The tmets in 
which not a blade of grass can grow have now been pnt under 
cultivation by irrigation works. The total irrigated area of 
British India is abont 48 million acres. 

As regards the application of scientific knowledge to farm
ing industry, a great deal must needs bc done before any real pro
gress could be effected. ConditionR precedent to sneh application 
have to be fulfilled; that is (1) a comprehensive system of agricul
tural research has to be instituted; and (2) an effective means of 
dissemination of knowledge has to be adopted. 

I see in this gathering a number of friends from the Unitell 
States of America. The fact that agricultural researches in India 
began with a munificent gift from an American millionaire rna\" 
be gratifying to them. Truly, Lord Curzon's foresight and Mr. 
Henry Phipp's gift laid the foundation for a well-organised agri
cultural research centre in T ndia. I see a great future for this 
growing Institution at Pusa which is sure to playa significant part 
in the development of her agricultural resources. 

In order to give you Home idea of Indian agriculture, I may 
perhaps reproduce here comparative fignres showing per acre ·in 
Ibs. of yariolls crops in different countries. 

TABLE 

Country, \\~beat. Barley. Maize. Rice. Cotton. Linseed. 

United Kingdom 1,861 1,550 

France 1,185 1,015 BB~ 534 429 

It.ly 900 775 1,354 3,500 463 
U. S. A. 775 1,077 1,684 1,755 151 330 

Canada 748 1,077 3.046 321 

Australis 775 80'2 1,425 347 

Japan 1,318 1.490 1,487 3,232 B47 401 

Egypt ... 1,496 1,425 2,013 2,610 2!J4 1,033 

British India 677 ()\l4 1.163 1.336 89 255 

Compiled from the Inter:aational Year-book of Agricultural Statistics (1909-1921). 
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So much for the yield of some of the principal crops. The 
average yield of an Indian cow does not exceed 800 lbs. during the 
lactation period. 

You will, thus, realise that low agricultural production is one 
of the potent causes of poverty. in India. If we take the value of 
crops to be about four hundred million pounds, an average annual 
income per head of the agricultural population comes to £2.48. 
Thi_ subject of estimating an average income of the people is con
troversial ami is often based on inadequate statistics. I, therefore, 
ask you to look to other sources for obtaining accurate information 
in regard to Rural India. 

Now, the fundamental requisites for a human being are food, 
house and clothing. In colder climate he needs an additional item
heating The food production of India is considered to be inade
quate for providing her population with the required ration. It is 
estimated that nearly half of the total population do not eat more 
than once a day, and that malnutrition is indeed the chief cause of 
disease in India. 

The house of an average Indian peasant is one in which no 
European farmer would allow his cattle to stay. It is built of 
mud, bamboo and thatching grass. In fact, in Rural India "it is 
quite common to find cattle and human beings living under the 
same roof. ' , 

\Vithout going into further details of the life of the majority 
of Indian population it may be stated that the present condition is 
universally recognised as unsatisfactory. As a natural conse
quence of that condition, agriculture which is the mainstay of the 
people remains almost in its primitive stage. 

But the tragedy lies not so much in poverty, backwardness 
Rnd miscry. It is the state of hopelessness that renders our rural 
problem so extremely difficult. Somehow a dead weight, as it 
were, has been placed on the springs of action. 

I ask your permission to discuss as briefly as possible the 
qtlestiono relating to education, sanitation and community organi
sation in Rural India. 

As early as the first quarter of the nineteenth century, Lord 
Bentinck r('marked: "It is impossible not to deplore the same 
(lefective state in the agricultural, as in every other science in this 
country. Look where you "'ill-poverty, inferiority, degradation 
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in every shape. For all these evils, knowledge, knowledge, know
ledge, is the universal cure." The situation to-day is no better. 
The illiteracy of the masses of India offers irresistible obstruction 
to all progressive movements. From the last census report we find 
that the literate population of India was only 59 per thousand. 
Strictly speaking this figure does not represent the actual state of 
education. If we calculate the percentage of scholars (taking into 
consideration the period spent at school) to population, the figure 
is 3·4. The neglect of primary education in the rural areas has no 
justification whatsoever; and this neglect has become so chronic 
that even when permission was given to local bodies for introduc_ 
ing compulsory elementary instruction, they did not show any 
anxiety to avail themselves of the benefit of the legislation. As 
regards the educational expenses of the Government of India, it is 
estimated at 7 d. per head per annum as against £2.0.8d. in the 
United Kingdom, £G.l08. in Canada and lSd. in Japan. 

You may well imagine how difficult it is to generate the 
dynamic forc·es in the socio-eeonomic life of the country without an 
adequate provision for education. Both the state and the people 
must realise the truth of Disraeli' s saying-Ignorance never settles 
a question. Conditions arising out of ignorance and traditional 
static social institutions tend to paralyse energy, hinder improve
ment and act as prolific source, of discontent. 

Let me pass on to the question of rural sanitation. Here al!!O 
poverty and ignorance dominat" . the situation. The follOwing 
account taken from the Indian Year Book throws some light on the 
rural health problem: 

" The reason lies in the apathy of the people and the tenacity 
with which they cling to domestic customs injurious to health. 
While the inhabitants of the plains of India are on the whole 
distinguished for personal cleanliness, the sense of public cleanli
ness has eyer been wanting. Great improvements have been 
effected in many places; but the Yillage house is still often ilI
ventilated and over-populated; the village sites dirty, (,l'Owded with 
cattle, choked with rank vegetation, and poisoned by stagnant 
pools; and the village tanks polluted, and used indiseriminately 
for bathing, cooking and drinking. That the way to improvement 
lies through the education of the people hilS alwRp been re
cognised. " 
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Admitting that the apathy of the people is largely responsible 
for deplorable rural sanitation, it cannot be said that Government 
have paid adequate attention to this question on the solution of 
which the health of the great bulk of the population depends. 
They have not succeeded as yet in setting up the right kind of 
organisation in rural areas. 

:'.ledica I rrii"f for the masses is hopelessly inadequate. 
Hospitals in rural areas are few and far between; dispensaries 
and clinical facilities arc available to rnral COIlllIlllllities very rarely 
lind in the cwnt of th" outbreak of an epidemic no effective arrange
ment is made to protect them. 

Death rate froUl preventible diseases shows no abatement. 
Specific ferers, cholera, plague and other ailments due to mal
nutrition take a heavy toll every year. His Majesty. King George 
once n·marked, .. The foundations of National G lor." are set in the 
homes of the people." In our rural homes, we see fatal symptoms 
of vital decay and wastc. 

This question of rural health alHl sanitation must be viewed 
from thc standpoint of National Economy. For, here in Inoia in 
Hpite of all her natural somces the majority of the population are 
despicably poor. 'fhe fundamental requisites for the exploitation 
of the resources of a countr.'· are (1) efficient labour and (2) suffi
crent capital. In our case, efficiency of the fanner or the artisan 
is undermined by had heulth and no-education. You will agree 
with me that the loss of ('fficiene~' is a ,erious handicap to economic 
production. The economic strength of tlil' country is thus being 
gradually weakened, and if this process remains unchecked India 
will be reduced to an uneconomic factor in the British Common
wealth. pprhaps you kilO'" tlw story of a French Admiral who 
gave an account of Siam to Louis XI". \Vhen the Conte de 
Forbin, \\'ho sen'ed as Grand Admiral of fiiam returned to France, 
he was asked by Louis XI\, if Siam \"as a rich country. "Sire," 
replied thl' Count, " it is a country which produces nothing and 
consumes nothing." "That is saying a great deal in It few 
words, ". rejoined the king. 

I believe I have said I'nough to show that in matters of ruml 
industries, rural education and rural ganitation, India is still in the 
medial'val stage and that her povert~· is really appalling. When I 
say this, I do not suggest that there \\'a£ no poverty in India before 
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British rule and that it is growing since the days of the East 
India Company. But the real mischief lies in the fact that on the 
conditions of life fundamentally difIerent froll! those of the ~Wcst 
has been superimposed a highly developed system of an alien 
mechanism of European trade and commerce. The contact with 
the \Vest was all too sudden not to haw seriously affecte(\ the roots 
of organic eOlll III lllla I life of the (·ountry. Tlllls, India was disabled 
from readjusting her socia-economic life to the circumstances 
under which Destiny placed her. 

It was necessary for an alien government to perfect the ad
ministrative machinery hy centralising all functions, and as a 
result of superimposition or substitution of western political 
structures, the frame,vork of an internal autonomous administra
tion was seriously damaged. The sense of corporate life dominat
ing self-contained rural communities was gradually undermined 
by the influence of a strong centralised go\"ernment. Recent 
historical researches reveal records of the existence of many repre
sentative institutions in India essentially democratic in character, 
which safeguarded the economic interests of the people. Take the 
case of the village Panchayat system. It is Iln institution .vhich 
has an abiding place in the socio-economic structure of India. As 
the name of the system implips, it is a eOllncil of j]ye (Panch) 
elected by the ·chief residents of a village area. Agricultural 
organisations were linked ,,,ith tIl(' \"illage Panchayat. The 
periodical distribution of holdings, control of common lands and 
irrigation channels, settlement of disputes arising out of occupa
tion or sale of agricultural lands, communal apportionment of 
revenue charges, administration of cheap amI speedy justice- -all 
these were some of the functions discharged by the village Paneha
yat. With the growth of political consciousness of the educated 
classes and when the day came for introducing representative form 
of government in India, it "'as realised that the hasis of repre
sentative institutions indigenous to thp peoples of India, should be 
restored and remodelled ill order to giYe effect to a scheme of 
popular government. 

Fortunately, there still survive some characteristic element~ 
of the village Panchayat in the socio-economic life of the 
people. These remnants should be utilized for the construction 
of a suitable edifice of rura.\ organisation in India. \Ve h3ii"e also 
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to take into consideration various factors that have been introduced 
into our social and economic life through the world-wide commerce 
and political forces of a highly organised nation. The dream of an 
arcadian India is ineohercnt: Jnnia must secnrc her place in a new 
era of scientific anvance. To attain that end, Rhe must regenerate 
such forces of life and progress witliin as would effectively remove 
the inhibiting influences which are undermining the vitality of 
the nation. This, to my mind, is the next stage of political evolu
tion in India-the rcvitalisation of her rural life. I thank you, 
friends, for giving me a patient hearing. 



XI 

THE COMMON TASK BEFORE US. 

[At the invitation of the Calcutta branch of the Rotary International, 

the following address was delivered on March 9th, 1926, "t its weekly 
meeting at the Grand Hotel. Rotari'lll Atkinson was in the Chair.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLBfEN, 

I am fully conscious of the privilege YOll have extended to me 
by inviting me to your meeting this afternoon. None familiar 
with the activities of the Rotary Club of Calcutta can fail to appre
ciate the part it plays in creating public opinion on questions re
lative to the civic and political life of India. The fact that your 
President and Dire(·tore ask me to sp<'ak to you on the subject 
of " rural reconstruction" indicates how closely YOII follo,,' the 
trend of public mind \vhich has recently revived its interest in the 
problems of Indian rural life. The subject embraces some of the 
most insiBtent anel complex problems of Tndia, and therefore, I 
have much pleasure in introducing a discussion on certain aspects. 
of rural reconstruction in India. 

It is difficult, in the mins! of the immense chaos that charac
terises neady the "'hole of India's economic life, to disentangle tl10 
faclors opcmting on rural economy; ('very effort therefore shoul,l be 
made not to cause fmthcr confmion by such Ilias as mfly arise out of 
abstract political theories or party prejudices. It is neCeSs.1ry to 
examine the prcspnt status of the Indian peasantry mainly as an 
economic problem. The other clay in his Presidential address at 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Sir Rajendranath Mookcrjee asked 
his countrymen to realise that " the peasant forms the biggest 
problem of Indian economics. In formulating any scheme or plan 
for his general uplift essential factors, slIch as his powrty and 
ignorance', his material condition, his modes of li"ing, his habits 
of mind in relation to his environment must be taken into consi
deration." Coming from one who is regarded as. nnquestiot1ably 
the ablest Ren~nli industrialist of our day, his remark~ deserve 
careful consideration. Indeed, there can be no prospect of efficient 
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rural reconRtruction unless and until the peasant-the man 
behind the plough-arrests our attention and his welfare hecomes 
the chief concern of the state and of the conscious public opinion 
of the countr~·. A.t this stage of our politico-economic life, it will 
serye no useful purpose to ignore the fact that the upper classes 
known as the intelligentsia haye not adequately done their share 
for the betterment of the lot of Indian peasants. We may declare 
in our public utterances that-" we are of them and they are of 
us; we are all of the same bone and flesh;" but illiteracy, 
di'case, social tyranny and abject powrty, furnish a pictllf€ that 
re\-eals conspicuous symptoms of abnormality in the physiological 
growth between the two parts " of the same bone and flesh." 
Organisations supported by well-equipped forces of vested interests 
flourish, but the villages decay. The truth is, the Indian peasant 
knows us chiefly as money-lenders, land-owners, agents to absentee 
land-lords, touts to lawyers, dealers in agricultural produce, 
shopkeepers, quack doctors, priestR and recently as candidates to 
legislatures from rural constituencies. Vole may turn to him when 
we need his alliance for It demonstrative political moyement; we 
may seek hiR support for the purpose of forcing the hands of the 
G0'wnment to yield to political demands of which he may have 
tbe least idea; we talk about him ann his problems when political 
platitudes fail to receiYe much applause from the crowd. Thus, 
so far as his 0'\'0 welfare is concern en , the Indian peasant is " the 
forgotten man" ; and had we not forgotten him, the disintegration 
of Indian rural life would not baye reached such a d!>plorable state 
in India. 

Of course, the phenomena are not peculiar to India. In every 
civilised corner of the "'orld, the yillage as the natural unit of 
socio-economic life has been ('xpos('d to the impact of new forces 
released hy modern induRtrial conditions. While the~' brought 
into play Ruch factors working at cross purposes with integrity 
and harmony of rural life, it was soon realised that any maladjust
ment between urban and rural interests would fundamentally 
affect the development of " national being." Therefore, since the 
beginning of the twentieth century the attention of even the most 
innustrially adyanced countries of the 'Vest has been drawn to 
problems of rural reconstruction. Let me cite one instance from 
the southern States of America. Referring to the people of North 
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Carolina, the late American Ambassador Page wrote to President 
Wilson: "What have the upper dasses done for the education of 
the average man? The statistics of illiteracy, the deplorable 
economic and social conditions of the rural population furnished 
the answer. The forgotten man remained forgotten. The aristo
cratic scheme of education had passed him by." The fJituation in 
other parts of the States was no better, and with a view to making 
a proper diagnosis of the causes that seem to inhibit any process of 
rural revitalisation, President Roosevelt appointed the Country 
Life Commission. Thus, the true nature of tne ruml problems 
was carefully analysed, and what was more important, the 
conscience of the educated classes was sufficiently roused. It waD 
realised that as all wealth is the creation of man, if the opportunity 
of North Carolina farmers was not extended and their surroundings 
not improved, the economic loss must be enormous. Though the 
final responsibility for the most depressing conditions rests with 
the State, it "'as found that the taxable resources were not s11ffi
cient to support a comprehensive scheme for rural reconstruction. 
It was clearly a case for mutual dependence of State-aid and volun
tary efforts. Consequently a plea was made for the development 
of the principal rural industry, rural education and rural sanita
tion, largely through the efforts of Mr. Page, then a famous 
journalist. A General Education Board was organised. Its 
activities were first directcd towards the elimination of wasteful 
and unproductive farm practices, thus building up the basic in
dustry of the people on a sound footing. The task was not 'an easy 
one. Social and traditional influences that encourage inertia were 
dominant among the people, with the result that they themselves 
became definite opponents of advanced ideas and ideals. And yet 
if they could only be convinced of the economic advantages of a 
measure, they would readily adopt it. So Mr. Knapp planned 
out his scheme of agricultural demonstration work. He would 
select a particular farmer and persuade him to work a portion of 
his fields for a period according to methods "'hich he and his col
leagues would prescribe. If the selected area yielded a profit
able crop or gave an increased outtUfll, the farmer would require 
no further inducement for directing farm operations on improved 
lines. Thousands of agents are now engaged in the southern 
States of America with such demonstration work for the purpose 
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of introducing" better farming" in the country. But, the eco
nomic salvation of " better farming" depends on " better busi
ncss." Therefore, such rural organisations as may be necessary 
for placing the business of farming on a better business footing are 
brought into exi~tence. Then comes the problem of "better 
living." The General Education Board, referred to above, organ
ised free publie training of both the hands and the mind of every 
child in the rural community; but the root-cause of rural deteriora
tion in the southern States was found in the physique of the 
people. Dr. Stiles, the sanitarian of the Country Life Commis
sion, suspected that much of the mental and physical sluggishness 
was due to still unclassified species of a parasite now known as 
hookworm. He was then ridiculed as having discovered "the 
microbes of laziness." 

My purposes in dwelling upon the work of rural reconstruc
tion in the southern States of America is to illustrate some of the 
principles and methods which must be followed not only in arrest
ing the process of deterioration of rural life, but in furthering the 
task of buildiug up the basic structure in which that life may find 
fuller expression. \Vithin the time allotted to me, it is difficult to 
discuss at length the various aspects of this complex problem of re
habilitating the rural life of India. 'rherefore, I shall contcnt my
self with a few remarks on the essential pre-requisites for working 
out any scheme of rural reconstruction. In the first place, there 
must be sufficient mcn and women among the educated classes who, 
in the midst of our excited political controversies, would bear in 
mind that the stability of a political structure in India depends 
largely on the quality of its relationship with the rural commun
ities. Mere consciousness us to the needs of rural life may well fill 
the void in our political thoughts, but cannot supply the necessary 
impulse to the labour of rural reconstruction. While the adminis
tration of the country by an alien go\ernruent brings about a psy
chological state of mind resulting in excessive political pre-occn
pations of the educated classes, it must be realised that for a vast 
population living as they do in an underworld of misery bound in 
economic fetters, mere freedom to vote cannot gain for them bread 
and water. Agriculture which sllstains them, though traditional, 
has failed to adjust itself to new politico-economic organisations of 
the twentieth century. Thus, the disparity between the condi-
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tions of Indian agriculture and those of commerce and in
dustry which have overtaken it, is, indeed, enormous. Like 
his Irish brother the Indian peasant may also be described 
as "the primitiye economic caw man." Vi"hile the fruits 
of his labour supply the needs of a twentieth-century commerce 
and industry, his own social and economic life is limited to 
the conditions of the fifteenth century. Now, the task before 
the rural reformer is to lead him out of his cave and 
make him a real partner In the· social and economIc 
order of the present age. This task is obyiously not an easy one; 
and before it may.lend itself to any wlution, a beginning must he 
made in the direction of reorganising village life. Wherever there 
is a symptom of rural decay, its source lies mainly in the disinte
gration of socio-economic organisations. The trend of movements 
brought into being by a centralised from of government and acce
lerated by the impact of industrial forces H~turally disturbed the 
traditional basis of Indian village commune. But whatever of 
worth that basis might have produced in the past should now be 
valued in terms of the altering circumstances; in other words, the 
ideals and Htructure of the specific type of our rural organisations 
must be adjusted to the HelV conditions emerging Ollt of the poli
tical and economic development of India. How that process of 
adjustment has to be evolved, is perhaps, the most important and 
difficult question that must engage our attention if any scheme of 
rural reconstrnction is expected to fUllction properly. 

J udgil1g from the quality of thought which is now' and then 
brought to bear upon it, one c~nnot honcstly say that we have 
any definite idea as regards what should be done for making cfficitnt 
readjustments of the various forces now at work in rural India. 
Either we entertain a pious hope of building Ujl an Arcadian India, 
or allow our mind to he so obsesse(l with the success of the \Vestern 
industrial systems that we accept them as our models for economic 
regeneration. Such confusion of ideas would account for the 
fact that none of our leaders has yet been able to draw up a 
settled plan for the revival of rnra\ organisations. Therf'fore, I 
am inclined to attach mnch importance to a comprehensive study 
of the problems involwd in the taR\" \Ve should hayc access to a 
wide economic knowledge of the conditions of life in which the 
Indian peasant lives. 
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In his attempt to revive rural organisations the rural reformer 
will, of cour>;p, come into contact with the "arious State depart
ments designed for the welfare of rural inhabitants. It is essential 
that he Rhould have a clear conception of what these departments 
are doing. 

Now a department of agriculture has the most active part to 
play in the restoration of the economic life of a country. It is 
especially true of India where agriculture provides three out of 
every four people ~ith some sort of occupation. The agricultural 
department was first inaugurated during the viceroyalty of Lord 
Mayo, hut no definite Rtep wa~ taken for its improvement till I,ord 
Curzon worked out a policy of research and education which, after 
two decades, gave a direction to the agricultural development of the 
countrv. A scheme of veterinary education has also been in-. . 
augurated with the result that to-day the toll from epizootics is 
steadily on the ,]Pcrcase. Then, on the business side of farming, 
agricultural co-operation has been introduced chiefly with the ob
ject of shaking the impregnable position occupied by the 
village money-lender. Advance is also being made towards co
operatiYC purchase and Rale. A scheme of co-operative irrigation 
by the cultivators has been developed in Bengal and Madras. 
Taking a sliney of the progress of the co-operative movement 
thr~lUghout India, one is impressed with the fact that the tradi
tional spirit of rural communalism helps the people to grasp the 
principles of co-operative organisation. Here then lies the solu
tion of many of our problems in rural areas. 

But, however elaborate these departmental organisations 
may be, they cannot function properly if they are to be nurtured 
only by ::ltate Official and their underlings. The State may formu
late policies for rural betterment, or give legislative protection, or 
direct reaearch, but in the task of rural reconstruction which in
volves a deliberate and energetic overhaul of the dominant factors 
of our socio-economic life, there must be active co-operation 
between the State and public opinion of the country. How can we 
account for the fact that" agriculture has not yet attracted a fair 
share of the brains, capital, and enterprise available in the 
country?" Can it be said of our educated classes that they have 
spontaneously rallied round the co-operative movement, which 
they know, is extremely helpful to the peasantry and artisans? Or 
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what help have they rendered to the department of industries 
whose object is to revive rural arts and crafts? 

I am convinced by what I have seen in Europe and America. 
that the central pillar of a comprehensive scheme of rural recon
struction is the co-operative organisation-and that, in order to 
make it effective there must he mutual dependence of state-help 
and self-help. I have made a brief reference to the work in the 
southern States of America. Examples may also be cited from 
small beginnings already made in this country. Anti-malaria 
societies in Bengal, co-operative dispensaries in the Punjab and the 
attempts to establish arbitration societies in the areas greatly 
affected by litigations, are the most encouraging instanceH of ,,·hat 
may be achieved by the co-operation of voluntary organising hodies 
with the departments established by the State. 

But, in India, we have to recognise the difficulties that often 
stand in the way of developing a spirit of co-operation with the 
State departments. They are chiefly concerned with administra
tive functions and discharge them with mechanical preciRion. ·With 
all the good intentions, the rural reformR undertaken by them are 
usually of a piece-meal nature, and as such they f[lil to inspire tlJi' 
public mind. Bound in water-tight compartments, leakage from 
which consists of proceedings of committees, bluebooks, reports 
and memoranda, the various departments do not approach the 
problems of rural life simultaneously. No adequate attention is 
also given to the importance of taking the public into confidence 
as regards the policies and methods of departmenta.l activities. 
These considerations lead me to suggest that a co-ordinating or
ganisation should be establishcn in each province for bringing into 
closer touch all the activities of the StHte departments, nistrict 
boards, village unions ann such non-official hodies as may be 
associated with the task of rural regeneration. The success of the 
General Education Board in the southern Rtates of America. or of 
the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society in the most backward 
parts of Ireland, or of similar organisations in Denmark. Belgium 
and Holland, should at least have some inspirational value for UR. 

In Bengal we need an organisation-let us call it the Bengal 
Rural Organisation Society-which would function as the direct
ing centre of all necessary reforms. It would provide facilities to 
the rl¥al industries, departments of agriculture, co-operative 
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societies, primary education and sanitation for the purpose of 
formulating a comprehcnsive scheme of rural reconstruction. And, 
if properly eonstitlltl'O, I fl.'el confident that it will attract the 
educated public. Only snch combination of efforts can offer effect
ive resistance to force~ of deterioration so active in rural life. 

It is not posHihl!' h('re to enter into the details of the proposed 
organisation; hut I should likl.' to explain, if I may, my object in 
making this suggl.'stion before you. As most of you are engaged 
in fostering British al1tl Indian tradl.' relations, I ask you to con
sider whether any commercial cntPrprise may continue to flourish 
any length of time in a country where a majority of its population 
live in abject poverty. Ho\\ largely the Indian peasant is engaged 
in supplying the needs of Indian export trade is well-known to you. 
Nearly 75 per cent. of thc total jute produce, 56 per cent. of cotton, 
15 per cent. of "'heat, ilucl R Pl'" cent. of ricl' are export!:d eyery nor
mal year. With that part of the agricultural produce which he 
Rellg, he gets just thl' ha re necessaries of life. So numerous are the 
handicaps to his ('('onomie aetivities that his purchasing power has 
not appreciahly increased; thus, the productive capacity of India 
remains low and the distributive agencies extremely deficient. 
But, this state of things ('annat benefit either India or England. 
For the sake of ('('onomic stability, tlwn, the Indian peasant must 
\)(' 0111' immediate concern and in the task of rural reconstruction 
in Tndia the commercial community must also share some respon
sibilit~·. Lt'! liS, therdore, fan' the realities of the situation and 
combine all Dur efforts to establish a ecntral organisation as 
suggested here. In Bengal, we arc particularly fortunate in 
haying a Gon'rnor who is deeply interestrd in the problem of rural 
liff'. The official depa,·tments that have much to do with rllral 
problems are now anxioug to undertake tIll' task in right earnest. 
All shades of political views are also heginning to realise that 
" politics is not the only game of human life," and that our social 
institutions must lw readjusted for the purpose of creating such 
forces within. that \\"ould undoubtedly react all the political evolu
tion of the country. Let us not miss the opportunity now of find
ing a common platform where the official departments. non-official 
organisations and tIl{' educated public may co'IJperate in help
ing the Indian peasantry to help themselves. I spoke of the Indian 
peasant as the forgotten man. As long as he was content to be for-
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gotten, the vested interests were secure. But he is no longer con
tent to be neglected by those who profit by his backwardness. To 
those of my critics who charge me with unbalanced patriotism for 
giving so much emphasis upon the urgency of rural reconstruction 
in India, I venture to commend the following lines from an Irish 
author: "The National idealism which ,,·ill not go out in the 
fields and deal with the fortunes of the workiug farmers is false 
idealism. Our couception of a civilisation mllst include, nay, 
must begin with the life of the humblest, the life of the average 
man or manual worker, for if we neglect them we will build in 
sand. The neglected classes will wreck our ciyilisation." 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I thank you for your kind attention 
with which you have listened to me. If I have chosen the occasion 
for soliciting YOllr assistance in developing a rural reconstruction 
scheme in Bengal, I have done so without any hesitation; for, the 
other day Sir Hugh Stephenson gave us the assurance that Rotary 
was a school for raising humanity to a higher level. 
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RURAL BENGAL. 

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN, 

One by one grim and disagreeable apparitions hidden in the 
dark chamber of our national life arc being revealed to light. We 
knew of their existence but we cleludecl ourselyeR into thinking 
that they would not seriously molest us. However, when the day 
came for making political readjustments, ,,-p found our household 
haunted by these apparitions that have not lost their context of 
life. We chanted political formulae; we took to penitences and 
vicarious fasts; we made all possible " gestures ,. but they refused 

to be exorciiied. The worst of all-QI "tOO! 'l1~WIJ ~ ~fu, ~ 
4fC~C<i5~ ~ ~ ~ ;-that is, the devil-exorcising mustard seed 
itself has become possessed. The disintegrating forces active within 
tilt' life "f our social organism not onl:- render vario\H\ political 
devices incffecti'-e, but the wrangling over them serves to intensify 
some of tIll' fatal deficiencies militating against national solidarity. 
TIlt· commllll3 I differences are hecoming acute; "arions devices. 
designed for Hindu-Moslem unity are breaking down on the 
slightest pretext; the cult of orthodoxy revolts against the removal 
of untouchability; the symptoms of estrangement in the relations 
between the landlords and tllP tenants can no longer be ignored; 
the sense of trust and harmony that existed among various groups 
participating in the economic life of the community is being re
placed by a feeling of distrust and discord. 

Our repeated failures in carrying out the political programme 
must lead us to search for the causes of sterility in the organic life 
of the country. We mnst ask ourselves ,yhy the emotional out
break in the country does not supply adequate energ~· for construc
tive work, and why the politieal activities suffer periodically from 
'I slump." 

\Vhile several factors may have conspired to bring about the 
state of affairs, it has to be admitted that we ourselYes are largely 
responsible for the maladjustlllents in almost every sphere of our 
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life. The time has therefore come for us to reflect seriously on the 
truth of Tagore's saying" Do not mind the waves of the sea, but 
mind the leaks in your vessel." 

Amidst our political wranglings, one hears that in India the 
basis of a suitable constitutional structure must be a strong rural 
community. Admitting that it may be the correct view of a 
possible political edifice for India, our attention must be directed 
to the task of cOl1stnwting a stable foundation on ,,,hich it lIlay 
rest. That task may furnish a common platform where all politi
cal parties can unite. It may also offer adequate opportunities for 
our legislative bodies to introduce revitalising elements in Indil\n 
rural life. The question of revitalising rnral life in Bengal is .ef 
such paramount importance that I feel justified in repeating before 
you some of its features with which you are already acquainted. 
'l'hc persistent neglect in solving the rural problems of Bengal has 
at last developed such striking tendencies that they cannot but fail 
to arrest the attention even of a superficial observer. We know 
that the decline of t he rural population in Bengal, as in other pro
vinces, grows partly out of economic conditions and partly out of 
failure to adjust the structure of its social life to that of modem 
times. The disintegration of village life is evident not so much in 
the rural exodus as is the case of most of the industrially advanced 
countries, but in the physical and moral deterioration of th.e 
population itself. 

The prevalence of mabtrial disease is a common feature in 
rural Bengal. An idea of the dfed of malaria in Bengal inay be 
formed from Dr. Bentley's estimate in his 1922 report that over 
28,OOO,O()O cases of malaria require treatment each year in this 
province. He says that before railways were introduced into 
central and western Bengal, malaria was a relatively mild disease, 
und almost entirely absent from many areas which are now abso
lute death traps. He is of opinion that fifty years ago super
abundance of flood water &lsured immunity from the larvae of the 
malarial mosquito; but that since the drainage of the country bas 
been obstructed by the construction of railway embankments, tbe 
fulminant type of malaria has become a serious mClH1CC to the 
people. Obstacles to tbe natural drainage system leaels to serious 
insanitary conditions, and one is surprised to finel such a large 
number of shallo"', stagnant pools and ditches ",ithin the small 
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area of a village. These, as you will be told by the villagers, are 
the ,-eritable death traps for them. The real problem before India 
is how to make the rural population escape the grip of death. 

Recent economic survey of certain rural areas in Bengal 
shows that there is a remarkable correlation between the health 
of the population and their economic condition. The data suggest 
that mortality rates " tend to be relatively low on fertile soil and 
to increase as fertility of the soil diminishes. "" 

But the low resisting power caused by mal-nutrition and re
peaten attacks from malaria, kala-azar, hookworm and other pre
ventible diseases has a serious effect on the efficiency of the 
peasantry. In considering any scheme for imprm·ee! agri
culture, one must take into account not the death rate but the 
most fatal consequences of the diseases mentioned above on the 
physique as well as the mind of the victim. "Compared to 
tuberculosis," says an Italian authority, "malaria kills less 
frequently and less rapidly, but it inexorably destroys the more 
lively energies of men. It impoverishes the blood, causes all the 
forces of man to droop and wither, takes away the desire for the 
possessions of the earth and the joy in living. Malaria impresses 
not only physical marks, hut, above all, physical degeneration on 
the race it smites. Distrust towards works of a social character, 
diminished will power, diminished liking for work, restrictert 
vision towarels all the phenomena of life are special characteristicR . 
of those with chronic malaria and the peoples who hal·e long 
suffered from the infection." 

The question of the increasing fertility of the soil ane! hence 
thL- produetion of food CroPH, hears, then, an intimate relation to 
the question of public health in India. Malaria is on the increase 
and mortality from kala-azar is as high as 11·9 per cent. of the total 
mortality in Bengal in 19:24. Unless and until public health re
forms afe taken in right earnest simultaneously with the efforts 
for economic development, we cannot hope to lay even the founda
tion of reconstructing rural Bengal. One of the fundamental 
causes of low production either in agriculture or in industries IS 

undoubtedly the physical deterioration of the people. 

* Dr. Bentley: The Effect of Poverty on the Public Health in India. (Bengal 
Economic Jourolll, Vol. 1. No. 1). 
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In this connection the following remarks in a rep.lrt of the 
Public Health Department of 1924 should be noted :-

.. This increase of malaria in Eastern Bengal districts ap
pears to be associated with the great increase of the watcr hyacinth, 
an extensive multiplication of village roads raised considerably 
above the surface of the country and railway extension in certain 
areas, notably :\fymensingh, all resnlting in an interference with 
flow of flood water in the beels and water-courses and across the 
surface of the country." 

The second factor that keeps the level of production extremely 
low is insufficiency of capital. 

Agricultural capital is essentially necessary in a country 
where holdings are very small. Therefore, the place of the clever 
village usurer in the rural economy is assured, and in his anxiety 
to get hold of the producc, he offers cheap credit to the people. 
While agriculture lives on facile credit, the latter does incalculable 
harm if the people do not understand or ha\'e the advantage of 
utilising the borrowed money in SOllie productive works. 

A very large proportion of the population particularly those 
belonging to the agricultural claRs, exist in a state of indebtednesrl 
and it is practically of a permanent character, loans being consi
dered by the cultivator as the normal source of his capital. "The 
lesson of universal agrarian history," sap Sir Freclerick Nicholson 
in his famous Report on Land and Agricultural Banh, " is that an 
essential of agriculture is credit. Keithcr the condition of the 
country, nor the nature of the land tenures, nor the position of 
agriculture affects the one great fact that agriculturists must 
borrow. This necessity is due to the fact tbat an agriculturist's 
capital is locked up in his lands :lnel stock, and must he temporarily 
mobilised. Hence credit is no! necessarily objectionable, nor is 
borrowing necessarily a sign of weakness." The mischief lies 
chiefly in the exorbitant rates of interest charged by the usurers. 
The rates, which depend largely 011 the security offered, the 
necessity of the peasant and the season of the year when the loan 
is required, ordinarily ill vogue are 24 per cent., 37~ per cent., 
and ('ven 75 per cent., the a\'erage being approximately 45 per cent. 
per annum. 

The high rate of interest at whirh the cultivator is compelled 
to borrow agricultural capital leads naturally to agriCUltural 
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bankruptey and onCe he is in the clutches of the usurer, he seldom 
gets free. Anyone familiar with tIl(' rural life of India can fully 
realise the extreme gravity of the prohlem of agricultural indebteu-
11('" of thc' I','asantr!·. It is this canker that is eating into the 
vitals on which a pro~pcrous and rural population must iive. No 
peaHant hopelessly in debt can ever do any justice to himself or 
his land. 

Tt is to be admitted that the total indebtedness does not 
represent investments in agricultural industry. Thriftlessness, 
ceremonial (-xtrayaganccs, and th(' Iitigimu; spirit of tbe cultivator 
often lead him into the trapH set up by money-lenders. After a 
successful harvest he is tempted to spend the entire proceeds; and 
with the approach of the rainy Reason, when he must buy cattle 
and s('('(1i; for agricultural operations he borrinvR again. 

'Ve llIust however 'varn ourselves against the common notion 
that this plague of indebtedness comes about only through a num
her of ('omnlOn fOrIllS of !'xtra"agnnce, and that the Indian ryot is a 
reckle"" fello,," and cOlw'qllently will a"va~'s be in debt. While in 
so('ial Illatt!'rs a grc'at deal of reforms is necessary hy way of 
modifying various external practices that involw heavy expendi
ture, the place of ceremonies and celebrations in the development 
of the life of a people cannot he altogether belittled or ignored. 
" After all," says Hume in his brochure on AgTicultural reform 
in Inelia, " this (rrferring to marriag(') is the poor fe!low's only 
extravagance; these are almost the only white days in his dull
colourpd lif" of toil and pinching, and unless he is singularly 
blessed (01' unblessed~) th('re are not many of them, ann for the 
rest, a more cardul frugal lwing is not to he found on earth." 
From a closer stud!' of the problem, one can diagnose the various 
accentuating causes that compel the cultivator to borrow from the 
,-illage l"a/wj((11 (nsn!'l'r) or linllill (merchant). Let us hear one 
Haran MandaI, who was, as he says, once npon a time the 
village headman. The case is reported by Mr. Ascoli, then the 
Distri('t '\lagistrate of Darcn: "I mmecl a hug;, holding of somc 
twenty acres. Twelve years back I had to borrow the small sum 
of Rs. 25 on the occasion of my son's marriage. After three years 
haying repaid neither <'ilpital nor interest, I was asked to execute 
a fresh bond for Rs. 50. which I gladly <lid. After the lapse of 
another three years my creditor demanded repayment, or in lieu 
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thereof, the cession to him of one acre of land. I refused to part 
with my land and borrowed from another lllan tht sum of Rs. 100 
to repay the loan. ThiR amount being leRs h~' RR. 12-8 tban 
the principal and interest due \YaR refused by the money-lender. 
Just about this time, my nude died, and t; perform tl;e Sradh 
ceremony I had to spend the whole amount. The result iR that 
my debts now exceed Rs. 500-the 12 years' growth of a loan of 
Rs. 25." 

Now, Haran l'Ilandal's caRe is a typicRI OIW, it throws some 
light on the nature of the grm\'ing e\'il of indebtedness, hut, for 
its root causes we haW' to look to the anministrati"e as "'ell as 
socio-economic organisations of the country. 

I should like to draw your flpecial attention to Haran Manda]', 
statement to the efIeet that he waf( unable to repay the small sum 
of RR. 25 within the l'f'riod of three ~·ears. although lop farn}('d 
an area not less than twenty acrrR. As a rule the r~'ot hates debts 
and is eager to free himself from the grip of the usurer. Tn most 
cases the explanation of his inabilit~· to clear himself from debt 
may be found in his 1m\' agricultural income wilieh, among other 
reasons, is due to 101V agricultural production. \Vhile in Rome 
instanc~s, agricultural industry in Bengal may have touched ~he 
point at which further employment of labour or capital cannot be 
made profitable, in greater part of the agricultural land of the 
Provinc~ the poor yield per bigha is certainl~· due to inefficient 
labour, lack of capital and many other uneconomic con,litions from 
which the principal industry of the· country cannot casil~' extricate 
itself. One of the many such conditions is the character of agri
cultural holdings, scatteredness and fragmentation of which have 
reached a point at which they jeopardise the agricultural cfficiellc~' 

of a vast tract of cultivable soil. Subdivision of holdings combined 
with fragmentation makeR cultivation costly and management 
difficult. The average size of the cultivated field, for illRtance, in 
one district in Bengal is less than half an acre, each cultiYator 
possessing six fields. (The figures are quoted by Mr. Aecoli, once 
Magistrate of Dacca.) It is clear that the creation of such diminu
tive units is bound to have an adyerse influence on the adoption of 
improved agricultural methods ~urh as the u><e of improyed ploughs, 
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the maintenance of the breed of draft cattle and the efficiency of 
farm operations. 

Here I shall not attempt a diagnosi~ of the causes that underlie 
this process of excessive subdivi~ion and fragmentation of holdings; 
hut I do "'ish to point out that the evils arising from this process 
mmt be fully recognised. It c~nnot he denied that the laws of 
inheritance and succession amongst the Hindus and Mohamedans 
have greatly influenced the tendencies of subdivision and frag

.mentation of holdings and that theRe la 11'8 have not heen adjusted 
to the inevitable changes that arc taking place in the economic 
organisation. The Hindu la\\' of inl}(,l'itance which pl'O\'ides that 
every male of a f~mil~' is, from the moment of his hirth. a sharer 
in the family's ancestral property and may demand its partition
much as did the Pwoigal Ron-whene\'er the idea enters his head. 
But the entire blame cannot be laio at the door of Manu or the 
Prophet. The truth is, our agriculture is overcrowded and 
demands relief. 

Considering the average oensity of population in the whole of 
Bengal and calculating the average value--(in one of the richest 
districts of Bengal, the average value is Rs. 57 per acre) of 
agricnltural proonce per acre. it becomes clear that agriculture 
alone is entirely inadequate for the snstenance of tlw people and 
that the revival of village industries for the purpose of providing 
additional employment for them is essentially necessar~'. Weaving 
has been the special industl'~' of Bengal, but it has never been 
organised so as to be able to oefBlld itself against the aggressive 
forces to which it has been i;ubjected since the arh'ent of the 
indnstrial era. The new conditions of life 'vere impo;;ed on the 
entire social economy, and bere again onr inability to adapt our
selves to them gaw risp to a phenomenon described by our 
economists as •• the loss of equilibrium of occupations in the 
economic organisation of the country." 

Now, that equilihrium must be restored if the life in rural 
Bengal has to be revitalised. In the 'Yestcrn countries, the 
balancc is redressed by recognising the importance of industry. 
"The greater the predominance." says the Rural Report of the 
Liheral Land Committee in Englano, "of industry over agriculture 
the more carefully must the nation, and industry itself, look to the 
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soundness of its rural foundations." In India, our problem is to 
seek correction of tbe economic tendencies by organising such 
industries as may absorb certain percentage of the population. 
Cottage industries that thrive only in a disciplined industrial 
system possess greater pot€ntialities than industries based on 
the factory system. Our attention must be directed tD the task of 
organising the village industries of Bengal on economic lines; for, 
want of diversity of occupations is considered to be one of the main 
causes of poverty in India. 

Referring to this point, the Famine Commission of 1880 
clearly stated that with a population so dense as that of India the 
development of industries is of very great importanc!', and they are 
rendered still more serious by the fact "that the numbers who have 
no other employment than agriculture, are in large parts of the 
country greatly in !'xcess of what is really required for the thOrollgll 
cultivation of the land." The fact is now well recogniz!'d; but 
the methods advocated for reorganising subsidiary village industries 
do not adequately take into consideration the need of arlapting 
them to new conrlitions arising out of India's entry into the worM 
market. We have now to move with the times. 

But it does not mean that we must fully accept the form of 
western industrialism. In order to be able to face the foreign 
markets it is necessary, in some instances, to introauce the methorls 
of large-scale production. The solution of the problem, however, 
cannot be reached unless we are able to bring about r('arljuRtments 
between our agriculture anrl industry. If we consirler the economic 
position of the spinning wheel, it ",-ill be clear to 11S that its 
successful working depenrls, among other complicaterl factors, on 
the supply of suitable cotton at a low cost. That supply can only 
be secured through wider cultivation of cotton in Bengal. 

I have indicated above some of the fundamental handicaps to 
agricultural progress in Bengal. Inefficient labonr, insufficient 
capital, heavy indebtedness, undue pressure on agriculture for w~nt 
of suitable industries, all contribute to low agricultural productIon 
in Bengal. We have now to consider the question of rural edu
cation; for, the chief obstacle to any progressive movement lies 
in the illiteracy of our rural population. The history of other 

19 
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countries shows that' the viliage school forms the' basis of any 
scheme of rural regeneration and yet this essential requisite is 
becoming less attractive to our children, The number of primary 
schools in India increased by 13,000 and the pupils by 350,000 
during the th'c years, '1917 -1922. The number of primary school~ 
in Bengal in 1920-21 was 35,703 and the pupils attending them 
numbered 1,456,865. It has been calculated that in British India 
3 villages out of every 4 are without a school-house and that 
20,000,000 children of school-going age are growing up without 
any instruction. As regards the quality of the existing schools, 
I need only say that they cannot in any way exert any influence 
on the commllllity. Mere teaching of the three R' s has no special 
value and cannot hope to widen the outlook of the rmal pupils. 
'What can he achieved by rural education for an essentially agri
cultural people is hest iIIustrat-ed by the example of Denmark. 
The problem of rural education recently came in for discusRion in 
England; all the three political parties paid visits to that country. 
His Excellency Lord Irwin during the tenure of his office as a 
Minister of Agriculture of England and 'Yales viRited Denmark 
and obtainen first-hand knowlenge of Danish rural organisations. 
One of the reports commentR on thc peasant schools of Denmark as 
follows :-

'''rhe influence of the Danish High Schools on Danish agri
cultural activity, and the reaction of agricultural actiyity on these 
schools is a remarkable example of the inter-action on human life 
of economic and spiritual forces." 

But, friends, to achieve this end the firRt requisite is the 
edueationist hy whose hands the rural education policy has to be 
moulded. There are ample materials ~'et ayailable for building 
up our rural enucation scheme; hut they can neit}wr be discovered 
nor can they be properl~' utilisen unless and until our literate 
youngmen and women seriouRly undertake the task. Only under 
their guidance, may w(' hope to adapt the indigenous systems of 
mass education. I refer chiefly to Kathakata which is a familinr 
institution among the Hindus of all sects and also to Milaudsarif 
which is tbe prototype of tIle above among the Mohamedans. Buch 
institutions have vast po8sibiJities if they could only be modernised 
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in the directions required by the country to-day. The super
structure of rural and agricultural reforms which we lUay hope to 
erect on the existing basis cannot possibly be effective without a 
thorough overhauling of the system of education now in vogue in 
our rural areas. 

I now pass on to the question of agricultural production of 
the country popularly known as Golden Bengal. 

Rice is the main crop of Bengal. Of about 24 million acres 
of cultivated land, more tban 21 million acres are under rice culti
vation. The estimated average yield for the last ten years was 
about 8,056,400 tous. The yield per acre has not appreciably in
creased in Bengal during the last decade and in many instances it 
falls far below the so-called standard or normal yield per acre of 
cleaned rice. According to official statistics of Bengal the standard 
or normal yield per acre of cleansed winter rice is 987 Ibs. If we 
compare the district averages with this standard, \YC find that 
7 districts come under and ] 9 above the figure calculated to be 
the normal yield for Bengal winter rice. For instance, the esti
mated yield of Bogra, which is 837 Ibs. per acre is 150 Ibs. below, 
while the estimated yield of Hooghly, which is 1,278 Ibs., is 291 
Ibs. above the standard. 

Of the 19 districts whose yield is above the standard, 11 d~
tricts are so situated that their outturn will easily fall below the 
normal under very slight adverse conditions: in other words, the 
margin is precariously narrow. Making due allowance for climatic 
and other uncontrollable factors that govern our agriculture, it is 
ev,ident that the soil of Bengal is being rapidly exhausted nnd 
nothing is being done to recoup or increase its fertility. 

Perhaps my point will be clear to you if I deal further with 
the question of yield. The observation made above is based on 
what official reports determine to be the standard or normal yield 
of winter rice in Bengal. That figure is very much lower than 
that obtained in other rice-producing countries. However, instead 
of confining our remarks to the winter rice alone, if \\"e take the 
average of all the seasonal varieties of rice, grown in Bengal, we 
find as shown in the following table that the average of rice-yield 
for the last quarter of 1\ century has not been more than 984 Ibs. 
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TABLE I. 

Showing Quinquennial Average of Rice-yield in Bengal. 

1901.00. 1906·07. 1911·12. 1916·17 1921.92. 
Average 
for 25 
yean. 

Winter Rice 1,234 1,234 983 1,036 1,029 ... 

Spring Rice 823 800 1.104 1,179 1,156 ... 
I 

Autumn Rice 823 800 807 871 888 ... 

Average 960 944 965 1;029 1,024 984 

I now place before you comparative figures, compiled from the 
International Year-book of Agricultural Statistics, of rice-yield in 
different countries. 

TABLE II.· 

Production 0/ Cleaned Rice per acre in the Different Countries 
of the Warld in Pounds ; 

Countries. A rer.go 1901l.1913. 1920. 1921. 1922. 

Spain 3,188 3,281 3,150 3,275 
Italy 1,806 2,217 2,243 2,151 
Egypt 2,132 1,714 1,456 
Japan 2,163 2.591 2,257 2,477 
Korea 1,133 1,227 1,202 1,239 
Farmosa 1,183 1,231 840 1,459 
United State. 922 1,083 1, 134 1,090 
India 957 785 912 9Il 

• Year Book of U.S.D.A.,1928, pag .. 718·719. 
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While the peculiar limitations imposed on our agriculture by 
climatic conditions may depress the yield to a certain extent, the 
discrepancy, as shown above in the comparative figures, cannot be 
explained away without attributing it to some of the fatal handicaps 
that are obviously obstructing the process of agricultural develop
ment in Bengal. The agricultural researches of the Department 
indicate some of the methods by which "better farming" may be 
introduced; it is claimed that by the adoption of some hybrid 
races of paddy increased yield may be obtained. But, the fact 
remains that our agriculture is in a medieval stage and the inevi
table burden of a twentieth-century commerce and of an expensive 
form of government rests on this primary industry of the country. 
Conscious as I am of the dangers latent in such top-heaviness of 
mechanism of the world commerce, I do not believe it is possible to 
bring these conditions down to the level of the fifteenth century. 
The only remedy lies in raising the basic industry of the country 
to the standard of the present time. 

The poor yiefd oti our staple food has to be viewed from two 
points: (1) fertility of the soil, and (2) the food supply of the people. 
As I consider that there can be no greater calamity for a nation than 
the exhaustion of the fertility of its soil, may I be permitted to 
make a brief reference to the conclusion one may derive from 
the data of rice-yields of Bengal? If we take the average yield 
per year for the last 20 years and plot these figures on a graph, it 
will be noticed that, ignoring the abnormal seasonal variations, 
the curve is practically confined within the same level. That is, 
there is no significant indication of gradual increase or decrease 
of yield. 'Ve might have, however, got such indications if we 
could have obtained data for every year from plots which were 
being cultivated over a number of years. At any rate, even from 
the data now available, we discover such tendencies that have 
shown themselves in a series of classical experiments in the famous 
Rothamsted Station, England. On a plot of land wheat has been 
grown without manure every year swce 1843. During the first 
few years, there was a gradual drop in production, but the yield 
became practically constant for the last sixty years. In other 
words, the production has touched a constant leyel showing that 
continuous cropping without replenishing the soil with the essen-
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tial manurial ingredients reduces its fertility to a minimum level. 
In Bengal, the total output of rice is now obtained not from in
creased productivity of the soil, but from the extension of culti
vation by breaking fresh land. This has, as you may realise, 
reacted on agricultural' economy by robbing cattle of necessary 
pasture land. Even this process could not go on for any length of 
time and the day of reckoning was bound soon to arrive. And 
that day of reckoning has come. From 1911 to 1923, the area 
under rice cultivation in Bengal has not materially increased. The 
average for the last ten years is 20,565,800 acres. 

Thus, with an almost constant acreage and a low yield, Bengal 
is faced \I·ith the problem of how best to feed her population. While 
an attempt to support by statistics that Bengal, the granary of 
India, does not produce sufficient staple food (which is rice) to feed 
her population may not be quite successful owing largely to the in
sufficiency of agricultural data, I have ventured to place before you 
certain figures based on official publications from which the general 
tendencies of the actual state of affairs may be realised. 

Taking the average of the total annual optput of rice for the 
last lO years, it is known that Bengal produces 8,056,400 tons, that 
is, 225,576,200 mds. Our requirements throughout the whole 
year may be computed as follows: 

1. SEED. 

Seed requirements @ 12 seers per acre would amount to 
6,16D,740 mds. for the average total area under rice cultivation 
in Bengal. 

2. CATTLE FOOD. 

It is known that milch cattle are partly fed on rice, especially 
during the milking period. According to the livestock census, we 
have in Bengal about 8,378,319 milch cows and cow-buffaloes. 
Assuming that 50 per cent. of the total lIlay be dry, and therefore 
not fed with rice, we would have to allot to the other 50 per cent. 
one seer of rice per head per day. The quantity required for the 
purpose would then be approximately 37,125,000 maunds. 
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3. WASTAGE. 

In calculating the total rice available for human consumption, 
an allowance has to be made for wastage which according to some 
investigators runs as high as 10 per cent. of the total production. 
While rats (black rat population of India is estimated at 375 mil
lions) alone are made responsible for 1-5 per cent., the deficient 
methods of transport and storage, and the damages caused by insect
pests undonbtedly enhance the loss in wastage. But, let me set 
the percentage down to 5 per cent., that is, a total of about 
11,278,960 maunds of rice. 

4. EXPORT. 

Lastly we must take into account the quantity exported from 
Bengal, the average* of which for the last 10 years (1914·1\)24) is 
109,843 tons or 3,075,604 maunds. 

Thus, the total requirements for seeds, milk-cattle aml export 
trade, together with the amount of wastage, reach the figure of 

. 57,649,304 maunds. Deducting this from the total output of rice, 
we get about 1G8 million maunds only available for human 
consumption in Bengal. 

The question that at once comes to our mind is whether this 
quantity is sufficient for the rice-eating population of the province. 
We, therefore, proceed to find an answer to this question. . 

In the first place, we ha\'e to decide upon an average ration 
for each person of a spccifierl age. As there is cO.nsiderablc 
divergence of opinion in the matter of per capita consumption, it 
is necessary to make a brief reference to the various estimates 
recognised by the Government. 

Labouring adult male 
Workers: Diggers 

Carriers 
Workers: Children 
Non·labouring Adult 

TABLE. 

All prisoners under the age of 16 years 
Children (10-14) 
Children ( 7·10) 
Children under 7 years 

Famine Code. 

16 chataks. 
12 
8 

10 

7 
5 
4 

" 
" 

" 
" 

Jail ration. 

13 chataks. 

9 
9 " 

* The pre· war figures are cQtlsiderably higher tha.n this average. 
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If, from the above estimates, we determine what may be 
called an average ration, we would certainly be correct in our 
estimation and the standard of consumption thus fixed cannot be 
criticised as being too generous in feeding the population whose 
diet practically consists of rice and very little else. We may, 
therefore, take the following as the basis of our calculation 

Adult @ 13 chataks per day. 
Grown-up children (5-15) @ 9 chataks per day. 
Childern (3-5) @ 4 chataks per day. 

The last census shows that Bengal has a population of 47·5 
millions out of which Bengalee-speaking peoples are estimated at 
43 millions. Leaving 4·5 millions to feed themselves with the 
food-grains other than rice, we may be safli to accept 43 millions 
as the total rice-eating population. 

Now, about three million infants from the age 0-3 should be 
left out, although in the absence of any other suitable food they 
haw to depend on some sort of rice preparations. The following 
table sbows the quantity of rice required for human consumption in 
Bengal: 

3 

Total rice~eatiDg 
population. 

Inillion infants 
(3.5) 

13 millions children 
(5.15) 

24 millions adult. 
(15 over) 

TABLE. 

Rate per day per Quantity required pel' Tobl QuaDtit, per 
bead. year per head. yea.r. 

~maunds 6·75 million 
4 Chataks maunds. 

9 Chataks 5~maunds 66·3 million 
maunds. 

7~ mo.unds 174 million 
13 Chatsks maunds. 

-----
TOTAL 247 million 

maunds. 

As the quantity available is calculated at 168 million maunds, 
there is a deficit of about 79 million maunds of rice in Bengal. 
Some part of this deficiency is met by import of rice from Burma 
and other provinces, but the quantity imported does not exceed 
7 million maunds. Thus, we have reason to believe that a con
siderable portion of our population remains underfed and that the 
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primary condition of existence, riz., the provision of an adequate 
foodsupply, is not fulfilled by our agricultural economy. It is not, 
however, necessary to arrive at this conclusion only from this 
statistical examination of the available agripultural data; anyone 
familiar with rural life knows the conditions under which the bulk 
of our peasantry lives. 

In Bugge,li llg a solution of tbe insufficiency of production of 
rice in Bengal, it is often asserted that restriction on the export 
of rice anrl the shrinkage of the area under jute cultivation wonld 
satisfy our requirements. Wbile it is clear tbat in Bengal we do 
not have any "exportable surplus" of rice, the quantity exported 
in a normal year cannot possibly make up the deficiency. 

Those who advocate methods of restriction on the export of 
food-grains, should bear in mind the fad that India is an 
economic unit in the international trade and consequently she has 
t" follow the directions dictated by the world's market. Her 
import demands, as well as the claims of a highly organized ad
ministration necessitate exports; and in the absence of industrial 
products, almost the pntire bunlen of export trade falls on the 
agricultural produec of the country. 

After all, so far as Bengal is concerned, even if it were 
possible t{) check the up"'ard tendency for increased export from 
our insufficient stock of rice ,dtllout any derangement of the normal 
course of internationnl tr'arlc relations 've might have only sm-ed 
some three or four million maunds of rice. In this connection it 
is to be remembered that shortage of food supply in these days of 
easy and quick transit is not an evil by itself. The truth is, as 
observed by the Fiscal Commission, that "it is not really the in
sufficiency of the total food supply so much as the fact that certain 
classes of tbe population are too poor to buy all thc food they 
reqUIre. 

Here I ask your permission to make a hrief reference to the 
cultivation of jute. It is a money-crop, ann as such it has nn
doubtedly added to the income of the peasantry helonging to the 
jute-growing districts of Bengal. 

The popular impression-that often receiws blessings from 
our psellno-politicians-that the cultivation of jute is prejudicial 

20 
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to the cultivation 01 rice and that the area under the former is fast 
increasing, cannot be supported by a careful illl'estigation of the 
actual position. The total acreage under jute in 191(1 was 
2,937,800 and in 1920, 2,502,273, Taking the aYerage for the 
last ten years, the fig'ufe does not exceed ;J million acres. 

Thus, we are driven to the conclusion thai the problem of rice 
production cannot be solved either by embargo on rice export or 
by the reduction of the area under jute. The true solution 
lies in the increased yield of food-crops per unit area, The culti
vation of non-food crops for which demands exist in the inter
national market is not an uneconomic practice. On the contrary, 
the inevitable tendency towards commercialisation of agriculture 
necessitates tile practice of mixed farming: and from the scientific 
as "'ell as from the economic point of vie,v, it is justified. As an 
illustration T ma)' ritl' here the example of the farmer of t,he 
southern part of America, \Vhat haR happened there since the 
introduction of diyersification in farm praeticc" iR strikingly shown 
by the follo,ying statistics of increases in acreage and yield of 
various crops in the cotton Lelt of Anlel'ica in 19J7 at; cOlllparerl 
with 1909: 

TABLE.-

PIRO&NUBE OF INC'nl!!",SR IS 1\117 OVB£. 1909. 

Cotton 
Com 
Wheat 
Oats 
Hay 
Potatoes 

('rop~. 

Sweet Potatoes 

fncrease in acrea.ge. 

4 
28 

143 
87 

105 
46 
60 

, 
Increase in yield. 

8 
47 

162 
133 
109 

67 
67 

Friends, looking at BE"ngal aml her agricultlll'e, till'l1, ,w mnst, 
first of all, engage our attention to t he immediate problem of in
creasing her agricultural production. \Ve must fully grasp the 
gravity of the conditions on which the farming industry of the pro
vince has to depend. Now, we must organise that industry 

* Figures by Mr. O. T. McConnell, U, S. D. A. 
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ourselves on a footing that will gradually stabilise rural life and 
labour. No piece-meal reforms, no pseudo-economic formulae, no 
attempts at the readjustment of the superficies of things, no short
cuts-but a sound lwginning ,,·ith the ultimate purpose of offering 
our peasantry the economic ad\'antage of organisation ancl 
scientific management \I'ill solw the prohlem. \"heth,,]' \Ye grow 
rice or jute, the fact remains that the fertility of om Hoilis not 
maintained and in some instanN' it is almost at its lo,,'est le\'el. 
Therefore, we must \yake up to the immediate necessity of hand
ling our agricultural land with foresight, skill and common-sense, 
\V,-, mllst realise that we hold the land not exclusi"t'ly fo! our own 
purposes but as a trns! for future gelwrations. \Yith the figures 
of 1m\' yield of rice as shown bdorc \ye !!lnst ask oUlwln's if the 
methods now employed in agricnltnre are consistent ,,:ith the ,,'cl
fare of tbe communit!· of IO-(la!' and of to-IllOrrO\'-, The task of 
bringing about snch condit·ions as may lead to efficienc), in agricul
tural production of Bengal ma~' not be attractiw to liS as yet, hut 
there can he no genuine constrllctiYe programnlP of work without 
it, "Better farming" means better life and .. hettcr life" in 
rural districts means hetter chance for democraey. 


